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Keywords: aptamers, detection, sol-gel process, biohybrids .................................................................... 120 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) ................................................................................ 120 

Comparative Functionalization of CNT by oxy-nitride nanoparticles, using high power pulse plasma assisted 

vapor deposition (HIPIMS) or Laser Pyrolysis. ............................................................................................... 121 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, plasma deposition, laser pyrolysis ........................................................... 121 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) ................................................................................ 121 

CVD synthesis of graphene on metal substrates : developments and growth mechanism studies ............. 122 

Keywords: graphene, gas phase suynthesis .............................................................................................. 122 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) ................................................................................ 122 

Elaboration of nanoparticles for application in photocatalysis ..................................................................... 123 

Keywords: photocatalysis, nanomaterials ................................................................................................. 123 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) ................................................................................ 123 

High Energy Hybrid supercapacitors based on aligned carbon nanotubes ................................................... 124 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, supercapacitors ........................................................................................ 124 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) ................................................................................ 124 

Nanostructured oxinitride for the sun water splitting .................................................................................. 125 

Keywords: photoelectrolysis, water splitting, oxides ................................................................................ 125 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) ................................................................................ 125 

Study and production of materials to be used as standards for the measurements of emission rates of 

organic volatile compounds present in building materials and furnitures. .................................................. 126 

Keywords: chemical sensors, organic volatil compounds, toxic,pollutants, standard emitting materials 126 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) ................................................................................ 126 

TiO2 and carbon nanotubes composites for Photovoltaics .......................................................................... 127 

Keywords: photovoltaics, solar cells, composite materials ....................................................................... 127 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) ................................................................................ 127 

Development of new multivalent and hybrid inorganic electrolytes for the next generation batteries ...... 128 
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Keywords: inorganic electrolyte, all-solid-state battery, electrochemical efficiency, structural 

characterization, electrical characterization, ion beam analysis. ............................................................. 128 

Laboratory: Light elements Study (NIMBE/LEEL) .................................................................................. 128 

Antibacterial polymer and hybrid surfaces ................................................................................................... 129 

Keywords: antimicrobiall surfaces, ............................................................................................................ 129 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) ......................... 129 

Electroluminescence studies in carbon nanotube devices ........................................................................... 130 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, electroluminescence, raman spectroscopy .............................................. 130 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) ......................... 130 

Extracting uranium from sea water ............................................................................................................... 131 

Keywords: extraction, protein, uranium, sustainable energy source ....................................................... 131 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) ......................... 131 

Finding new electrocatalytic materials for energy conversion through a combined analysis of individual 

objects. .......................................................................................................................................................... 132 

Keywords: electrocatalysis, Scanning electrochemical Microscopy.......................................................... 132 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) ......................... 132 

Photocurrent and charge/energy transfer in functionalized carbon nanostructures complexes ................ 133 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, electroluminescence, raman spectroscopy .............................................. 133 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) ......................... 133 

Realization of efficient and innovative functionalization of graphene and carbon nanotubes for energy and 

material science ............................................................................................................................................. 134 

Keywords: synthesis, nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes .......................................................................... 134 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) ......................... 134 

Synthesis of graphene nanoparticles ............................................................................................................ 135 

Keywords: graphene, synthesis ................................................................................................................. 135 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) ......................... 135 

Ageing mechanisms at electrode/electrolyte interfaces .............................................................................. 136 

Keywords: lithium-ion batteries, ageing, nanoparticles, radiolysis........................................................... 136 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS).................................................. 136 

Emulsion for the control of powder morphologies at the industrial scale: a mechanistic approach for the 

control of transport and reactivity between size controlled droplets. ......................................................... 137 

Keywords: solution synthesis, microfluidics, emulsion ............................................................................. 137 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS).................................................. 137 

Emulsion stability: interfaces kinetic monitoring .......................................................................................... 138 

Keywords: emulsions, microfluidics .......................................................................................................... 138 
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Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS).................................................. 138 

Geo-inspired hybrid nanotubes for self-assembled nanofluidic ................................................................... 139 

Keywords: inorganic nanotubes, microfluidics ......................................................................................... 139 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS).................................................. 139 

Multiple emulsions: towards stable, sttimulable and biocompatible materials ........................................... 140 

Keywords: drug encapsulation, emulsions, biocompatibility .................................................................... 140 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS).................................................. 140 

Nanosystems for irradiation-induced controlle release of active compounds ............................................. 141 

Keywords: drug delivery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, self-assembled copolymer micelles ................. 141 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS).................................................. 141 

Application of developments in Mobile Magnetic Resonance to materials for Civil Engineering ................ 142 

Keywords: NMR, engineering, ................................................................................................................... 142 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) ........................... 142 

Characterisation of thin hybride films by multinuclear multidimensional solid-state NMR using MACS (Magic 

Angle Coil Spinning) ....................................................................................................................................... 144 

Keywords: NMR, Magic-angle spinning ..................................................................................................... 144 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) ........................... 144 

Developing a micro-NMR probe for microscopic biospecimens ................................................................... 145 

Keywords: NMR, metabolomics, microsensors ......................................................................................... 145 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) ........................... 145 

NMR and MRI in the presence of rotating magnetic fields ........................................................................... 146 

Keywords: NMR, rotating magnetic field, MRI .......................................................................................... 146 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) ........................... 146 

Parahydrogen-induced hyperpolarization in water ...................................................................................... 148 

Keywords: NMR, parahydrogen, ............................................................................................................... 148 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) ........................... 148 

Spectral and temporal shaping of XUV ultra-short pulses with optical gratings .......................................... 149 

Keywords: Ultra-short pulses ; .................................................................................................................. 149 

XUV ; .......................................................................................................................................................... 149 

Monochromators ; ..................................................................................................................................... 149 

Gratings ; ................................................................................................................................................... 149 

Conical ....................................................................................................................................................... 149 

diffraction ; ................................................................................................................................................ 149 

Pulse duration ............................................................................................................................................ 149 
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Laboratory: Synchrotron SOLEIL (SOLEIL) .............................................................................................. 149 

Electronic structure and transport in the graphene/MoS2 heterostructure for the design of a field-effect 

transistor ....................................................................................................................................................... 151 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 151 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GMT) ....................................................... 151 

Thermoelectric conversion in gated nanowires ............................................................................................ 153 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique .......................................................................................................... 153 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GMT) ....................................................... 153 

Electron quantum optics in graphene ........................................................................................................... 154 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique .......................................................................................................... 154 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) ........................................................ 154 

Electron quantum optics with fractional charge pulses in quantum conductors ......................................... 155 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique .......................................................................................................... 155 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) ........................................................ 155 

Finite energy Coherence in quantum electronics ......................................................................................... 156 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique .......................................................................................................... 156 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) ........................................................ 156 

Nanomechanical resonators at microKelvins ................................................................................................ 157 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique .......................................................................................................... 157 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) ........................................................ 157 

Single side band phase coding ....................................................................................................................... 158 

Keywords: Instrumentation ....................................................................................................................... 158 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) ........................................................ 158 

Coupling a superconducting qubit to a single spin ........................................................................................ 159 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique .......................................................................................................... 159 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GQ) .......................................................... 159 

Novel quantum circuits using high-reactance materials; Quantum phase slip junctions ............................. 160 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique .......................................................................................................... 160 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GQ) .......................................................... 160 

Spin Active Hybrid Superconducting Circuits ................................................................................................ 161 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique .......................................................................................................... 161 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GQ) .......................................................... 161 

In-operando characterization of the response of ferroelectric materials to repeated switching voltages .. 163 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 163 
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Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LENSIS) .................................................... 163 

Structure électronique aux parois de domaines ferroélectriques dans l’oxyde multiferroïque modèle BiFeO3

 ....................................................................................................................................................................... 165 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 165 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LENSIS) .................................................... 165 

Magnetic properties of differently-shaped metal nanocrystals.................................................................... 166 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 166 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LEPO) ....................................................... 166 

Plasmonics, a tool for the engineering of the near optical field at the nanometer scale ............................. 167 

Keywords: Interactions rayonnement-matière ......................................................................................... 167 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LEPO) ....................................................... 167 

Tunable multicomponent supramolecular magnetic self-assembly for spintronics ..................................... 169 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 169 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LEPO) ....................................................... 169 

Development of New Crystalline Magnetic Tunnel Junctions for Spintronics .............................................. 170 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 170 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LISO) ........................................................ 170 

Heterojunction engineering for water photo electrolysis ............................................................................. 171 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 171 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LISO) ........................................................ 171 

Single and double ferrite spin-filters for spintronics devices ........................................................................ 172 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 172 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LISO) ........................................................ 172 

Spin Injection and Transport in Hybrid Ferromagnetic/Organic semiconductor Heterostructures ............. 173 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 173 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LISO) ........................................................ 173 

Lab on chip magnetoresistive biosensors for nano and micro magnetic particles detection ....................... 174 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 174 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LNO) ........................................................ 174 

Spin currents in an insulating ferromagnet ................................................................................................... 175 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 175 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LNO) ........................................................ 175 

Spintronics with antiferromagnetic insulators .............................................................................................. 176 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 176 
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Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LNO) ........................................................ 176 

Ultra low field Magnetic Resonance Imaging ................................................................................................ 177 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 177 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LNO) ........................................................ 177 

Continuous and stochastic descriptions of active matter ............................................................................. 178 

Keywords: Physique théorique .................................................................................................................. 178 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 178 

Dipolar superferromagnetism in supracrystals of nanoparticles .................................................................. 179 

Keywords: Matière ultra-divisée, physico-chimie des matériaux ............................................................. 179 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 179 

Experimental studies of the interactions between surface waves and flows ............................................... 180 

Keywords: Matière molle et fluides complexes ........................................................................................ 180 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 180 

Optical measurements of dissipation and energy fluxes in turbulent flows ................................................. 181 

Keywords: Matière molle et fluides complexes ........................................................................................ 181 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 181 

Physical aspects of quasibrittle fracture: how to predict (micro)damaging in heterogeneous solids .......... 182 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 182 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 182 

Radiatively-driven turbulent convection ....................................................................................................... 183 

Keywords: - ................................................................................................................................................ 183 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 183 

Role of the dying rate onto the nano-structure of films formed by the evaporation of colloidal suspensions

 ....................................................................................................................................................................... 184 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 184 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 184 

Study of the dissipation anomaly in a turbulent flow ................................................................................... 186 

Keywords: Matière molle et fluides complexes ........................................................................................ 186 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 186 

Understanding how dynamic fracture properties emerge from microstructural texture in brittle materials

 ....................................................................................................................................................................... 187 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 187 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 187 

Understanding the evolution of mechanical properties of glasses due to chemical composition via 

experiments ................................................................................................................................................... 188 
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Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces............................................................................... 188 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) .................................................. 188 

Role of the drying rate onto the nano-structure of films formed by the evaporation of colloidal suspensions.

 ....................................................................................................................................................................... 190 

Keywords: Soft matter, AFM,  nano- to macroscale, bead packing .......................................................... 190 

Laboratory: Laboratoire SPHYNX, CEA/Fluides, Automatique et Systèmes Thermiques (SPHYNX/FAST)

 ............................................................................................................................................................... 190 

Ion beam simulation of neutron irradiation: Flux effect on radiation damage in ferritic alloys ................... 191 

Keywords: Irradiation, TEM, APT, RPV steels, Radiation-induced segregation ......................................... 191 

Laboratory: Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique (SRMP) .................................................. 191 

Modeling of uranium oxide behavior under ion irradiation ......................................................................... 192 

Keywords: numerical simulation, irradiation, materials, ceramics ........................................................... 192 

Laboratory: Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique (SRMP) .................................................. 192 

Simulation of absorption kinetics of point defects by dislocations and defect clusters ............................... 193 

Keywords: Numerical simulations, Monte Carlo, kinetics. ........................................................................ 193 

Laboratory: Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique (SRMP) .................................................. 193 

Theoretical study of the interplay between magnetism and defects in Fe based alloys .............................. 194 

Keywords: Iron alloys, defects, magnetism, theoretical modelling .......................................................... 194 

Laboratory: Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique (SRMP) .................................................. 194 

Towards a Free Electron Laser amplication on a laser plasma accelerated electron beam ......................... 195 

Keywords: Free Electron Laser, Laser WakeField Acceleration, Undulator, seeding ................................ 195 

Laboratory: Synchrotron SOLEIL, Source Division (Synchrotron SOLEIL) .............................................. 195 

Superconducting spin currents ...................................................................................................................... 196 

Keywords: triplet superconductivity, oxides, half-metals, proximity effect, ............................................ 196 

Laboratory: Unité Mixte de Physique CNRS/Thales (UMPhy) ............................................................... 196 

Waves and turbulence in geophysical flows ................................................................................................. 197 

Keywords: Fluid mechanics, turbulence, geophysical flows ..................................................................... 197 

Laboratory:  () ........................................................................................................................................ 197 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF NEAR-

LTE, HIGH-TEMPERATURE AND HIGH-DENSITY PLASMAS 

PRODUCED BY ULTRA-HIGH INTENSITY LASER 

Keywords: Laser, Plasma, atomic physics 

Laboratory: CEA-DAM-DIF/ LULI (CEA-DAM-DIF/ LULI) 

CEA, DAM, DIF, Bruyères-Le-Châtel, Arpajon, F-91297, FRANCE 

 

Ultra-high intensity (UHI) pulses have opened up a new avenue to perform detailed measurements on dense 

plasmas in extreme thermodynamic conditions. Measurements in this domain can address problematics 

linked 

with stellar opacity, atomic physics and laser plasmas physics in general.Using ELFIE laser at LULI facility we 

can generate a hot plasma in the temperature range 300 − 400 eV close to the solid density, ρ > 1.5 g.cm−3 

with UHI laser interaction. The goal of the thesis is to experimentally constrain plasma conditions using 

several diagnostics such as absorption spectroscopy and X ray emissivity. These data will be interpreted by 

the candidate with 2D CEA PIC code such as CALDER and atomic physics code. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master 2 

Remarks: S. Baton (LULI at Ecole Polytechnique) will be the PhD advisor and B. Loupias (CEA, DAM, DIF) will 

be the co-advisor. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: S. BATON (LULI) and B. LOUPIAS (CEA) 

↘ Contact: berenice.loupias@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.cea.fr/le-cea/les-centres-cea/dam-ile-

de-france  http://www.luli.polytechnique.fr/ 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE MODE I+III CRACK MORPHOLOGY 

INSTABILITY. 

Keywords: Fracture mechanics, instability 

Laboratory: Fluides, Automatique et Systèmes Thermiques (FAST) 

Bâtiment 502, Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France 

 

A crack undergoing some mode I+III (antiplane shear) loading is unstable versus a straight propagation 

path. The aim of this project is to perform an extensive experimental study of this instability. The results will 

be compared to recent theoretical and numerical ones obtained recently. Collaboration with UPMC and 

Northeastern university. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Fundamental research, continuum mechanics 

Remarks: Depending on the student skills (experimental/theoretical/numerical, physics/mechanics), 

several related subjects can be proposed 

 

↘ PhD advisor: V. Lazarus 

↘ Contact: veronique.lazarus@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.fast.u-

psud.fr/~lazarus/Telecharger/modeIII.pdf 
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FLOWBAC: ROLE OF RHEOTAXIS ON THE SPREADING OF 

BACTERIA 

Keywords: Bacteria, Porous Medium, Hydrodynamic, Low Reynolds, Dispersion 

Laboratory: Fluides, Automatique et Systèmes Thermiques (FAST) 

Bâtiment 502, Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France 

 

Our group studies the coupling between flows and bacteria motility. We have previously shown that this 

coupling leads to unusual situations: bacteria located close to a wall can flow upstream, while placed in a 

shear flow they drift in a direction transverse to the flow. Now, our goal is to measure the influence of this 

coupling on the dissemination and spreading of a population of bacteria. During the thesis, experiments in 

"simple" porous medium like capillary tubes, beads pack, transparent fracture or microfluidic cells will be 

considered. The experiences will consist in the injection at a controlled flow rate of a volume of fluid 

containing bacteria. This injected fluid will drain the pure fluid initially present in the capillary. During the 

flow, the advancing bacteria front spreads; the aim is to measure this broadening. For passive particles 

("dead" bacteria for example), it follows the theory developed by Taylor. The aim is to compare our 

experimental results with this theory. The thesis requires a taste for experimentation. The student will 

acquire knowledge about the preparation of biological fluids, microscopy, image processing and fluid 

mechanics. 

 

Remarks: work in collaboration with C. Douarche (LPS) and Pr. E. Clément (PMMH) 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Harold Auradou 

↘ Contact: harold.auradou@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.fast.u-psud.fr/~auradou/ 
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NUMERICAL STUDY BY PERTURBATION APPROACHES OF THE 

FAILURE OF STRONGLY HETEROGENEOUS MATERIALS 

Keywords: Fracture mechanics, heterogeneous material 

Laboratory: Fluides, Automatique et Systèmes Thermiques (FAST) 

Bâtiment 502, Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France 

 

Based on successive iterations of perturbation approaches, we have developed recently a numerical tool to 

describe the behavior of a circular crack front embedded in a strongly heterogeneous brittle material. The 

objective of the project is to extend this tool to straight crack fronts and to apply it to toughness patterns of 

increasing complexity, and even desordered (collaboration with PMMH/ESPCI). The simulations will be 

compared to the outputs of finite element simulations and of experiments (St Gobain, IJLRDA). The final aim 

of this tool is to bridge microstructural characteristic of materials to their macroscale failure properties in 

order to help in the design of new composites and structures with improved failure properties. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: Fundamental research, continuum mechanics, computer programming 

 

↘ PhD advisor: V. Lazarus 

↘ Contact: veronique.lazarus@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.fast.u-

psud.fr/~lazarus/Telecharger/PlaneCracks.pdf 
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TORRICELLI’S CURTAIN: MORPHOLOGY OF HORIZONTAL 

LAMINAR JETS UNDER GRAVITY 

Keywords: Laminar flow, surface tension 

Laboratory: Fluides, Automatique et Systèmes Thermiques (FAST) 

Bâtiment 502, Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France 

 

In 1644, Torricelli demonstrated that a jet of water issuing horizontally from a hole in the side of a bucket 

should describe a parabolic trajectory. However, this result is wrong in many cases. Recent experiments at 

FAST on laminar jets issuing from a horizontal tube show that the initially round jet typically evolves into a 

thin vertical curtain bounded  by two jets. In some cases, the two jets reapproach each other further 

downstream to form a ‘fluid chain’. The aim of this thesis project is to understand the dynamics of these 

‘Torricelli’s curtains’ using various approaches: direct numerical simulations using the open-source code 

Gerris, analytical multiscale expansion in the near-nozzle region and laboratory experiments on an existing 

set-up to compare with the predictions of the numerical and analytical models. The goal throughout will be 

to obtain quantitative scaling laws for key properties of the curtain and to quantify the roles of gravity, 

inertia, viscosity, and surface tension in controlling the dynamics of the curtain’s different regions. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Curiosity and a balanced interests in experimental, analytical and numerical 

approches of fluid mechanics. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: N. Ribe and M. Rabaud 

↘ Contact: ribe@fast.u-psud.fr ; rabaud@fast.u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.fast.u-psud.fr/~rabaud/ 
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ATOMIC SCALE STUDY OF MOLECULAR ARRANGEMENTS IN 

CONTACT WITH METALLIC PADS 

Keywords: STM, Molecular electronics, Molecules, contact, charge transfer 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires (ISMO) 

Université paris Sud, Bâtiment 210, 91400 Orsay 

 

One of the main challenge and also drawback in nanoscience and in particular in molecular electronics is the 

control of molecular contact at the nanoscale. The discovery of molecular rectifier by Ratner and Aviram has 

allowed setting a large number of problems that concerns the efficiency of the molecular electronic function 

that are linked to the control of the contact between the molecule and the electrodes. In planar systems at 

the molecular scale, the control is mainly ruled by our ability to govern the environment of the molecular 

architecture that need to be contacted and the possibility to manipulate at will the molecule towards the 

contacting metallic pads (see figure). Recently, our group have made interesting breakthrough in which we 

could contact single porphyrin molecule against the side wall of a metallic silicide pad grown on the Si(100) 

surface. By means of a scanning tunneling STM running at low temperature, we have been able to study the 

electronic properties of the CoSi2 silicide pads at 9K and passivate the surrounding silicon surface with 

hydrogen. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Surface Science, Condensed matter, STM, Experimental skills in UHV, Cryogenics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Damien RIEDEL 

↘ Contact: damien.riedel@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.ismo.u-psud.fr/spip.php?rubrique104 
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FAST ATOM DIFFRACTION FOR THE CONTROL OF THIN FILM 

GROWTH, FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED ASPECTS. 

Keywords: Fast atom diffraction, epitaxy, semi-conductor surface 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Bat. 351 

 

By shooting helium atoms at keV energies on a surface, we have discovered a new diffraction technique able 

to record  snapshots at almost video rate.  

In its essence, it is similar to thermal helium diffraction but much less sensitive to decoherence allowing 

operation as a ultra high resolution," helium tip AFM", even with surfaces at elevated temperatures. 

This makes the technique very well adapted to monitor thin film growth in molecular beam epitaxy chamber 

where state-of-the-art semi-conductor multilayer structure are produced. 

The PHD will investigate both fundamental and applied aspects at ISMO (Orsay) and INSP (Paris) where the 

MBE vessel is installed. 

 

Desire profile or skills: surface science, atomic physics, semi conductor surface. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Philippe Roncin 

↘ Contact: philippe.roncin@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.ismo.u-psud.fr/spip.php?rubrique66 
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FRAGMENTATION OF CARBON-BASED MOLECULES OF 

ASTROCHEMICAL INTEREST 

Keywords: collision, molecular fragmentation, astrochemistry 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Université Paris Sud, bâtiment 210, Orsay Cedex France 

 

More than 180 molecules, from the simplest ones (H2) to the more complex ones (C60), have been detected 

in astrophysical environments (interstellar medium, planetary atmospheres…). Among them, carbon-based 

molecules are ubiquitous. These molecules are mixed with dust and the overall material processed by 

radiations (photons, cosmic-rays, electrons). The understanding and modeling of the molecular composition 

of the different environments is a challenge requiring a huge amount of spectroscopic, dynamic and 

collisional data. 

In our group we developed a set-up dedicated to the study of molecular excitation induced by atomic impact 

and its subsequent destruction by fragmentation. The set-up (AGAT) is situated nearby the Tandem 

accelerator in Orsay where molecular beams to be studied are produced. The set-up allows to study the 

fragmentation of species of a given internal energy and charge (neutrals, cations and anions).  

Previous measurements have been  conducted on (hydrogenated)-carbonated molecules such as Cn (n≤10), 

CnH (n≤5), CnH2 (n=1,3). The thesis subject is the study of nitrogenated molecules such as CnN, HCnN.  

These  molecules have been detected in circumstellar envelopes such as the C-star envelope IRC+10216 and 

also in planet atmospheres such as Titan, the largest satellite of Saturn. Collisional cross sections will be 

measured and modelled. Fragmentation branching ratios will be measured and used to predict exit channels 

for various processes of astrophysical interest. This work will be performed within a strong international 

collaboration between experimentalists (IPNO, ISMO), theoreticians (collisions, molecular structure and 

dynamic) and astrophysicists. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: Some bases in atomic collision physics would be appreciated; knowledge of a 

programmation language (fortran/C /C++) is required. 

↘ PhD advisor: Karine Béroff 

↘ Contact: karine.beroff@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.ismo.u-psud.fr/spip.php?rubrique90 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HYBRID ARRAYS OF MOLECULES AND NANOPARTICLES : 

REALIZATION, OPTICAL PROPERTIES, ELECTRON DYNAMICS 

Keywords: Nanoparticle epitaxial growth. Sum frequency vibrational spectroscopy. 

Femtosecond pump probe dynamics Chemisorption. Electron transfer 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Université Paris-Sud, Bât. 350 91405 Orsay Cedex 

 

Molecules have promising properties that might be used in the electronics of the future : conduction 

through conjugated bonds, light absorption and emission, motion triggered by e. g. isomerization induced 

by electronic excitation : they may exchange electrons and light, and produce motion upon suitable 

conditions. To use them in “nanoelectronics”, they must be adsorbed on nanoscale structures, with strong 

enough bonding to ensure stability. The coupling of the molecules with the electronic band structure of the 

nanostructures and of the substrate will affect the molecular properties, with the advantage of opening the 

way to tailor the properties of the hybrid structure by adjusting the molecular structure and / or the 

nanostructure size and chemical nature. Therefore, learning how molecules adsorb on nanostructures, how 

electrons flow between molecules and nanostructures, and probing the optical properties of the hybrid 

structure, are essential before hybrid structures can be exploited in actual devices. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Applicants should have a good background in at least one of the two areas of 

physics : surface physics (atomic and elecgtronic structure, chemisorption) and / or laser optics and laser 

spectroscopies 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Bernard Bourguignon 

↘ Contact: bernard.bourguignon@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.ismo.u-psud.fr/spip.php?rubrique64 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS ON GRAPHENE 

Keywords: Graphene, Spintronics, Molecules, STM 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Bât. 210, Univ Paris Sud, 91405 ORSAY 

 

Graphene is a single sheet of carbon atoms organized in a hexagonal array with remarkable structural and 

electronic properties including high electron mobility and weak spin-orbit interaction. The spin field effect 

transistor is a solution to low power consumption electronics based on graphene devices. In graphene spin-

polarized electrons can travel a long distance without losing their spin information. The key is to understand 

how the spin-orbit interactions in graphene are influenced by the presence of non-magnetic heavy elements 

and how the spin transport is affected by an organized network of single molecular magnets. The PhD 

student will study the adsorption of the metal-porphyrin molecules containing heavy metals and lanthanide 

phthalocyanine complexes on single layer graphene using both RT STM and LT (5K) nc-AFM . The electronic 

interaction between the porphyrin molecules and the graphene surface will be probed using tunneling 

spectroscopy while the influence of their spin will be measured using the Spin Hall Effect. Device fabrication 

and testing will be pursued in collaborations with the CEA, Thalès, and  LPS. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physics, Materials Science, Chemistry, Engineering 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Andrew Mayne 

↘ Contact: andrew.mayne@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.nanosciences.ismo.u-psud.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NANOSOURCES OF LIGHT FOR NANO-OPTOELECTRONICS 

Keywords: Plasmonic nanostructure, Nanosource, Quantum emitter, STM, AFM 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Bât. 210, Univ Paris Sud, 91405 ORSAY 

 

Recent advances in nanofabrication techniques have led to photonic nanocircuitry capable of manipulating 

light on a deep subwavelength scale. One of the great challenges in nanotechnology is the integration of 

optical nanocircuits with electronic microdevices, so that information may be transported and processed 

with light on a microchip.To achieve this  integration, we must convert electric current into light at the input 

of an optical nanocircuit, i.e.  an electrically driven nanosource of light. The goal of this PhD is to build such 

light nanosources out of a tunnel junction, which converts low-energy electrons into photons or surface 

plasmons (light waves propagating along a metallic surface coupled to charge oscillations). The PhD student 

will conduct experiments using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) coupled to an optical microscope in 

order to analyze the emitted light. The tunnel junction between the STM tip and a gold nanostructure, will 

be optimized by the student with the aim of controlling the emission properties of the light nanosource 

(directivity, spectra, and polarization). This nanosource of light will then be associated with other plasmonic 

nanostructures in a basic optical nanocircuit. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physics, Materials Science, Chemistry, Engineering 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Elizabeth Boer-Duchemin 

↘ Contact: elizabeth.boer-duchemin@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.nanosciences.ismo.u-psud.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

PHYSICAL METHODS FOR MONITORING BIOCONTAMINATION OF 

SURFACES AT THE MOLECULAR LEVEL. 

Keywords: Non-linear vibrational spectroscopy. Fluorescence microscopy. Scanning Force 

Microscopy. Biocontamination. Bacterial Adhesion 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Université Paris-Sud, Bât. 350. 91405 Orsay Cedex 

 

The scientific aim of this thesis is to improve the fundamental understanding of the processes of bacterial 

adhesion to surfaces in order to develop new and efficient anti-biocontamination surfaces. For this purpose, 

a unique combination of experimental approaches is proposed, combining spectroscopy and microscopy: (1) 

non-linear vibrational spectroscopy by Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) ; (2) Scanning probe microscopies 

(AFM, SECM...); and (3) up-to-date fluorescence imaging techniques with ultrahigh spatial and temporal 

resolutions. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Applicants are expected to have a strong interest in experimental physics and in 

working at the interface with biophysics, or/and biology. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Christian Marlière 

↘ Contact: christian.marliere@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.ismo.u-psud.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SELF-ASSEMBLED ORGANIC LAYERS ON SILICENE 

Keywords: Silicene, molecules, electronics 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Bât. 210, Univ Paris Sud, 91405 ORSAY 

 

Silicene is a single sheet of silicon atoms organized in a hexagonal array with similar structural and 

electronic properties to graphene. We were the first to synthesize silicene on silver and gold substrates. On 

Ag(110) and Au(110), silicene nanoribbons were obtained while on Ag(111) a perfect sheet was obtained. 

Silicene should be an ideal substrate for molecular self-assembly in two dimensions. The formation of 

ordered arrays of molecules via self-assembly is a rapid, scalable route towards the realization of nanoscale 

architectures with tailored properties. Functionalizing silicene with organic molecules offers the possibility 

to modulate the silicene doping and band gap. However, such interfaces have been not yet studied. During 

this PhD thesis the student will grow molecular layers on silicene with organic molecules such as C60, PTCDI  

and phtalocyanine. The adsorption of the molecules on silicene will be studied using both room temperature 

STM and low temperature (5K) STM as well as AFM in non-contact mode. This will allow the ordering, 

orientation and stability of the molecular network to be investigated, in particular the precise position of 

organic molecules with respect to the underlying silicene. The electronic interaction between the molecules 

and the silicene surface will be probed using scanning tunneling spectroscopy. The student will study the full 

electronic structure of the molecule-silicene system by doing high-resolution photoemission and adsorption 

spectroscopies using Synchrotron radiation. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physics, Materials Science, Chemistry, Engineering 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Hamid Oughaddou 

↘ Contact: hamid.oughaddou@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.nanosciences.ismo.u-psud.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SILICENE GROWTH ON INSULATING FILMS 

Keywords: Silicene, Insulators, electronics 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Bât. 210, Univ Paris Sud, 91405 ORSAY 

 

Silicene is a new 2D material, composed of silicon atoms arranged in a hexagonal array like graphene. With 

similar 2D transport properties, silicene is considered to be a promising novel material for nano-electronics 

integratable into the existing Silicon-based research and development for future information and 

communication technology. The synthesis of silicene was first demonstrated by our group, and opened a 

completely new research area. Silicene forms either a parallel assembly of one-dimensional nanoribbons 

(NRs) on Ag(110) and on Au (110) or a highly ordered sheet of silicene on Ag(111). However, considerable 

scientific and technological challenges remain to be controlled; doping, band gap opening, electrical 

contacts. In this context, the growth of silicene on insulators is a key breakthrough that will allow electrical 

measurements as well as its integration in devices. The PhD student will grow high quality silicene on 

insulating films and explore its 2D transport properties using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), while the electronic structure will be measured by Scanning Tunneling 

Spectroscopy (STS) and Photoemission Electron Spectroscopy (PES) using synchrotron Radiation. There will 

be close collaborations with the University of Central Florida, University of Zurich, Institute of Physics in 

Prague and the National Synchrotron Radiation facility SOLEIL. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physics, Materials Science, Chemistry, Engineering 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Hamid Oughaddou 

↘ Contact: hamid.oughaddou@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.nanosciences.ismo.u-psud.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SYNTHESIS OF MOLECULAR ARCHITECTURES ON THE SI(100):H 

SURFACE FOR MOLECULAR DEVICES 

Keywords: STM, Molecular electronics, Molecules, contact, charge transfer 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires (ISMO) 

Université paris Sud, Bâtiment 210, 91400 Orsay 

 

Nanosciences is a very young research domain that needs to tackle various exciting challenges. One of them 

involves assembling molecules on metallic or semiconducting surfaces to obtain molecular architectures 

which properties (including optical, electronic, magnetic or chemical) can be explored. Such molecular 

architecture can be used for specific purposes such as bistability, memory, molecular operator or photon 

sources. However, the study of a molecular architecture made of few molecules is rarely studied with the 

good environmental conditions. In this context, the purpose of the thesis will be to study the electronic 

properties of simple molecular circuits formed with few molecules whose individual electronic properties will 

be pre-selected among various molecular types. For this, we will use a scanning tunneling microscope 

working in ultrahigh vacuum and at low temperatures (9K) to allow the assembly and the analysis at the 

atomic scale of the molecular architecture. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Surface Science, Condensed matter, STM, Experimental skills in UHV, Cryogenics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Damien RIEDEL 

↘ Contact: damien.riedel@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.ismo.u-psud.fr/spip.php?rubrique104 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

TIME EVOLUTION OF PHYSICAL PROCESSES INVOLVED DURING 

BACTERIAL ADHESION ON A SOLID SUBSTRATE: CORRELATED 

STUDIES OF BOTH INTERFACES BETWEEN BACTERIA/FLUID AND 

BACTERIA/SOLID SUBSTRATE BY AFM AND TIRF MICROSCOPIES. 

Keywords: Bacterial adhesion. Fluorescence microscopy. Scanning force microscopy. 

TIRF 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Université Paris-Sud, Bât. 350 91405 Orsay Cedex 

 

Bacteria colonize solid surfaces in different steps involving approach, adhesion, modification of their 

membrane properties. These steps may be intercrossed as, as an example, membrane properties may 

dynamically change when distance to the solid surface varies. The proposed subject will be devoted to 

improve our comprehension of such phenomena by an in-situ and in physiological conditions study of both 

interfaces (bacterium)/fluid and bacterium/solid) by fluorescence microscopy technics (TIRF etc.) and 

scanning force microscopies (AFM, SECM ). 

 

Desire profile or skills: Applicants are expected to have a strong interest in experimental physics and in 

working at the interface with biophysics, or/and biology. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Christian Marlière 

↘ Contact: christian.marliere@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.ismo.u-psud.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

THEORETICAL STUDY OF CHEMICAL REACTION DYNAMICS ON 

INTERSTELLAR GRAINS. 

Keywords: Molecular formation, interstellar dust grain, dynamics calculations 

Laboratory: Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay (ISMO) 

Institut des Sciences Moléculaires d'Orsay UMR 8214, Bâtiment 210 Université Paris-Sud 91405 Orsay 

Cedex 

 

A large number of molecules have been detected in the interstellar medium, from the simplest one (H2) to 

surprisingly complex structures (amino acids). However, density and temperature conditions are not 

favorable to the formation of molecules from atoms produced either during the early ages of the universe 

(H, He) or during nucleosynthesis in stars for heavier elements.  

        The purpose of the subject is to describe the mechanism of reactions that produce molecules. The 

general approach is to describe the interatomic interactions using quantum chemistry tools, and then 

calculate the motions of nuclei governed by these interactions using  quantum dynamics methods. 

      The thesis proposed focuses onto this last part. Its aim is to study reactions occurring at the 

carbonaceous grain surface: H + HX → X, where X is H, O, ... Its difficulty (and interest ...) consists in 

handling a large number of atoms, since the reactions are catalyzed by solid or large molecules, while taking 

into account quantum effects likely to strongly influence the dynamics. 

 

Desire profile or skills: atomic and molecular physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: F. Aguillon S. Morisset 

↘ Contact: francois.aguillon@u-psud.fr 

↘  sabine.morisset@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.ismo.u-psud.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SELF-CONSISTENT MODELING OF THE COLLAPSE PHASE 

ASSOCIATED TO MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IN TOKAMAK 

PLASMAS 

Keywords: magnetic confinement fusion; magnetic reconnection; tokamaks; numerical 

simulations. 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas (L.P.P.) 

Ecole Polytechnique, route de Saclay, 91128 Palaiseau cedex. 

 

There is increasing evidence that magnetic reconnection play a major role in a variety of  astrophysical 

phenomena such as solar flares, magnetospheric substorms, or gamma-ray bursts. A common denominator 

of their phenomenology is the sudden, explosive, nature of the reconnection onset. Understanding how 

reconnection can be made fast has therefore been a central motivation of much reconnection research. 

Sawteeth in toroidal devices for magnetic confinement fusion have often been considered as a 

manifestation of magnetic reconnection in a laboratory plasma setting. The objective of the thesis will be to 

determine in a self-consistent way the onset of the crash. This is a crucial ingredient in the perspective of 

ITER since the sawtooth regime will be ITER baseline scenario. For instance, this could enable to have a 

refined view of the impact of sawteeth on fusion-born alpha particle and on their ability to sustain a large 

core temperature. The aim of the work is to go beyond the currently pursued approaches. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Good background in physics and/or maths preferred; some taste for numerical 

simulations is clearly a plus. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Marie-Christine Firpo 

↘ Contact: marie-christine.firpo@lpp.polytechnique.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lpp.fr/?rubrique317 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

BROADBAND ANGULAR SELECTIVITY IN THE INFRARED: 

APPLICATION TO THE DESIGN OF THERMAL ANTENNA 

Keywords: Photonic, Metamaterial, Coherent emission, Antenna 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) 

Institut d'Optique Graduate School, 2 Av. A. Fresnel 91127 Palaiseau 

 

The ability to control wave’s propagation in solids is a major goal in physics. One of the most famous 

examples of selectivity  is the Bragg diffraction mechanism by crystals, which forbids electrons with certain 

energies to propagate in specific directions. The photonic crystals are periodic structures that lead to similar 

effects thanks to destructive interferences. In 2011, the angular selection of propagation directions has been 

predicted for microwave photons  inside anisotropic media opening so the way for an angular selectivity of 

light through the largest possible frequency band.  The aim of this thesis is to design metamaterials with a 

broadband angular  selectivity in the infrared and to apply these structures to achieve thermal sources 

which radiate their heat  around specific directions of space.  The PhD student will develop the theory of 

band gaps in multilayered anisotropic structures coupled with gratings.  He/She will also work in close 

collaboration with the International research unit LN2 at Sherbrooke in Canada for the fabrication and  

optical characterization of designed structures. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree  in Physics with an experience in optics. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Prof. Henri Benisty               and Philippe Ben-

Abdallah 

↘ Contact: henri.benisty@institutoptique.fr                         

pba@institutoptique.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lcf.institutoptique.fr/Groupes-de-

recherche/Nanophotonique-et-Electromagnetisme 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HIGH PERFORMANCE GENERATION OF PAIRS OF PHOTONS IN 

LIQUID FILLED HOLLOW CORE PHOTONIC CRYSTAL FIBERS 

Keywords: Nonlinear optics, correlated pairs of photons,quantum telecommunication, 

fibers, 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) 

Institut d'Optique Graduate School, 2 Av. A. Fresnel 91127 Palaiseau 

 

The Non linear materials and applications group recently observed the first correlated pairs of photons 

generated in a liquid core photonic crystal fiber. That new fiber structure allows the generation of good 

quantum quality pairs by preventing the deleterious influence of Raman photons generally observed in silica 

fibers. The PhD work will be in the continuation of this first demonstration. The first aim will be the 

characterization and optimization of the developed source using different liquids and fibers. One of the 

objectives being to reach the telecom band. The second aim of the thesis will be to develop new generation 

architecture based on multi-pump non-degenerate four wave mixing, leading to the development of 

noiseless frequency conversion of single photons. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree  in Optics and non linear optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Philippe Delaye 

↘ Contact: philippe.delaye@institutoptique.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lcf.institutoptique.fr/lcf-en/Groupes-

de-recherche/Materiaux-non-lineaires-et-applications 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MANIPULATING THE OPTICAL COHERENCE OF SPATIAL-DIVISION 

MULTIPLEXED SIGNALS IN MULTIMODE FIBER TRANSMISSION 

SYSTEMS 

Keywords: Nonlinear optics, telecommunication, fibers, mode division multiplexing 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) 

Institut d'Optique Graduate School, 2 Av. A. Fresnel 91127 Palaiseau 

 

Our project, conducted with an industrial partner, is focused on the potentialities offered by the mode-

division multiplexing (MDM) in multimode optical fibers for optical telecommunication. We intend to 

directly manipulate the optical coherence properties of the data beam in order to strengthen the 

information content for each spatial mode, enabling a performance improvement of the transmission. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree  in Optics and non linear optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Nicolas Dubreuil 

↘ Contact: nicolas.dubreuil@institutoptique.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lcf.institutoptique.fr/lcf-en/Groupes-

de-recherche/Materiaux-non-lineaires-et-applications 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

METASURFACES FOR LIGHT FOCUSING 

Keywords: Nanophotonics, plasmonics, metamaterials 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) 

Institut d'Optique Graduate School, 2 Av. A. Fresnel 91127 Palaiseau 

 

The term Metasurface refers to surfaces that are functionalized by arrays of miniature light scatterers (so-

called optical nanoantennas). Such a functionalization provides optical properties that go far beyond those 

of standard flat surfaces. So far, metasurfaces have been mainly used to realize flat devices with “usual” 

optical properties, i.e. optical properties that can be found in usual refractive or diffractive optical 

components. We believe that metasurfaces can offer more than a flattening of existing devices. We plan to 

explore the opportunity to realize original optical devices with completely new properties. The objectives of 

the PhD will be twofold. The first step will consist in exploring the physics of metasurfaces and establishing 

their ultimate potential. The second step will be the design of innovative planar lenses with reduced 

geometric and chromatic aberrations. The work will involve both theory and numerical calculations. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree in Physics or in Optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Dr Christophe Sauvan 

↘ Contact: christophe.sauvan@institutoptique.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lcf.institutoptique.fr/lcf-en/Research-

groups/Nanophotonics-and-Electromagnetism/Join-us/PhD-

and-postdoc-positions 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NANOANTENNAS FOR ELECTRICAL GENERATION OF SURFACE 

PLASMONS 

Keywords: Nanophotonics, plasmonics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) 

Institut d'Optique Graduate School, 2 Av. A. Fresnel 91127 Palaiseau 

 

Surface plasmons are surface waves propagating along interfaces between a metal and a dielectric. 

Electromagnetic fields can be confined to subwavelength lengths using them. In most cases they are excited 

using an incident beam. This prevents to take full advantage of the field confinment as the incident beam is 

diffraction limited. Hence, an electrical excitation of surface plasmons would pave the way to smaller 

devices and pave the way to fully integrated plasmonic devices.  In this project, we will develop two 

approaches. Lasing has been demonstrated with Tamm plasmon modes. Our goal is to couple these modes 

to propagating surface plasmon modes. The second approach is based on surface plasmon emission by 

inelastic tunneling. This emission process has been known for many years but its efficiency has remained 

very low. We will design resonant nanoantennas that will allow incresing the emitted power by two orders 

of magnitude. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree in physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pr Jean-Jacques Greffet 

↘ Contact: jean-jacques.greffet@institutoptique.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lcf.institutoptique.fr/lcf-en/Research-

groups/Nanophotonics-and-Electromagnetism/Join-us/PhD-

and-postdoc-positions 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NEAR-INFRARED WAVELENGTH CONVERTERS FOR OPTICAL 

SENSORS 

Keywords: Nonlinear optics, fibers, optical sensors 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) 

Institut d'Optique Graduate School, 2 Av. A. Fresnel 91127 Palaiseau 

 

This efficient wavelength conversion originates from the nonlinear optical wave-mixing in liquid filled 

microstructured fibers. These new converters turn visible photons from a microlaser into near-infrared 

pulsed beams with high spectral and spatial qualities. They will be studied, designed, realized and tested. 

These new optical sources potentially open new fields of applications. The will also be evaluated in a few of 

such applications (microlidars, biology). 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree  in Optics and non linear optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Sylvie Lebrun 

↘ Contact: Sylvie.lebrun@institutoptique.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lcf.institutoptique.fr/lcf-en/Groupes-

de-recherche/Materiaux-non-lineaires-et-applications 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NON LINEAR OPTICS IN HYBRID NANOFIBERS 

Keywords: Nonlinear optics, fibers, nanofibers, in-line fiber devices 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) 

Institut d'Optique Graduate School, 2 Av. A. Fresnel 91127 Palaiseau 

 

Optical non-linearities have been widely investigated for more than 50 years. These studies covered a very 

large area from the fundamental physics to a very large scope of applications : optical sources, data 

processing and storage, telecommunications, sensors …  However, in spite of this huge amount of work 

already conducted, some vast domains of nonlinear optics remain largely unexplored. This is the case of the 

so-called “evanescent optical non-linearities”. When light propagates in a structure whose one dimension is 

lower than the optical wavelength, the evanescent optical field propagates outside the structure. This 

evanescent field feels the surrounding medium. Non-linear effects can thus be excited in this surrounding 

medium. In addition to their own interest from a physical point of view, evanescent non-linearities present 

quite attractive features allowing the development of new decices (sensors, sources of correlated photons, 

modulators...) 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree  in Optics and non linear optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Sylvie Lebrun 

↘ Contact: sylvie.lebrun@institutoptique.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lcf.institutoptique.fr/lcf-en/Groupes-

de-recherche/Materiaux-non-lineaires-et-applications 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SMART METASURFACES 

Keywords: Nanophotonics, Semiconductors and Metamaterials 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) 

Institut d'Optique Graduate School, 2 Av. A. Fresnel 91127 Palaiseau 

 

For a few years, nanotechnologies have allowed to build new kind of optical objects with sometimes 

unprecedented properties, as for instance negative refraction (that means a ray is refracted at an interface 

with an opposite angle to that normally expected). It is made possible using controlled-shape nanoparticles, 

much smaller than the wavelength, that are combined to form a “metamaterial” or a “metasurface” [1]. 

However, these structures, as most optical components, are set for a given feature: for instance they 

refract/reflect rays in a given fixed direction. We propose here to develop active metasurfaces, whose 

features could be controlled through a bias voltage. A voltage applied on a given nanostructure lying on the 

device could indeed locally change the phase of the reflection/transmission coefficient, allowing us to shape 

the directions of the reflected/transmitted beam.[1] Nanfang Yu et al., Science 334, 333 (2011) 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree in physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Dr François Marquier 

↘ Contact: francois.marquier@institutoptique.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lcf.institutoptique.fr/lcf-en/Research-

groups/Nanophotonics-and-Electromagnetism/Join-us/PhD-

and-postdoc-positions 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ATTOSECOND PHOTO-IONIZATION SPECTROSCOPY 

Keywords: Nonlinear optics, Extreme ultraviolet radiation, attosecond pulses, molecules, 

electronic dynamics, photoionization 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

The interaction of strong laser pulses with atomic and molecular gases leads to the emission of 

exceptionally short bursts of XUV light. This process, named generation of high order harmonics of the 

fundamental laser frequency, allows the production of sub-femtosecond, so called attosecond (10-18 s) 

pulses. These ultrashort pulses open new perspectives for the exploration of matter at unprecedented 

timescale. The thesis work will consist in the application of attosecond pulses to the study of the photo-

ionization dynamics of various molecules on this ultrashort timescale. Two types of processes will be 

particularly investigated: i) ionization delays and ii) charge migration in the molecular ion. First, two-photon 

ionization resulting from the combination of the attosecond pulse with the fundamental laser gives access 

to ultrashort photoionization delays. The study of these delays for different ionization channels could lead to 

the Wigner delays, related to the time needed for escaping the molecular potential. Moreover, molecular 

resonances like in N2 could allow us to finely control the 2-photon ejection delay by tuning the XUV 

excitation frequency. The second process to be studied will be the ultrafast charge migration resulting from 

the ionization to different states (ground+excited) of the molecular ion. This coherent wavepacket, 

equivalent to a ‘hole’ in the molecular electronic cloud, may migrate from one end of the molecule to the 

other end on sub-femtosecond timescale. This ultrafast migration was first predicted theoretically in bio-

molecules such as amino acids, and has recently been observed in phenylalanine. 

The thesis work will be performed in the frame of the European Research Network MEDEA; it will include 

experimental campaigns in the associated European laboratories (Milan, Lund), as well as in other 

laboratories involved in other collaborations (Londres, Columbus-Ohio). 

 

Desire profile or skills: The thesis work being performed in the frame of the European Research Network 

MEDEA, the candidate must have a foreign nationality or have spent less than 1 year in France in the last 3 

years. Some background in optics, nonlinear optics and atomic and mol 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pascal SALIERES 

↘ Contact: pascal.salieres@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/LIDyL/ATTO/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

CARACTERISATION ET INTEGRATION DE NOUVEAUX SYSTEMES 

DONNEUR-ACCEPTEURS DANS DES CELLULES 

PHOTOVOLTAÏQUES. 

Keywords: photochemistry electrochemistry spectroscopy 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

Making tandem Grätzel cells is a promising way for the development of efficient photovoltaic cells. The aim 

of this thesis is to study new push-pull molecules with energy levels suitable for photosensitizing transparent 

oxides. The organic dyes considered present the major advantage not to use noble and/or rare metals 

preparing for the next generation of photovoltaic devices. 

Special attention will be given to the primary processes responsible for the transformation of light energy 

into charge carriers and their (irreversible) separation. This takes place over a very large timescale, ranging 

from femto- to nano-seconds. In order to characterize the dynamics of the initially photoexcited states, 

various spectroscopic techniques will be used, in particular femtosecond infrared photoluminescence. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master level in Physical Chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Thomas Gustavsson 

↘ Contact: thomas.gustavsson@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://www-lfp.cea.fr/bme.php 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

COMPLETE SPATIO-TEMPORAL CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGH-

POWER FEMTOSECOND LASERS 

Keywords: Ultrafast optics, optical metrology, interferometry, optical coherence 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

Laser technology now makes it possible to generate laser pulses with durations of few tens of femtoseconds 

only, with pulse energies in the Joule range. Before focusing, these laser beams have a diameter of several 

centimeters. For such beam sizes, many of the optical elements used in these lasers tend to introduce 

spatio-temporal couplings on the beam -i.e. a spatial dependence of the pulse temporal properties- which 

cannot be detected with usual measurement techniques. To detect these couplings and correct them, it is 

necessary to measure the three-dimensional structure of the laser field, in (x,y,t). Our group has been 

working for several years on the developments of spatio-temporal measurement techniques, suited to high-

power femtosecond lasers. The goal of this PhD project is to optimize and improve these techniques, to 

compare their results and performances, and to implement them on different state-of-the-art high-power 

femtosecond lasers (in particular the UHI100 laser at CEA-IRAMIS). One of the final objectives of the project 

is to define a prototype for a technological transfer to an industrial Partner, which will commercialize a 

measurement device derived from this prototype. This subject is at the forefront of research on the 

metrology of ultrashort laser beams. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master related to optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Fabien Quéré 

↘ Contact: fabien.quere@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/LIDyL/PHI/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH REP RATE, SUB-15FS, CEP STABILIZED 

LASER OPTIMIZED FOR INTENSE ATTOSECOND PULSE 

GENERATION 

Keywords: Ti :S laser amplification, CEP stabilization, pulse duration reduction 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

The SLIC group (Saclay Laser Interaction Center) has developed since 2009 a common laboratory with the 

society Amplitude Technology in order to perform R&D on pulse duration reduction through post-

compression and on the fine control of the temporal shape of the pulse at a level lower than optical cycle 

(CEP stabilization). One goal in Attophysics is reaching the possibility to produce unique intense attoseconde 

pulses (1as=10-18s). To do this, one has to start with a laser with specific characteristics: high rep rate to 

lower the acquisition times, stabilized CEP and with multi mJ level pulses. The proposed thesis subject deals 

with the development of a specific regenerative amplifier, CEP stabilized, allowing to produce pulses with 

duration as low as 15fs. The candidate will work on the development and to the optimisation of the CEP 

stabilisation. He will explore the possibility to stabilise the CEP directly by using an experimental signal. This 

work, mainly experimental can be supported by numerical simulations. This thesis associates Amplitude 

Technologies and CEA with financial support obtained by Amplitude Technologies within the european 

network H2020-MSCA-ITN-2014 MEDEA. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Person interested in experimental physics to build up a new laser system. He/She 

should also be interested on more technical things and have some computing and calculation knowledge 

(Labview, Matlab others). Skills in general physics and optics, experimen 

Remarks: . 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Jean-François Hergott 

↘ Contact: jean-francois.hergott@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/slic/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ELECTRONIC DYNAMICS OF BIO-RELEVANT SYSTEMS: TOWARD A 

MODELING OF THE DEACTIVATION PROCESSES OF EXCITED 

STATES. 

Keywords: Electronic dynamic of bio-relevant systems, Excited states computation, Non-

adiabatic dynamic, Size-extensive CC and MRCI linear scaling methods 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

Many complex molecular systems absorbing light in the near UV spectral range, including those of 

paramount biological importance, like DNA bases or proteins, are endowed with mechanisms of excited-

state deactivation following UV absorption. These mechanisms are of major importance for the 

photochemical stability of these species since they provide them a rapid and efficient way to dissipate the 

electronic energy in excess into vibration, thus avoiding photochemical processes to take place and then 

structural damages which affect the biological function of the system. In this context, the study of gas phase 

bio-relevant systems such peptides as proteins building blocks should lead to better understanding the 

photophysical phenomena involved in the relaxation mechanisms of life components. The size of the 

systems, their flexibility, the existence of non-covalent interactions which governs structures and the nature 

of the excited states require the use of sophisticated theoretical models in order to characterize the 

preferentially formed conformations in gas phase as well as to investigate the electronic relaxation 

mechanisms of the first excited states. The focus of the PhD project concerns the implementation of a 

computational strategy to both characterize the first excited states and simulate their potential energy 

surfaces in order to determine the relaxation pathways. This theoretical research project contains then the 

development, evaluation and validation of modern quantum chemical methods dedicated to excited states. 

It will be backed up by key gas phase experiments performed in our group on flexible molecules using recent 

spectroscopic techniques which provide precise data on the spectroscopic properties and electronic dynamic 

of relaxation. Moreover, it will take place in the context of one ANR project, ESBODYR or «Excited States of 

BiO-relevant systems: towards ultrafast conformational Dynamics with Resolution» (Coord V. Brenner, 

2014-2017) 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master in Chemical Physics or in Molecular Physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Valérie Brenner 

↘ Contact: valerie.brenner@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://www-lfp.cea.fr/sbm.php 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE SIMULATION OF ULTRAHIGH-INTENSITY 

LASER-PLASMA INTERACTIONS: EFFECT OF THE ANGULAR 

MOMENTUM OF LIGHT 

Keywords: Plasma physics, high-performance computing, optics, ultrahigh intensity 

physics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

Femtosecond lasers can now reach peak intensities at focus that greatly exceed 10^20 W/cm^2, such that 

the motion of electrons in a target exposed to the laser field gets relativistic. This is an extreme regime of 

laser-matter interaction, involving a rich and complex physics, which largely remains to be explored. The so-

called 'Particle-in-Cell' simulation codes are particularly well suited to the study of the physics of ultrahigh-

intensity laser plasma interactions. The principle of these codes is to solve, in a coupled way, the relativistic 

equations of motion of N macroparticles that describe the plasma, and Maxwell's equations, that describe 

both the incident laser field and the fields generated by the plasma itself. The number N of macroparticles 

being typically of the order of hundreds of millions, these codes are generally used on massively-parallel 

computers. The objective of this PhD project is, on the one hand, to contribute to the development of a 

state-of-the-art PIC code, called SMILEI, and on the other hand, to exploit this code to interpret experiments 

and predicts new physical effects that could be observed experimentally, in particular when the incident 

laser field carries orbital angular momentum. This PhD will provide the candidate with a training at the best 

international level on hig-performance computing techniques, and with an expertise of the application of 

these codes to the physics of ultrahigh laser-plasma interactions. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master in physics or numerical simulation 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Fabien Quéré & Mickael Grech (LULI) 

↘ Contact: fabien.quere@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/LIDyL/PHI/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

REFLECTION OF ULTRAINTENSE LASER PULSES ON PLASMA 

MIRRORS: GENERATION OF ATTOSECOND LIGHT PULSE AND 

RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS 

Keywords: Ultrahigh intensity physics, plasma physics, XUV optics, ultrafast optics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

When an ultraintense laser pulse is focused on a solid target, this target gets strongly ionized, and is thus 

turned into a plasma that reflects the incident pulse. When this incident pulse is ultrashort, the plasma 

generated at the target surface does not have time to significantly expand into vacuum, and this laser pulse 

is then specularly reflected. The target then behaves as a mirror: this is called a plasma mirror. Due to its 

simplicity, such a plasma Mirror is an ideal model system for the fundamental study of ultrahigh intensity 

laser-plasma interaction. This interaction moreover leads to the generation of synchronized attosecond light 

and electron bursts, which are of great interest for ultrafast science. In this context, the first objective of this 

PhD project is to perform the first detailed study of relativistic electron emission from plasma mirrors, and of 

the correlation between these electrons and the attosecond light pulses, in order to understand the 

mechanisms responsible for this emission. The second objective is to find methods to optimize and control 

these emissions, as well as to measure their spatial, and, if possible, their temporal properties. Experiments 

will be carried out with several state-of-the-art laser systems (UHI100 laser in CEA, Salle Noire at LOA), 

which dedicate a significant part of their beam time to this research topic. Depending on the interest of the 

candidate, a significant fraction of the PhD work can be devoted to modelling and/or numerical simulations 

on massively-parallel computers. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master in laser-matter interaction, or optics, or plasma physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Fabien Quéré 

↘ Contact: fabien.quere@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/LIDyL/PHI/ 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SPECTROSCOPY AND DYNAMICS OF MOLECULES EMBEDDED IN 

HELIUM DROPLETS 

Keywords: Helium droplet 

molecular physics 

IR spectroscopy 

Molecular conformation 

 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

CEA-Saclay 

IRAMIS/LIDYL Bât. 462 

91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex 

 

 

The objective of this PhD is to identify and understand the fundamental processes that are turned on when a 

molecule (or a molecular assembly) absorbs light within a helium droplet. These studies are motivated by 

fundamental physical chemistry considerations on the structure and dynamics of systems with many 

degrees of freedom. The molecules are deposited in a cluster because it allows a strict control of the number 

of the deposited molecules (technique developed in our laboratory). The stoichiometry at a molecular scale 

is thus, well known. Moreover the helium droplets are used because they are superfluid (so a behaviour of 

the embedded molecules close to the one of the gas phase) and it allows to cool down all the degrees of 

freedom of the molecule (T(helium droplet)= 0.4 K). Once the molecule or the molecular assembly of interest 

is deposited on helium droplets, infra-red spectroscopy is used to obtain structural information on the 

molecules or the molecular assembly. At the helium cluster temperature, the molecules are cold, and then 

the spectra are more simple and easier to interpreter. 

 

Desire profile or skills: physical-chemistry 

molecular physics 

molecular spectroscopy 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Marc Briant 

↘ Contact: marc.briant@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://www-lfp.cea.fr/dyr.php 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

STUDY OF  MULTI MJ LEVEL 5FS PULSE POST COMPRESSION 

USING KAGOME FIBERS OR HOLLOW CORE FIBER WHITH CEP 

STABILISATION 

Keywords: Ti :S laser amplification, CEP stabilization, post-compression in fibers 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

The SLIC group (Saclay Laser Interaction Center) has developed since 2009 a common laboratory with the 

society Amplitude Technology in order to perform R&D on pulse duration reduction through post-

compression and on the fine control of the temporal shape of the pulse at a level lower than optical cycle 

(CEP stabilization). One goal in Attophysics is reaching the possibility to produce unique intense attoseconde 

pulses (1as=10-18s). To do this, one has to start with a laser with specific characteristics: high rep rate to 

lower the acquisition times, stabilized CEP and with multi mJ level pulses. The proposed thesis subject deals 

with the study of post-compression schemes down to 5fs multi mJ level energy starting with 25fs or 15fs 

pulses. Spectral broadening through self phase modulation in Kagome fibers or crossed polarisation rotation 

in bulk materials will be studied. This thesis associates Amplitude Technologies/CEA/XLIM UMR CNRS 7252 

specialised in Kagome fibers development, with financial support obtained by Amplitude Technologies 

within the european network H2020-MSCA-ITN-2014 MEDEA. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Person interested in experimental physics to build up  new post-compression 

systems and study the different phsics involved. He/She should also be interested on more technical things 

and have some computing and calculation knowledge (Labview, Matlab other 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Jean-François Hergott 

↘ Contact: jean-francois.hergott@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/slic/ 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

STUDY OF ULTRAFAST MOLECULAR DYNAMICS USING 

ATTOSECOND PULSES 

Keywords: Nonlinear optics, Extreme ultraviolet radiation, attosecond pulses, molecules, 

electronic dynamics, photoionization 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

Recently, the generation of sub-femtosecond pulses, so-called attosecond pulses (1 as=10−18 s), has made 

impressive progress. These ultrashort pulses open new perspectives for the exploration of matter at 

unprecedented timescale. Their generation result from the strong nonlinear interaction of short intense 

laser pulses (few 10 femtoseconds) with atomic and molecular gases. High order harmonics of the 

fundamental frequency are produced, covering a large spectral bandwidth in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) 

range. In the temporal domain, this coherent radiation forms a train of 100 attosecond pulses. The thesis 

work will include the generation of attosecond pulses in small molecules (H2, N2, O2, CO2, N2O), which 

presents a great spectroscopic interest. Indeed, the nonlinear dipole strongly depends on the nuclear 

degrees of freedom (vibration, rotation, alignment angle of the molecule relative to the laser electric field), 

which allows studying ultrafast nuclear dynamics. Furthermore, the dipole measurement for different 

alignment angles allows the tomographic reconstruction of an image of the molecular orbital interacting 

with the laser field. This quantum tomography opens the fascinating perspective of studying the 

deformation of molecular orbitals during chemical reactions (isomerization, photo-dissociation) with an 

Angström spatial resolution and an attosecond temporal resolution. The thesis work will be performed in 

the frame of national and European collaborations; it will include experimental campaigns in partner 

laboratories. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Some background in optics, nonlinear optics and atomic and molecular physics is 

required. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pascal SALIERES 

↘ Contact: pascal.salieres@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/LIDyL/ATTO/ 
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SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATIONS OF ATTOSECOND XUV BEAMS 

CARRYING AN ANGULAR MOMENTUM. 

Keywords: Attosecond physics, high harmonics generation, Ultrafast physics, atomic 

physics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

In recent years, the generation of sub- femtosecond pulses, called attosecond ( 1 as = 10- 18s ) , has shown 

dramatic progress. One way to use these pulses is through pump-probe schemes. A gas sample is excited by 

a first pulse and a second pulse − the attosecond probe, comes at an adjustable delay, less than a 

femtosecond later. So far, this technique has been restricted to samples probed with linearly polarized 

attosecond radiation having a plane wavefront.  

During this PhD project, the applicant will develop the tools extending these approaches to radiation 

carrying an angular momentum, either spin angular momentum (SAO) or orbital angular momentum (MAO) 

The synthesis of attosecond pulses carrying each form of angular momentum will be the first challenge of 

this project. We will put in place mechanisms acting on the generation itself (shaping of the wavefront, 

multicolor fields, aligned molecular targets…) and on the emitted radiation (XUV polarizers) to modulate at 

will the angular momentum of light. Regarding the spin angular momentum, the ultimate goal is to have a 

source with a very fast circular polarization modulation rate, exceeding the specifications of other XUV 

sources, especially synchrotron. For the orbital angular momentum, we will first study the laws of 

conservation of angular momentum during the attosecond pulse synthesis. Indeed, to date, the controversy 

remains about the possibility to synthesize such beams. The second challenge is the development of specific 

techniques to explore the new regimes made available. For spin angular momentum, it will, for example, 

encompass the measurement of birefringence or attosecond transient dichroism. For the orbital angular 

momentum specific analytical tools based on diffraction and interference in the XUV, or photoelectron 

spectroscopy will be developed. By solving these two challenges, we will have at hand unique tools, 

combining, at the sub-femtosecond scale, photoelectron spectroscopy and polarization-resolved optical 

spectroscopy, opening the way to applications inaccessible to date. 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Thierry Ruchon 

↘ Contact: thierry.ruchon@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/LIDyL/ATTO/ 
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TIME RESOLVED RELAXATION DYNAMICS OF ELECTRONICALLY 

EXCITED NANOPARTICLES 

Keywords: Reaction dynamics 

Photoelectron 

Nanoparticle 

Gas phase 

 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

DSM/IRAMIS/LIDyL-LFP-URA2453, 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif Sur Yvette 

 

 

The reaction dynamics is the study of the behavior of a molecular or atomic system subject to external 

excitation. Our interest focuses specifically on the dynamics of isolated systems (in gas phase) with a very 

short time resolution (10 fs to 100 ps). This project aims at expanding this study to electronically excited 

isolated nanoparticles. According to their structure, Nanoparticles can be "insulating" (molecular 

nanocrystal, for example), "conductive" (e.g. Gold) or semiconductor (for example silicon). These different 

types of nanoparticles are used as components of photovoltaic cells or quantum computers.  

In a molecular nanocrystals, molecules are close to each other. Their excited orbitals overlap and it is 

expected that a photon excites not only one but several molecule which would create a coherent 

superposition of several molecular state. The proper description associated with such excitation is probably 

that of excitonic wavepackets. Therefore, this project focus on the study of the diffusion and relaxation of 

such electronic excitation. 

 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Lionel Poisson 

↘ Contact: Lionel.poisson@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://www-lfp.cea.fr/dyr.php 
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ULTRAFAST ELECTRONIC DYNAMICS IN FLEXIBLE BIOMOLECULES 

Keywords: Excited state deactivation;         Femtochemistry;         gas phase IR 

spectroscopy ;       time-resolved spectroscopy ;  Conformational modelling 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Interactions, Dynamique et Lasers (LIDyL-LFP–URA 2453) 

SBM/LIDyL  

Laboratoire Francis Perrin 

- URA CNRS 2453 -             

CEA Saclay, Bât 522,  

91191  Gif-sur-Yvette, France 

 

 

The amount of energy brought by the absorption of a UV photon by an aromatic amino acid of a protein 

(typically 4 eV ) is comparable to the energy of the covalent chemical bonds in the molecule and can lead to 

a significant damages to the biological material. It is therefore important to understand how this energy is 

redistributed to the environment of the excited amino acid as vibrational motions and hence under a 

harmless form. The thesis subject proposed is mainly experimental. Its goal will be to study the dynamics of 

this phenomenon using an “isolated molecule” approach : model molecules (small peptide chain) will be 

brought to the gas phase, their conformational structure will be characterized by infrared spectroscopy and 

their excited state dynamics will be studied by pump- probe experiments in the nano-, pico- and 

femtosecond ranges, depending on the chromophore considered. These experiments will benefit from 

sophisticated diagnostics, like photoelectrons imaging, which will enable us to monitor the relaxation 

pathways followed by the molecule and to assess the role of the several excited states of the molecule and 

the influence of its conformation. These results will also be used to validate quantum chemistry calculations 

of the excited states, which will be conducted as well in the laboratory within the frame of the present thesis 

work. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master in molecular physics or chemical physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Michel Mons 

↘ Contact: michel.mons@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://www-lfp.cea.fr/sbm.php 
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH HARMONICS LASER SOURCES FOR 

APPLICATIONS AND IN PARTICULAR IN ULTRAFAST MAGNETISM 

Keywords: femtosecond lasers, harmonics, magnetism applications, switzerland 

Laboratory: Laboratoire d'optique Appliquée (LOA) 

ENSTA-PARISTECH - Campus de l'ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE, Chemin de la Hunière 91120 PALAISEAU 

 

Recent advances in high-harmonic generated by focusing an intense laser inside a gas target, gave rise to 

soft X-ray pulses with high intensity, very short duration (femtosecond to attosecond) and high photon 

energy. One of the remaining shortages of this source was its restriction to linear polarization, since the 

yield of generation of elliptically polarized high-harmonics has been low so far. This limitation has been 

recently overcome in our laboratory (to be published in Nature Communications) by using a cross-polarized 

two-color laser field. With this simple technique we reached high degrees of ellipticity (up to 75%) with 

efficiencies similar to classically generated linearly polarized harmonics. With this source, we performed a 

direct application of these new properties on magnetism elements and more particularly we measured the 

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) effect of Nickel at the M2,3 absorption edge around 67 eV. There 

results open up the way towards a series of novel experiments that can be performed during a Ph. D thesis. 

Typically, femtosecond time resolved experiments using high harmonics exploiting the powerful element 

sensitive XMCD effect and resolving the ultrafast magnetization dynamics of individual components in 

complex materials will constitute the main axis of this thesis. Also, nanoscale imaging of magnetic domains 

or chiral domains in biological systems using holographic techniques could be considered. The experiments 

will be performed using a new laser with high stability and installed in a new building, fully adapted to the 

high requirements of this types of experiments. Some of them will be done in Switzerland through a 

collaboration with the PSI laboratory. The candidate should be motivated primarily to experimental work 

and analysis of the results, both on the source development and on the application part. Concerning the 

harmonic source, another collaboration is running with a Russian laboratory for simulation on these 

aspects. The candidate could then also take part to the development and using of the newly developed 

codes. 

 

Desire profile or skills: laser and/or Optics background study. Motivation for experimental work 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Guillaume Lambert 

↘ Contact: guillaume.lambert@ensta-paristech.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ELECTRON ACCELERATION IN PLASMAS USING FEW CYCLES 

LASER PULSES 

Keywords: laser-plasma interaction, electron acceleration, few cycle laser pulses, 

nonlinear optics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire d'Optique Appliquée (LOA) 

Chemin de la Hunière, Palaiseau, Ecole Polytechnique 

 

In our group, we are exploring news ways to produce electron sources with extreme properties using laser-

plasma interaction. The subject of this PhD proposal is to develop experiments  where an extremely short 

laser pulse (< 5 femtoseconds, 1 femtosecond= 10-15 sec), composed of only a few oscillations, is used to 

accelerate electrons from a plasma to MeV energies. This source is predicted to have amazing properties, 

such as an extremely short duration < 10 femtoseconds. Such an electron source can be used to probe 

matter on ultrashort time scales using electron diffraction. By using diffraction of a very short electron 

bunch, we should be able to "watch" atoms move in real time. In this thesis, the student will learn the 

physics of laser-plasma interaction, use few-cycle laser pulses and develop a new electron source using 

laser-plasma interaction. The final goal is to demonstrate that the electron source can be used in an 

ultrafast electron diffraction experiment, with unprecedented resolution. 

 

Desire profile or skills: one or several of the following: optics, lasers, plasmas, accelerators 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Jérôme FAURE 

↘ Contact: jerome.faure@ensta-paristech.fr 

↘ Website: http://loa.ensta-paristech.fr/appli/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

GENERATION OF MULTI-TW PEAK POWER FEW-CYCLE PULSES 

FOR DRIVING RELATIVISTIC OPTICS AT 1KHZ REPETITION RATE 

Keywords: ultrafast laser, relativistic optics, plasma physics, systems engineering 

Laboratory: Laboratoire d'Optique Appliquée, ENSTA ParisTech, Ecole Polytechnique, CNRS 

UMR 7639 (LOA) 

828 Boulevard des Maréchaux, 91762 Palaiseau 

 

The goal of our research is to study the ultrafast dynamics of relativistically laser-driven plasmas. To do this, 

we need to develop cutting-edge laser technology beyond what is commercially available today in terms of 

pulse duration and both peak and average power. In this CIFRE PhD program in collaboration with Thales 

Optronique SA, we want to develop a 100W average power source of multi-TeraWatt peak power laser 

pulses lasting only a few optical cycles (< 5 fs at 800 nm wavelength, where 1 fs = 10-15 s). This PhD work 

involves modeling, designing and building this unique laser system inside a newly dedicated laser bay at LOA 

in Palaiseau. Because the laser will drive a high repetition rate laser-plasma interaction platform in a 

radiation-safe target area, we will need to implement or even develop specific command-control tools in 

order to ensure beam delivery to experiments with high sptaio-temporal fidelity. This cutting-edge laser 

development is part of the large-scale Equipements d'Excellence program ATTOLAB on the Plateau de Saclay 

and has also received generous equipment grants from the Region Ile-de-France. 

 

Desire profile or skills: fundamental physics, advanced optics, complex systems engineering,  experimental 

skills 

Remarks: CIFRE funding available with Thales Optronique SA, intenrship prior to start of PhD is prefereable 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Rodrigo Lopez-Martens 

↘ Contact: rodrigo.lopezmartens@ensta-paristech.fr 

↘ Website: http://loa.ensta-paristech.fr/PCO_group_6.php 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NANOMATERIALS FOR LASER SOURCES OF X-RAYS, IONS AND 

NEUTRONS FOR BIOMEDICAL AND ENERGY APPLICATIONS 

Keywords: ultrafast optics, relativistic optics, plasma physics, numerical simulations, 

parallel computing 

Laboratory: Laboratoire d'Optique Appliquée, ENSTA ParisTech, Ecole Polytechnique, CNRS 

UMR 7639 (LOA) 

828 Boulevard des Maréchaux, 91762 Palaiseau 

 

We want to explore the potential of nanostructured materials to solve a  fundamental problem in ultra-

intense laser-matter interaction, which is the production of a mirror-like plasma at the surface of a solid, 

called the “critical-density surface”. Beyond this surface, the laser cannot reach. Nanostructured solids can 

no longer prevent the penetration of the ultra-intense laser field. With nanomaterials, we don’t need to 

create extraordinary nonlinear interactions which convert light to particles in the very thin critical-density 

surface, we can have light propagate through the near-solid material to much more efficiently sweep up 

electrons, accelerate ions, make neutrons or make coherent soft x-rays in attosecond pulses. The focus of 

this PhD program, funded by the Ministère de l'Education Supérieur (MESR) and the Fonds Franco-Canadien 

pour la Recherche (FFCR) is to use nanostructured materials as radically new targets for producing efficient 

sources of pulsed superbright X-rays and pulsed neutron beams for engineering, medicine and fundamental 

science. This work will be done in collaboration with Prof. Robin Marjoribanks of the University of Toronto in 

Canada. The applicant will work at LOA in France as well as ALLS/INRS laser center and University of 

Toronto in Canada. 

 

Desire profile or skills: fundamental physics, advanced optics, complex systems engineering,  advanced 

computing skills, experimental skills 

Remarks: Funding from MESR and FFCR available, intenrship prior to start of PhD is prefereable 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Rodrigo Lopez-Martens 

↘ Contact: rodrigo.lopezmartens@ensta-paristech.fr 

↘ Website: http://loa.ensta-paristech.fr/PCO_group_6.php 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

STUDYING ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS IN SOLIDS USING ELECTRON 

DIFFRACTION 

Keywords: electron diffraction, solid state physics, ultrafast dynamics in solids, phase 

transitions, nanomaterials 

Laboratory: Laboratoire d'Optique Appliquée (LOA) 

Chemin de la Hunière, Palaiseau, Ecole Polytechnique 

 

The physical and chemical properties of materials are intimately related to the basic dynamics of matter, in 

particular the dynamics of electrons and atoms in the crystal lattices. To understand the role of atomic 

motion in solids, it is necessary to probe the lattice on very short time scales, on the order of femtoseconds 

(10-15 sec) to picoseconds (10-12 s). This can be done experimentally using time resolved electron 

diffraction, a very powerful technique which allows us to "follow in real time" the motion of atoms in solids. 

In our group, we we have developed a shophisticated electron diffraction experiment. In the proposed 

thesis, the student will use this existing platform and will perform electron diffraction experiments in order 

to understand the role of the lattice dynamics in various materials.   Our experimental setup is a very 

reliable operating system, and will allow the student to focus on the physics of the proposed materials. The 

first experiments will consist in the study of the phase transition in charge density wave materials such as 

TbTe3. In this thesis, the student will learn the technique of electron diffraction, the physics of the electron 

source and more importantly will focus on the solid-state physics of various materials (charge density wave 

systems, nanomaterials such as graphene...). 

 

Desire profile or skills: one or several of the following: optics, lasers, solid state physics, nanoscience, 

materials 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Davide Boschetto 

↘ Contact: davide.boschetto@ensta-paristech.fr 

↘ Website: http://loa.ensta-paristech.fr/appli/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

TOWARDS A FREE ELECTRON LASER BASED ON LASER-PLASMA 

ACCELERATION 

Keywords: -Laser-plasma electron acceleration 

-Free-electron-lasers 

-Intense ultrashort laser  

-Laser-plasma interaction 

 

Laboratory: Laboratoire d'Optique Appliquée (LOA) 

Chemin de la Hunière  91761 PALAISEAU, France 

 

Free-electron-lasers (FEL) can produce bright and coherent light ranging from micro-wave to the X-rays. 

Thanks to their unique properties (notably their brightness and ultrashort duration), free electron lasers in 

the X-ray domain (XFEL) allows to probe the structure and dynamics of atom and molecules with an 

unprecedented resolution.  However, the size and the cost of XFEL facilities severely hinders the spread of 

this source.The kilometric size of XFEL is mainly due to the the extend of electron accelerators which are 

required to produce the FEL radiation. Laser-plasma accelerators offer a great opportunity to drastically 

downsize these facilities and make them available to a broad community. The electric field in such an 

accelerator is actually four order of magnitude larger than in a conventional accelerator.  

The main goal of the PhD is to demonstrate experimentally, in collaboration with a team from the 

synchrotron SOLEIL, a FEL based on laser-plasma acceleration. Several new technics  developed at LOA and 

SOLEIL will be implemented. More fundamental aspect of laser-plasma acceleration may also be tackled. 

 

Desire profile or skills: -Experimental optics 

-Group work 

-Knowledge on plasma physics and/or particle accelerator are a plus 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Victor Malka – Cedric Thaury 

↘ Contact: cedric.thaury@ensta-paristech.fr 

↘ Website: http://loa.ensta-paristech.fr/spl/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

TOWARDS ULTRAFAST X-RAY LASER IN DENSE PLASMA 

WAVEGUIDE 

Keywords: laser, plasma, x-ray 

Laboratory: Laboratoire d'optique Appliquée (LOA) 

ENSTA-PARISTECH - Campus de l'ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE, Chemin de la Hunière 91120 PALAISEAU 

 

The heart of this thesis is to numerically and experimentally investigate an innovative approach to produce 

the very first femtosecond plasma-based laser source in the 10-nm range enabling to overpass the current 

bottlenecks. Our approach is based on the guiding of frequency-doubled multi-TW laser driver focused into a 

high-density soft X-ray plasma amplifier driven by ultrafast recombination pumping. This scheme is 

particularly adapted to optically ionized plasmas and allows for the possibility of lasing from an excited 

state down to the ground state of the ion. The advantage in lasing down to the ground state is the high 

energy of the lasing transition as compared to lasing between excited states of the same ion. The 

achievement of such a laser will require the state-of-the-art techniques developed by the collaborators 

involved in this project. Moreover, this thesis will benefit from the access to the existing unique LOA laser 

system and infrastructure with a sufficient amount of dedicated beam time. 

 

Desire profile or skills: knowledge in optics and/or plasma physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Stéphane Sebban 

↘ Contact: Stephane.sebban@ensta-paristech.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ADVANCED NONLINEAR MICROSCOPY FOR STUDYING LIPID AND 

METABOLISM IN LIVE NERVOUS TISSUE 

Keywords: Nonlinear optical microscopy; polarimetry; wavefront control; tissue optics; 

neurosciences 

Laboratory: Laboratory for optics and biosciences (LOB) 

Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France 

 

Nonlinear optical microscopy makes it possible to study intact biological tissues in 3D over depths of a few 

hundreds of micrometers. This unique capability makes it possible to analyze  embryonic and nervous tissue 

with sub-cellular resolution. Our laboratory develops original microscopy methods dedicated to study the 

development and physiology of tissues.  

The aim of this project is to develop multiphoton approaches for probing the lipid distribution and 

metabolism in intact tissues. For the methodological part, the strategy is to implement wavefront and 

polarization control approaches to enhance the sensitivity of harmonic generation and Raman methods for 

probing lipids and organized biological media. Applications will focus on myelin-related pathologies of the 

nervous system. 

The work will be performed within a research group with acknowledged expertise in multiphoton 

microscopy, and will take advantage of an active collaboration network for the application part. This project 

will involve experimental nonlinear optics, numerical calculations, image processing, and manipulation of 

biological samples. 

 

Desire profile or skills: experimental optics; nonlinear optics; programming 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Emmanuel Beaurepaire / Chiara Stringari 

↘ Contact: emmanuel.beaurepaire@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: www.lob.polytechnique.edu 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

IN VIVO DETECTION OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES BASED ON 

LUMINESCENT NANOPARTICLES MULTIMODAL IMAGING, 

Keywords: nanoparticles - biological imaging - single molecule imaging - reactive oxygen 

species - MRI 

Laboratory: Laboratoire Optique et Biosciences 

Ecole Polytechnique (LOB) 

route de Saclay 

Ecole Polytechnique 

Palaiseau 

 

Numerous pathologies involve the production of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) . It is thus essential to 

quantitavely image ROS in vivo. We propose the use of rare-earth based nanoparticles for detecting ROS: 

we already demonstrated this possibility in living cells. The objective of this thesis is first to develop and use 

nanoparticles for in vivo ROS detection, in combination with functional imaging based on MRI. These 

methods will then be used for monitoring at the molecular scale inflammation and tumor progression in 

mice in order to further develop a powerful diagnosis tool to predict their evolutions and quantitatively 

measure the effect of treatments. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Skill in optics and/or material science with a strong interest for biology 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Antigoni Alexandrou 

↘ Cedric Bouzigues 

↘ Contact: antigoni.alexandrou@polytechnique.edu 

↘ cedric.bouzigues@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: http://www.lob.polytechnique.fr/accueil/la-

recherche/nanoemetteurs-et-suivi-de-biomolecules-

individuelles/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

INTERNAL DYNAMICS OF FLAVOPROTEINS STUDIED BY 

FEMTOSECOND SPECTROSCOPY 

Keywords: ultrafast spectroscopy, enzyme dynamics, electron transfer, molecular 

dynamics 

Laboratory: laboratoire d'Optique et Biosciences (LOB) 

Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau 

 

Protein conformational changes play a vital role in biochemical processes. They can range from small 

amplitude local movements during electron transfer to very large domain movements often encountered in 

enzymatic catalysis. This project aims to visualize enzyme motions associated with their catalytic functions 

using femtosecond spectroscopic techniques. In particular, electron transfer between aromatic amino acids 

and photo-excited flavin, the speed of which is highly distance-sensitive, will be exploited. We have recently 

demonstrated that movements in extremely flexible enzymes are involved in the interaction with their 

natural substrates and that these biophysical methods can be used to investigate potential pharmacological 

inhibitors. The project concerns molecular characterization of the movements and dynamic role of inhibitors 

in ThyX, an enzyme whose active site contains a flavin and which plays an essential role in the synthesis of 

bacterial DNA. This interdisciplinary thesis project combines femtosecond spectroscopy (fluorescence and 

absorption), biochemical aspects, and molecular dynamics simulations. New spectroscopic methods will also 

be developed to characterize the molecular dynamics during intermediates of the catalytic reaction. 

 

Desire profile or skills: biophysics, optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Marten Vos 

↘ Contact: marten.vos@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: 

http://www.lob.polytechnique.fr/home/research/internal-

protein-dynamics-studied-by-femtosecond-

spectroscopy/functional-dynamics-of-proteins/functional-

dynamics-of-proteins-28594.kjsp?RH=1260368079346 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

VIBRATIONAL OPTIMAL CONTROL IN HEMOPROTEINS 

Keywords: Nonlinear optics; optimal control; vibrational spectroscopy 

Laboratory: Laboratory for optics and biosciences (LOB) 

Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France 

 

Mid-Infrared (MIR) spectroscopy allows to directly monitor and control molecular vibrations at the 

femtosecond time scale, which can be very useful for a better understanding of the ultrafast dynamics of 

biological molecules such as hemoproteins. Our experimental setup consists of a Titanium:Sapphire 

femtosecond amplifier pumping an optical parametric amplifier whose signal and idler pulses are mixed in 

order to produce MIR pulses at a wavelength of 5 microns by difference frequency mixing. The purpose of 

the internship will be to use shaped MIR pulses in order to control the quantum vibrational state of carbon 

monoxide (CO) ligands bound inside hemoproteins. A genetic algorithm will be developed in order to 

optimize the pulse shape best suited to reach a specific target state, which will be experimentally monitored 

by use of MIR pump-probe or multidimensional spectroscopy. 

 

Desire profile or skills: experimental optics; nonlinear optics; quantum mechanics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Manuel Joffre / Adeline Bonvalet 

↘ Contact: manuel.joffre@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: www.lob.polytechnique.edu 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

3D MODELLING OF MAGNETIZED PLASMA NEUTRALIZER FOR HIGH 

PERFORMANCE HIGH ENERGY NEUTRAL HEATING OF FUSION 

PLASMA 

Keywords: Numerical simulations, Particle-In-Cell, negative ion beam, photo-detachment, 

out of equilibrium plasmas, magnetized dense plasmas 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas (LPGP) 

LPGP, Bat.210, Université Paris-Sud, F-91405 Orsay 

 

The effectiveness of the fusion plasma in the Tokamak systems requires the heating of the plasma core up to 

200 million K planned to be achieved by injecting high energy atom beams of deuterium: 35MW of D° at 

1MeV for ITER and 50 to 150MW of D° at 1-2MeV for DEMO. Note that DEMO project aims to produce low 

cost electricity, which necessarily lies on the integrated energy approach and particularly the efficiency of 

the heating systems. The new design of NBI (Neutral Beam Injector) is proposed by CEA in Cadarache jointly 

with several French universities. The objective is the development of innovative neutralization (conversion of 

high energy negative ions in neutrals) system combining different approaches leading to higher efficiency; 

such as electron photo-detachment from negative ions (NI) by high laser fluxes (~2MW/cm2 photons) 

trapped in high performance Fabry-Pérot cavities combined with the NI beam neutralization by the 

magnetized dense plasma.The new design of NBI (Neutral Beam Injector) is proposed by CEA in Cadarache 

jointly with several French universities. The objective is the development of innovative neutralization 

(conversion of high energy negative ions in neutrals) system combining different approaches leading to 

higher efficiency; such as electron photo-detachment from negative ions (NI) by high laser fluxes 

(~2MW/cm2 photons) trapped in high performance Fabry-Pérot cavities combined with the NI beam 

neutralization by the magnetized dense plasma.LPGP is one of the project partners and it developed several 

numerical codes to simulate the ITER NBI such as negative ion (D-) extraction from the plasma source (ONIX-

3 code), NI acceleration (ONAC-3), and their neutralization by interacting with a gaseous target (code OBI-

3). The latter “3D plasma” code will be developed to tackles the subject, a real challenge for the Particle-in-

Cell (PIC) approach to model a large slab of plasma, considering the interaction between the particles via 

Monte Carlo.The interaction of the ion beam with the gas (ITER neutralization principle) generates a weakly 

ionized secondary plasma which surrounds the beam and neutralizes the beam space charge, but the 

electrons of this plasma contribute very weakly to the NI beam neutralization. On the contrary, the new 

generation of NBI for DEMO could be achieved by the collisional interaction between the laminar NI beam 

and the high density electrons, confined by the magnetic trap that includes the neutralizer (several meters 

long). The higher the plasma density, the higher the neutralizer efficiency is.  The proposed research project 

for this Ph.D. concerns (i) the extension of the existing OBI-3 code and (ii) the development of the new 

physical model of the magnetized plasma neutralizer preserving the self-consistent PIC approach of all 

species (ion and neutral beam particles, plasma charged species). Therefore, one expects to identify and 

study the weak points of such a system for its further optimization, i.e. beam-plasma instabilities, beam 

aberration, etc. proving the feasibility of this novel concept. 

 

Remarks: This work will be performed in the LPGP team – ‘Theory and Modeling of Plasmas. Discharge & 

Surfaces’ jointly with IRFM/CEA Cadarache. 
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↘ PhD advisor: Pr Tiberiu Minea 

↘ Contact: tiberiu.minea@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lpgp.u-psud.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE MICROWAVE EXCITATORS FOR 

MICROPLASMAS GENERATION IN LOW DIAMETER CAPILLARIES 

Keywords: microplasma, microwave, capillary plasma 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas (LPGP) 

LPGP, Bat.210, Université Paris-Sud, F-91405 Orsay 

 

The goal of this PhD consists in developing different types of microwave excitators to generate the plasma, 

in order to optimize the power coupling. Many configurations will be tested, based on surfatrons and other 

coaxial cavities, as well as linear microstrip lines and/or annular resonators. A double approach coupling 

modelling to experiments, will be used to optimize the geometry of the system in order both to ignite a 

plasma in a capillary (spontaneous ignition being a real challenge) and to maximize the microwave power 

coupling to the plasma.This PhD project turns out to deal with a very innovative theme focused towards the 

finalized research, taking advantage on both approaches, experimental and modelling, and the weight of 

one or another of these approaches depends of the candidate skills. 

 

Remarks: This PhD work will be codirected by Dr. Olivier LEROY, researcher at LPGP 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pr Tiberiu Minea 

↘ Contact: tiberiu.minea@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lpgp.u-psud.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MULTI-STAGE LASER PLASMA ACCELERATION TO ULTRA-

RELATIVISTIC ENERGIES 

Keywords: Laser plasma interaction at ultra-high laser intensity, high energy density 

plasma physics, laser plasma acceleration of electrons to relativistic energy, experiments 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas (LPGP) 

LPGP, Bat.210, Université Paris-Sud, F-91405 Orsay 

 

A new generation of extremely high power (larger than  Peta Watt, (PW)) laser facilities is under 

development at different research centers worldwide, particularly in Europe with the ELI project 

(http://www.extreme-light-infrastructure.eu/) and in France on the plateau de Saclay in the frame of the 

project Centre Interdisciplinaire de Lumière EXtrême  (CILEX : http://cilexsaclay.fr/). Focusing on gas or solid 

targets these high power laser beams creates a plasma (ionized medium) with high energy density, 

sustaining very high amplitude electromagnetic fields. One of the main applications of these laser beams 

interacting with plasmas is to accelerate particles to ultra-relativistic energies for high energy physics 

studies. The group ITFIP at LPGP (http://www.lpgp.u-

psud.fr/lpgplone/externe/www/operations/itfip/equipe), is a partner of the CILEX project, particularly 

involved in the development of new accelerator concepts, scalable for applications to high energy physics 

and using high power lasers. A target area, where two multi-PW laser beams of CILEX will be delivered, is 

specifically dedicated to experimental research in this field. A major goal of the scientific programme on this 

facility is to study the coupling of two laser-plasma acceleration stages to reach energies in the 10 GeV 

range. Using conventional linear accelerators, such energies are typically reached over km distances. Most 

of the advances of laser plasma accelerators development are related to electrons acceleration, but 

positrons acceleration is now under study. In the frame of the proposed thesis subject, the student will be 

able to contribute to experimental studies related to the implementation of the programme on CILEX. 

Preparatory experimental development will take place at the UHI100 -100TW-laser-facility of CEA-Saclay. 

Experimental developments are related to the first stage of a laser plasma accelerator and the coupling to 

the next stage. As the underlying physics is highly non-linear and involves a large number of parameters, 

modelling plays a key role in this study. The student will be able to use existing codes available to the ITFIP 

group members for experiment design and data analysis. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Education: Master diploma with excellent grades in Physics. Knowledge of plasma 

physics or accelerator physics appreciated. Experimental skills related to some of the following areas: laser 

optical set-ups, laser plasma sources, radiation or particle diag 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Dr Brigitte Cros 

↘ Contact: brigitte.cros@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lpgp.u-psud.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NANOSECOND DIFFUSE DISCHARGES GENERATED UNDER 

EXTREME ELECTRIC FIELDS. 

Keywords: electrical discharges, non-equilibrium plasmas, nanosecond pulses, intense 

electric field, fast electrons, fast imaging, emission spectroscopy, Laser diagnostics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas (LPGP) 

LPGP, Bat.210, Université Paris-Sud, F-91405 Orsay 

 

The thesis has for ambition to investigate a physics still not described this day, that of non equilibrium 

electrical discharges created by extremely transient and intense fields in standard conditions of pressure 

and temperature. The experimental work to be carried out will focus on a point-to-plane asymmetric 

configuration of electrodes very suitable for fundamental studies. Discharges will be created in air and 

atmospheric gases mixtures of nitrogen, oxygen and water vapor, to which will come to be added, in low 

concentration, acetone, representative of a polluting molecule, or some propane, representative of a 

flammable gas. The objectives of the thesis will be at first to identify and characterize the specific effects 

induced by the very strong values of the electric field on the dynamics of the discharge (electrical 

diagnostics, fast imaging, emission spectroscopy,…). The application of extreme overvoltages (> 400 %) over 

less than a few nanoseconds has to bring us to reconsider the classical physics of the streamer used to 

describe discharges at atmospheric pressure, by analyzing the new mechanisms which could be associated 

there (diffuse regime, generation of " runaway " electrons and X radiation, invalidity of the local field 

equilibrium hypothesis). The recent marketing of reliable, compact and adjustable generators, allowing to 

reach extremely brief fronts of rise of the order of nanosecond and voltage pulses of hundred of kilovolts on 

about ten nanoseconds, opens very interesting possibilities for the experimental study of these discharges. 

 

Remarks: This thesis is part of a research program supported by ANR since February 2014 and in 

collaboration with a group of LAPLACE (Toulouse) for the modelling of the discharge, of GREMI (Orleans) 

and of LNHB (CEA Saclay) for the detailed investigation of the X 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Dr. Pierre Tardiveau 

↘ Contact: pierre.tardiveau@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lpgp.u-psud.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

STUDY OF ‘SPOKES’ IN MAGNETRON PLASMA OPERATING IN 

CONVENTIONAL OR HIPIMS MODE 

Keywords: magnetized plasmas; 3D numerical simulations; Particle-In-Cell Monte Carlo 

Calculations 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas (LPGP) 

LPGP, Bat.210, Université Paris-Sud, F-91405 Orsay 

 

The magnetron plasma is characterized by a magnetic trap for electrons, as in others magnetized plasmas. 

From the application point, it is widely used for thin film deposition. In the last years, the fast development 

of High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS : ~1MW/cm2) has opened a large research field of 

strategic importance for low pressure-high density magnetized plasmas. The team “Theory and Modeling of 

Plasmas – Discharges & Surfaces” of LPGP has several experimental systems producing magnetron plasma, 

operating in direct current (DC), radiofrequency (RF) or HiPIMS in noble gases or in mixture with reactive 

gases (Ar/O2 or Ar/N2).The goal of this Ph.D. thesis is the fundamental study of the very fast transitory 

plasma phenomena (~µs) occurring in magnetron discharge operated in DC or HiPIMS. It aims to describe at 

microscopic scale the electron transport across the magnetic barrier. Most of the plasma electrons are 

trapped by the magnetic field in front of the cathode. However, the secondary electrons ejected from the 

cathode due to intensive ion bombardment intense, some of them can self-organize in plasmoids – called 

“spokes” – leading to the plasma unconfinement, hence facilitating the electron transport across the 

magnetic barrier. The thesis project can be oriented most to the experiment or modelling work, depending 

on the applicant skills. The student has to develop and exploit new approaches (modelling or diagnostics) for 

analysing and understanding these phenomena. Finding correlations between the plasma parameters and 

its behaviour in the high power regime (for noble or reactive gases) will guide the work to explain the 

microscopic physics governing the electron unconfinement, that could be extended to others magnetized 

plasmas. 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pr Tiberiu Minea 

↘ Contact: tiberiu.minea@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lpgp.u-psud.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

DEVELOPMENT OF RIGID POLARIMETRIC ENDOSCOPE 

FOR EARLY DETECTION OF CANCER IN VIVO 

Keywords: Optical imaging for biomedical applications; Mueller polarimetric imaging; 

polarimetric endoscopy; signal processing; early cancer detection and cancer staging. 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Interfaces et des Couches Minces (LPICM) (LPICM) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

In the last few years probing the biological tissues with polarized light became a promising technique to 

detect precancerous or cancerous lesions in several organs. We use an imaging Mueller polarimeter in 

backscattering configuration for the detection of such lesions in the uterine cervix. At present an extensive 

series of ex vivo measurements are in progress in three different hospitals of Paris (Institut Gustave Roussy, 

Kremlin Bicêtre and Institut Mutualiste Montsouris). This project is funded by french Institut National du 

Cancer (INCa) and Cancéropôle. The final goal of this study is to evaluate the performance of polarimetric 

imaging technique in terms of sensitivity and specificity, while using an interpretation of corresponding 

histology slides by pathologists as a “golden standard” of cancer diagnostics. Ex vivo measurements provide 

a precise knowledge of the systematic effects which can negatively affect image quality. Hence, the results 

of this study represent a good starting point for in vivo applications of polarimetric imaging technique. 

Within the frame of INCa project the analysis of uterine cervix in vivo is planned, using a classical colposcope 

modified to obtain polarimetric Mueller images. 

The endoscope is another medical instrument used also to detect cancerous or precancerous lesions in the 

internal cavities of human body (esophagus, colon, rectum, etc.). The proposed thesis subject consists in 

developing a Mueller polarimetric endoscope and evaluating its performance in terms of sensitivity and 

specificity. The work of PhD student will be concerned with instrumentation in optics, acquisition of data, 

signal processing and statistical evaluation of the performance of technique. Thus, the subject of this thesis 

is at the interface between physics and medical diagnostics. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: optics, optical instrumentation, optical measurements and signal processing. A very 

strong motivation in a continuous interaction with the medical world is required. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: François MOREAU 

↘ Contact: francois.moreau@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: 

http://www.lpicm.polytechnique.fr/accueil/recherche/optique

-polarimetrique-et-spectroscopie-raman/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

GROWTH MECHANISMS OF NANOWIRES FOR NANO-

PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR CELLS 

Keywords: Nanowires, Nano solar cells, Plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

(PECVD), in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic-resolution TEM. 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Interfaces et Couches Minces (LPICM) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau 

 

Solar cells based on radial junctions built on nanowires are altogether: versatile, as they can be grown on a 

wide range of substrates; efficient, as they provide a built-in optimum light-trapping; and low-cost as their 

making includes no high-temperature treatment. Our laboratory has adapted plasma-enhanced chemical 

vapour deposition to grow such nanowires and make the nano solar cells at low temperature. The present 

subject is centred on the study of the low-temperature vapor-liquid-solid crystallization, which permits the 

growth of the core of the nanowires, and of the further growth of the semiconducting multilayers deposited 

on it. It is based on the analysis of the growth as observed in situ in a unique transmission electron 

microscope where gas radicals are injected while atomic resolution movies of the growth are recorded (the 

NanoMAX microscope, part of the Equipex TEMPOS). 

 

Desire profile or skills: MSc in Materials science or MSc in another field of physics or chemistry with a 

significant component in solid-state physics or solid-state chemistry. The will to see atoms building up a 

nanocrystal; the patience to prepare good samples and carry out the 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Jean-Luc Maurice 

↘ Contact: jean-luc.maurice@polytechnique.edu 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

INORGANIC RADIAL JUNCTION SOLAR CELLS ON LOW-COST 

SUBSTRATES FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY FLEXIBLE SOLAR CELLS 

Keywords: solar cells, nanowires, photovoltaic, flexible substrates 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Interfaces et Couches Minces (LPICM) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau 

 

Recent progress in silicon nanowire radial junction solar cells has opened a door for a further exploitation of 

devices combining materials of different bandgaps in radial tandem configurations. This brings the 

challenge for the research of the best suitable materials, which will lead to higher efficiency low-cost devices 

fabricated using thin film technology. Another aspect of low dimensional nanostructures is their relative 

resistance to stress allowing for the fabrication of inorganic nanostructures directly on flexible substrates. 

PhD candidate will work on the application of new materials to radial junction solar cells in order to increase 

their performance and to adjust the nanowire growth for flexible substrates without losing the required 

performance. Both goals will require adapting and optimizing the nanowire growth for the new materials 

and substrates as well as the application of different structural, optical and device characterizations to 

fabricated devices. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master degree in physics, material sciences or renewable energies 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pere Roca i Cabarrocas 

↘ Contact: martin.foldyna@polytechnique.edu 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

DROPLET-BASED PHOTOLYSIS OF CAGED MOLECULES: 

APPLICATIONS TO THE DYNAMICS OF FAST BIOLOGICAL 

PROCESSES 

Keywords: Droplet-based microfluidics, photo-activation, caged compounds, moelcular 

switches, 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Photonique Quantique et Moléculaire (LPQM) 

Ecole Normale Supérieure de Cachan, 61 Avenue du président Wislon, 94235 cachan Cedex 

 

Photoactivable microsystems may be used to solve various technological problems, and can be applied for 

local delivery, biomolecule/cell separation, detection and also, for the study of nanostructure-biomolecule 

interactions, and could be used for the quantitative analysis of single cells toward well-controlled chemical 

stimuli with high spatiotemporal resolution.  

Caged compounds are synthetic derivatives of biomolecules characterized by a partial or total masking of 

their affinity toward a receptor, by the introduction of a photoremovable protecting group, which is 

generally carried out by a photochemical reaction.  The aim of this PhD proposal is to develop a new 

approach for the optimization of “uncaging” biomolecules, which relies on the use of droplet-based 

microfluidics for the study of the dynamics of  fast biological processes. The main interest of such approach 

is based on a double confinement of caged molecules and excitation light in highly monodisperses spherical 

micro-resonators made of highly monodisperse microdroplets.  

 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physics, biophysics, physical-chemistry, Optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Abdel EL ABED 

↘ Contact: aelabed@ens-cachan.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lpqm.ens-cachan.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMICS 

OF DNA-NUCLEOSOME COMPLEX FORMATION IN HIGHLY 

MONODISPERSE LIGHT-SENSITIVE MICRODROPLETS 

Keywords: Nucleosome-DNA complex dynamics, Droplet-based microfluidics, photo-

activation, photo-footprinting 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Photonique Quantique et Moléculaire (LPQM) 

Ecole Normale Supérieure de Cachan, 61 Avenue du président Wislon, 94235 cachan Cedex 

 

Gene expression is essentially controlled through the spatial and temporal distribution of nucleosomes on 

the genome. The way in which a DNA sequence can intrinsically and specifically modulate its malleability 

and thus variations in the shape of the double-helix is thought to be an essential factor in nucleosome 

formation. Nevertheless the exact nature of the nucleosome-DNA interaction remains unclear. What is 

missing is a dynamic analysis of nucleosome formation in a time scale ranging from milliseconds to tens of 

seconds with a base pair spatial resolution (0.34 nm). The aim of this proposal is to develop a droplet-based 

microfluidics approach in order to combine a rapid mixing technique with laser irradiation of DNA at 266 nm 

to induce photochemical rearrangements on DNA (photo-footprinting technique). This original approach 

should allow access to events on the DNA in the missing millisecond range. This problem will be handled by 

remotely initiating nucleosome assembly inside microdroplets by means of a well-controlled ultrafast 

physical stimulus to trigger rapid mixing of DNA and histones within microdroplets with a very high 

spatiotemporal resolution. This project will be conducted under the co-supervision of Dr. A. El Abed and Dr. 

M. Buckle, from the Lab. Biologie & Pharmacologie Appliquée (LBPA, ENS Cachan). 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physics, biophysics, physical-chemistry, Optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Abdel EL ABED 

↘ Contact: aelabed@ens-cachan.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lpqm.ens-cachan.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

COMPETITION BETWEEN REPULSIVE CORRELATIONS AND SPIN-

ORBIT COUPLING IN TRANSITION METAL OXIDES 

Keywords: Correlations. Mott transition. Hubbard model. DMFT. 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2519 

 

Desire profile or skills: enjoy doing numerical calculation (but not just that !) 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Marcelo Rozenberg 

↘ Contact: marcelo.rozenberg@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lps.u-psud.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ELECTRON DYNAMICS AND STRUCTURE AT PHOTOVOLTAIC 

INTERFACES 

Keywords: photovoltaic interfaces 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2514 

 

Desire profile or skills: Solid state physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Antonio Tejeda 

↘ Contact: antonio.tejeda@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lps.u-

psud.fr/spip.php?rubrique538&lang=fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

EXPERIMENTAL DETECTION OF ORBITAL MAGNETISM OF DIRAC 

FERMIONS 

Keywords: magnetism, Dirac fermions 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2518 

 

Desire profile or skills: condensed matter, experimental physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Sophie Guéron et Hélène Bouchiat 

↘ Contact: sophie.gueron@u-psud.fr, helene.bouchiat@u-

psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.equipes.lps.u-

psud.fr/spm/spip.php?rubrique1 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

FERRIMAGNETIC ALLOYS : DOMAIN WALL DYNAMICS AND SPIN 

TRANSFER 

Keywords: growth, patterning, transport and magnetism, spintronics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2510 

 

Desire profile or skills: condensed matter, experimental physics, open to teamwork 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Alexandra Mougin 

↘ Contact: alexandra.mougin@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article78 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HIGH SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL RESOLUTION STUDY OF MULTI-

DIMENSIONAL CORRELATED ELECTRON SYSTEMS IN CONDENSED 

MATTER 

Keywords: charge and spin density waves – coherent x-rays – diffraction –time-resolved 

studies – pump-probe – synchrotron 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2520 

 

Desire profile or skills: condensed matter backgroud 

 

↘ PhD advisor: David Le Bolloc'h et Vincent Jacques 

↘ Contact: david.lebolloch@u-psud.fr, vincent.jacques@u-

psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lps.u-psud.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HOW DOES A COLLOIDAL GEL FORM INSIDE A FOAM OR 

CONTROLLING SOLID FOAM STRUCTURE 

Keywords: soft matter, colloid, gel, foam, scattering 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2535 

 

Desire profile or skills: motivation, precision, interest in working in an international team 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Anniina Salonen 

↘ Contact: anniina.salonen@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.equipes.lps.u-psud.fr/sil/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

IMPACT D’UN COUPLAGE SPIN-ORBITE FORT SUR LA STRUCTURE 

ELECTRONIQUE D’IRIDATES 

Keywords: Iridates, photoémission 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2511 

 

Desire profile or skills: condensed matter, experimental physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Véronique Brouet 

↘ Contact: veronique.brouet@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://hebergement.u-psud.fr/rmn/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

INTERFERENCES QUANTIQUES DANS LES JONCTIONS 

JOSEPHSON A BASE DE NANOFILS DE BISMUTH 

MONOCRISTALLINS, UN MATERIAU A FORTES INTERACTIONS SPIN-

ORBITE 

Keywords: Jonctions Josephson, quantique 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2517 

 

Desire profile or skills: condensed matter, experimental physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Sophie Guéron et Hélène Bouchiat 

↘ Contact: sophie.gueron@u-psud.fr, richard.deblock@u-

psud.fr, helene.bouchiat@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.equipes.lps.u-

psud.fr/spm/spip.php?rubrique1 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MAGNETIC SKYRMIONS IN ULTRATHIN FILMS 

Keywords: Magnetism, spintronics, scanning probe microscopy 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2522 

 

Desire profile or skills: Solid state physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Thiaville, André 

↘ Contact: andre.thiaville@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lps.u-

psud.fr/spip.php?rubrique43&lang=fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MAGNETISM AND SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTIONS IN GRAPHENE 

FUNCTIONALIZED BY METALLOPORPHYRINS 

Keywords: magnetism, graphene 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2516 

 

Desire profile or skills: condensed matter, experimental physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Sophie Guéron et Hélène Bouchiat 

↘ Contact: sophie.gueron@u-psud.fr, helene.bouchiat@u-

psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.equipes.lps.u-

psud.fr/spm/spip.php?rubrique1 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MAGNETO-ELECTRIC COUPLING IN RMN2O5 MULTIFERROICS 

Keywords: correlated electrons, multiferroicity 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2533 

 

Desire profile or skills: phase transitions, magnetism 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pascale Foury et Victor Balédent 

↘ Contact: pascale.foury@u-psud.fr, victor.baledent@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lps.u-psud.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

METAL-OXYDE IMOGOLITE NANOTUBES AND PROPERTIES OF 

CONFINED FLUIDS 

Keywords: nanotube, confinement, X-ray scattering, simulation 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2527 

 

Desire profile or skills: motivation, interest in experiments in lab & using synchrotrons or neutron reactors, 

interest in numerical calculations 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pascale Launois et Erwan Paineau 

↘ Contact: pascale.launois@u-psud.fr, erwan-

nicolas.paineau@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lps.u-psud.fr 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MIXING BUBBLES AND DROPS 

Keywords: soft matter, foam, emulsion, thermodynamics of interfaces 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2536 

 

Desire profile or skills: motivation, precision, interest in working in an international team 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Anniina Salonen 

↘ Contact: anniina.salonen@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.equipes.lps.u-psud.fr/sil/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS MODELING OF SELF-ASSEMBLING 

ICOSAHEDRAL VIRUSES 

Keywords: molecular dynamics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2512 

 

Desire profile or skills: The candidate should have a strong background in computational physics with a 

clear motivation for interdisciplinary research. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Guillaume Tresset 

↘ Contact: guillaume.tresset@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.lps.u-psud.fr 

↘ http://greman.univ-tours.fr/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NANOCAGES VIRALES ASSEMBLEES AUTOUR DES PARTICULES 

D’OR 

Keywords: nanovirus 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2515 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Doru Constantin et Guillaume Tresset 

↘ Contact: doru.constantin@u-psud.fr, guillaume.tresset@u-

psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article932 

↘ https://www.equipes.lps.u-psud.fr/TRESSET/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

STATICS AND DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF 1D QUANTUM 

DISORDERED MANY BODY SYSTEMS 

Keywords: Low dimensional physics, disorder localization, quantum dynamics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2513 

 

Desire profile or skills: Field theory techniques 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pascal Simon 

↘ Contact: pascal.simon@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.equipes.lps.u-psud.fr/Simon/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

UNIVERSALITY OF MAGNETIC DOMAIN WALL DYNAMICS 

Keywords: magnetic nanosystems transport and magnetism, spintronics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides (LPS) 

Centre Scientifique d’Orsay, Bâtiment 510, 91405 Orsay CEDEX 

 

https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article2509 

 

Desire profile or skills: condensed matter, experimental physics, open to teamwork with experimentalists 

and theoreticians 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Alexandra Mougin / Vincent Jeudy 

↘ Contact: alexandra.mougin@u-psud.fr / Vincent.jeudy@u-

psud.fr 

↘ Website: https://www.lps.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article78 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ALGEBRAIC AREA DISTRIBUTION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL BIASED 

AND UNBIASED RANDOM WALKS AND THE HOFSTADTER MODEL 

Keywords: Random walks, quantum Hall effect 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Theoretical Physics and Statistical Models (LPTMS) 

Université Paris-Sud - bâtiment 100 - 15 rue Georges Clemenceau 91405 Orsay cedex 

 

The Hofstadter problem [1] in quantum mechanics (an electron hopping on a square lattice coupled to a 

perpendicular magnetic field) is fascinating for several reasons : its spectrum is a rare example of a fractal 

emerging from quantum mechanics, its transport properties can shed an interesting light on the quantum 

Hall effect, and it is related to the probability distribution of the algebraic area of closed random walks on a 

square lattice. The generating function for the probability distribution of the algebraic area of biased 

random walks conditionned to move horizontally only to the right (and never to the left) has been found in 

[2]. Recently [3], this generating function has been used to map the biased random walks on a quantum 

mechanical model « a la Hofstadter » where the electron can hop horizontally only to the right. This model 

is by construction non Hermitian and can be interpreted physically as a left-right forcing of the electron 

coupled to a perpendicular magnetic field, like in a quantum Hall effect setting. The thesis will focus in part 

on studying the physical properties of this quantum model (transport in particular) and also on analysing 

the properties of the biaised random walks in relation with their algebraic area generating function 

evaluated at roots of unity. Some possible incursions on the generating function of unbiased closed random 

walks will be also considered. 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Stéphane OUVRY 

↘ Contact: stephane.ouvry@lptms.u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://lptms.u-psud.fr/en/blog/lptms-phd-proposal-

algebraic-area-distribution-of-two-dimensional-biased-and-

unbiased-random-walks-and-the-hofstadtermodel/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

COLLECTIVE BEHAVIORS IN INTERACTING SPIN SYSTEMS 

Keywords: Nonequilibrium statistical physics, quantum correlations 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Theoretical Physics and Statistical Models (LPTMS) 

Université Paris-Sud - bâtiment 100 - 15 rue Georges Clemenceau 91405 Orsay cedex 

 

The description of real materials, at thermodynamic equilibrium, is from many perspectives a history of 

success: through the guidelines traced by the renormalization group, simple models defined by few 

ingredients are capable of generating the complex phenomenology of many real systems: the 

superconductive phase, the occurrence of magnetic ordering or the charge density wave instability are 

originated by the presence of interactions that trigger collective re-organizations of the entire system. A 

similar characterization lacks out-of-equilibrium, where a unified framework can not exist in general, thus 

leaving space for an even richer scenario. In this thesis we will study the collective behaviors that can occur 

in the long-time dynamics of an interacting spin systems irradiated by a microwave source. The theoretical 

comprehension of these systems is crucial for the development of a recent technique called 

hyperpolarization: the spin polarization can increases of 4-5 orders of magnitude (!) compared to  the 

equilibrium one, opening new and groundbreaking perspectives for NMR. In the stage, we will study this 

enhancement by means of the Lindblad formalism, applied to a correlated quantum system, in weak contact 

with a thermal bath. 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Alberto ROSSO 

↘ Contact: alberto.rosso@lptms.u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://lptms.u-psud.fr/en/blog/lptms-mastership-

avalanche-dynamics-in-amorphous-systems/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

CONFORMAL FIELD THEORY AND FRACTAL GEOMETRY 

Keywords: Critical phenomena, Statistical Field theory, Conformal invariance, random 

fractals, Low dimensional strongly correlated systems 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Theoretical Physics and Statistical Models (LPTMS) 

Université Paris-Sud - bâtiment 100 - 15 rue Georges Clemenceau 91405 Orsay cedex 

 

When a theory is invariant under all the transformations of the space which preserve the angles is said to be 

conformal invariant. This is the case, for instance, of the quantum field theories which describe critical 

phenomena. In general we are interested in the possible realizations of conformal invariance at the 

quantum level, or in other words, in the computation of all the correlation functions of local quantum fields 

which form a consistent conformal field theory. Besides being of fondamental interest, the goal of this 

research is also to capture the main properties of random fractals in two dimensional systems, such as, for 

instance, the geometrical properties of percolation clusters or the  spin domain walls of Ising type models. in 

this thesis the student will aquire competences in statistical field theory, strongly correlated systems and 

statisticsl mechanics. Moreover he will become familiar with certain areas of mathematics such as complex 

analysis, representation theory or algebraic geometry. 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Raoul Santachiara 

↘ Contact: raoul.santachiara@lptms.u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://lptms.u-psud.fr/fr/blog/theories-conformes-

et-geometries-fractales-aleatoires/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF QUANTUM INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS: 

THE XYZ/EIGHT-VERTEX MODEL 

Keywords: Integrable models, Yang-Baxter algebra, form factors, correlation functions 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Theoretical Physics and Statistical Models (LPTMS) 

Université Paris-Sud - bâtiment 100 - 15 rue Georges Clemenceau 91405 Orsay cedex 

 

In the class of quantum integrable systems with an underlying Yang-Baxter algebra, one of the simplest 

models is the XXZ Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain. This model has been widely studied. In particular, several 

methods have been developed for the exact computation of its correlation functions. One of these 

approaches, initiated in 1998 in Lyon, is based on the study of the finite-size model in the algebraic Bethe 

Ansatz (ABA) framework together with the solution of the so-called quantum inverse problem. This 

approach has led to exact representations for the form factors and the correlation functions in finite 

volume, and more recently to the determination of their large-distance asymptotic behavior at the 

thermodynamic limit. The XYZ quantum spin chain, which is related to the two-dimensional eight-vertex 

model of statistical physics, is a generalization of the XXZ spin chain. This model is still integrable, but its 

solution is more complicated. It uses the correspondence of the model with another exactly solvable lattice 

model, the SOS model, describing interactions of a height variable around faces of a square lattice. The 

transformation relating the eight-vertex and SOS models is called vertex-face transformation. Due to the 

combinatorial complexity of this transformation, the exact computation of correlation functions in the eight-

vertex model is still a widely open problem. The ABA approach has been recently generalized to the 

computation of the correlation functions of the SOS model. This problem has also been studied by means of 

another approach, the Separation of Variables (SOV) method. The latter is very promising but is still under-

developed with respect to the ABA. The PhD project will consist in developing these two approaches so as, in 

particular, to overcome the difficulties related to the exact computation of the form factors and correlation 

functions of the XYZ/eight-vertex model. 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Véronique TERRAS 

↘ Contact: veronique.terras@lptms.u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://lptms.u-psud.fr/fr/blog/lptms-phd-proposal-

fonctions-de-correlation-du-modele-a-huit-vertex/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

EXTREMES AND NEAR-EXTREMES STATISTICS OF STRONGLY 

CORRELATED SYSTEMS. 

Keywords: extreme value statistics, random walks, first-passage problems 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Theoretical Physics and Statistical Models (LPTMS) 

Université Paris-Sud - bâtiment 100 - 15 rue Georges Clemenceau 91405 Orsay cedex 

 

Extreme value statistics (EVS) has become a major issue in various areas of science, ranging from 

engineering, finance or environmental sciences where extreme events might have drastic consequences. 

During these last fifteen years, it has been recognized that EVS is actually at the heart of fundamental 

problems in statistical physics of complex and disordered systems. Indeed, characterizing the statistical 

properties of the maximum (or the minimum) of a collection of N random variables has found many 

applications in this branch of theoretical physics. EVS of independent and identically distributed random 

variables is now fully understood, thanks to the identification, in the large N limit, of three distinct 

universality classes: (a) Gumbel, (b) Fréchet and (c) Weibull. On the contrary, there exist very few results in 

the case where the random variables are strongly correlated. The goal of this PhD thesis will be to obtain 

exact results for different physical models of strongly correlated systems. In particular, we propose to study 

order statistics of random walks, where one considers the statistical properties of the first, second, third, … 

k-th maximum of the time series generated by the positions of a random walker after N steps. Recent works 

have conjectured the universality of the gap distribution between two successive maxima. This thesis will 

aim at prove -- or disprove -- this conjecture. Besides, we propose to explore the temporal structure of these 

maxima, like the time separating two successive maxima. 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Grégory Schehr 

↘ Contact: gregory.schehr@lptms.u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://lptms.u-psud.fr/fr/blog/lptms-phd-proposal-

extremes-et-quasi-extremes-de-systemes-fortement-correles/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF BRANCHED ACTIN NETWORKS 

Keywords: cytoskeleton mechanics 

active matter 

theoretical biophysics 

rigidity percolation 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Theoretical Physics and Statistical Models (LPTMS) 

Université Paris-Sud - bâtiment 100 - 15 rue Georges Clemenceau 91405 Orsay cedex 

 

The architecture of living cells is largely determined by a microscopic networks of semiflexible filaments : the 

actin cytoskeleton. In addition to ensuring the cell’s mechanical integrity, its growth enables cellular motion 

and force exertion. These crucial roles are played by so-called branched actin networks, which are random 

fractal assemblies of filaments and branching points. Despite its importance within the cell, the rigidity of 

these networks is not understood from a theoretical standpoint. Indeed, taking into account the sole rigidity 

of the filaments and attachment points, we would predict a vanishing elastic modulus, in contradiction with 

experiments. We will examine the origin of these networks’ rigidity, considering in particular the effects of 

the entanglement of the network with itself, which generates nonlocal interactions between the points of 

the elastic network. Given the difficulty of treating such interactions exactly, we will resort to mean-field 

approaches whose validity will be assessed numerically. From an experimental perspective, our 

collaborators Olivia du Roure and Julien Heuvingh (ESPCI) operate a setup allowing the first clean 

characterization of the branched network. We will work with them to relate our models to the 

characteristics of a network grown under force (similar to in vivo conditions), its nonlinear elasticity etc. 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Martin LENZ 

↘ Contact: martin.lenz@lptms.u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://lptms.u-psud.fr/en/blog/lptms-phd-proposal-

mechanical-response-of-branched-actin-networks/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

AB INITIO DESCRIPTION OF INELASTIC X-RAY SCATTERING AND 

EXCITON SATELLITES 

Keywords: Condensed Matter theory, ab-initio methods, electronic interactions , 

spectroscopy, excitons 

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

The aim of this doctorate work is to establish a theoretical and computational method beyond today's state-

of-the-art, in order to address fundamental questions that will advance our knowledge concerning the 

effective interactions between electrons in solids.  In particular we plan: i) a quantitative improvement of 

the accuracy of computational capabilities of ab initio simulations of band structures (to be compared with 

Photo-emission spectroscopy) and spectral properties of materials (Inelastic X-ray scattering, both in non-

resonant and coherent forms); ii) the prediction and the investigation of qualitatively new physical 

phenomena ('exciton satellites' in photoemission spectra, visualization of orbitals using coherent inelastic x-

ray scattering) that will be proposed to our experimental colleagues for verification; iii) the availability of 

user-friendly open source codes (the EXC code, under GPL license) and post-processing tools to evaluate, at 

the cutting-edge of theoretical level, the spectral properties of a wide range of materials, and to visualize 

excitons, plasmons, orbitals, for a deep and valuable analysis. In turn, these theoretical advances obtained 

at the fundamental level will be extremely useful to improve the ability of next-generation computational 

methods to design properties for a wide range of technological applications, ranging from photovoltaics to 

optoelectronics, from nanotechnology to biotechnology. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Condensed Matter Physics, Quantum physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Francesco SOTTILE 

↘ Contact: francesco.sottile@polytechnique.fr 

↘ Website: http://etsf.polytechnique.fr/people/francesco 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ELECTRON-PHONON COUPLING IN LOW DIMENSIONAL GRAPHENE-

BASED SYSTEMS: THEORY AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

Keywords: Condensed Matter Theory, low dimensional materials, Graphene, Electron-

phonon coupling 

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

The design of new opto-electronic devices requires understanding the properties of valence electrons in 

nano-objects. These properties are unique due to the electronic confinement in low dimensional systems. 

They can be studied by the simulation of electronic excitations via the dielectric function. The approaches 

we develop and use are ab-initio theories and calculations, i.e., without adjustable parameters, which 

makes them extremely reliable and flexible. They are based on the use of the Bethe-Salpeter equation, 

which takes into account the electron-hole interaction.                             Graphene and carbon nanotubes 

exhibit exceptional electronic properties, due to the linearly dispersing bands at the Fermi level (Dirac 

electrons). For this reason, such materials exhibit very low energy excitations, for which the question of the 

influence of phonons arises. The formalism used and developed in our ab initio calculations is based on the 

electron-boson coupling, where the boson is the electron-hole pair. In this thesis, we propose to generalize 

the formalism to electron-phonon coupling, where the boson describes the phonon. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Condensed Matter Physics, Quantum physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Christine GIORGETTI 

↘ Contact: christine.giorgetti@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/Phocea/Membres/Annuaire/index.php?uid

=CGIORGETTI 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

FABRICATION OF A HIGH ADDED-VALUE CERAMIC 

Keywords: Materials Science, Boron Carbide, Materials synthesis 

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

Boron carbide, B4C, is a ceramic with a high added value, using as armour for the aviator's cabin and the 

engine nacelles of the A400M military airbus.   Boron Carbide has very good mechanical properties when 

shocked below the Huguoniot limit, but these quickly degrade when shocked above the Hugoniot, without, 

howver, loss of its other characteristics  [1]. This limits its use for personal protection, and, in particular, its 

use in bullet-proof vests, which constitutes an important ecnomic market. From quantum-mechanical 

calculations, we have previously suggested  the explanation for the loss of mechanical strength above the 

Huguoniot limit  [2-4]. The knowledge thus acquired has allowed us to conceive a new material, that is, 

accoridng to our calculations, mechanically and dynamically stable, and which should show much improved 

mechanical properties [5]. A patent has been deposited [6], but attempts at synthesis have remained 

unsuccesful to date.  The aim of the doctoral work is to experimentally confirm the existance of the material  

by  testing its synthesis under different out-of-equilibrium conditions, as well as to characterizze its 

mechanical properties after synthesis. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Materials Science 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Nathalie VAST 

↘ Contact: nathalie.vast@polytechnique.edu 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HIGH INTENSITY PLASMONICS: OPTIMIZATION OF HTE LASER 

PLASMA COUPLING FOR PARTICLES ACCELERATION 

Keywords: Laser-plasma iteraction, ultra-short laser pulses, electron emission, proton 

emission, surface plasma wave. 

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

An efficient interaction of femtosecond, multi-TW laser pulses with solid targets is the key to the 

development of bright laser-driven sources of radiation (electrons, ions, X- and gamma-rays) and possible 

applications in spectroscopy and medicine. Thus, most applications need to obtain the highest possible 

efficiency and/or the highest energy per particle in the produced.radiation  For this, several strategies can 

be considered, including tuning of  the target geometry and/or increasing the laser energy. Among 

strategies, we shall  look for interaction mechanisms   in over-dense plasma that can enhance the laser 

absorption in the regime of  short pulses ( < 50 fs), thus  keeping the laser energy to “modest values” of the 

order of 10^19W/cm2 that can be obtained with a table-top system.                                                                                                                             

In this frame work, we havepreviously  developed Particule-in-Cell simulations ofthe interaction of  lasers 

with overdense plasmas,  and demonstrated that the excitation of a surface plasma wave on a spatially 

modulated target surface can be used to improve the coupling in the short pulse (25 fs) relativistic regime 

(10^19W/cm2). The associated electromagnetic fields produce electron accelerations that are of great 

interest for  applications. If the target is laminar, more energetic protons are emitted in the back-face.                                                                                                                                         

Presently,  the possibility of the emission of bunches of energetic electrons will be investigated.   As short, 

high contrast (~10^12) laser pulses with very high intensities (>10^21W/cm2) will be soon available in the 

‘plateau de Saclay’, new physical regimes are to be investigated. In the proposed thesis work, which involves 

numerical and theoretical studies, the candidate will aim to  optimize the laser plasma coupling via the 

excitation of surface-wave-like or localized electromagnetic modes in the highly relativistic regime (> 

10^21W/cm2) which has never been investigated. Numerical studies with Particule-In-Cell simulations will 

be developed using the EMI2D code which is a two-dimension relativistic electromagnetic code that takes 

collisions into account. It is clear that an efficient optimization of the electron source created in the 

relativistic regime by plasmonic devices cannot be obtained without a complete understanding of the 

physical processes that are involved and that give rise to the high-energy electron emission. Thus,  electron 

dynamics will also be studied for various parameters and types of structured targets, requiring new 

computational diagnostics. These prospective studies aim to propose future experiments and novel ideas for 

applications requiring high-energy particle emission.                                                                                                    

The applicant should have good knowledge in plasma physics and some experience in programming 

(fortran, C++ …). 

 

Desire profile or skills: Fundamental physics, Plasma physics, theoretical physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Michèle RAYNAUD 

↘ Contact: michele.raynaud-brun@polytechnique.edu 
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↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/Phocea/Membres/Annuaire/index.php?uid

=rayn 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

IRRADIATION EFFECTS IN TRIPLE JUNCTION SOLAR CELLS FOR 

SPATIAL APPLICATIONS 

Keywords: Materials Science, Solar cells, durability, irradiation, triple junctions, space 

exploration 

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

The European Spatial Agency is interested in the behavior under irradiation of solar cells that will equip the 

LAPLACE mission to Jupiter. Jupiter represents a limit, beyond which, due to the distance to the Sun (5.2 a.u), 

the energy of the space probe will mainly be provided by photovoltaic processes. The  GaInP/GaIn/Ge triple 

junction (TJ) solar cells (developed by AzurSpace Solar Power GmbH) that will equup the LAPLACE mssion 

will be submitted to irradiation with electrons, protons, and other energetic particles, that will lead to the 

degradation of their electrical properties. This PhD project, to be carried in collaboration with ESA, aims to 

understand the aging processes under irradiation in these complex cells. For that purpose, we will simulate 

the aging of the TJ solar cells as a function of dose, dose rate and irradiation temperature using the SIRIUS 

high energy electron irradiation facility at LSI. These irradiations will be coupled with in situ electrical 

measurements in order to analyze the electrical properties changes under irradiation. The goal of this work 

is to develop a model for predicting the physical properties of the material as a function of the irradiation 

temperature and  dose. We  also aim to understand the annealing processes of the defects produced during 

irradiation as a function of the cell polarization, the solar excitation, and other parameters. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Materials Science 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Bruno BOIZOT 

↘ Contact: bruno.boizot@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/Phocea/Membres/Annuaire/index.php?uid

=bboizot 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

OXIDE NANOPARTICLES : MODELISATION AND ADVANCED 

SIMULATION OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES 

Keywords:  

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Marc HAYOUN 

↘ Contact: marc.hayoun@polytechnique.edu 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

THEORETICAL STUDY OF SURFACE PLASMONS 

Keywords: Condensed Matter theory, ab-initio methods, plasmonics, structured surfaces, 

vicinal surfaces 

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

Collective oscillations at the surface of metals play a crucial role in physics, materials science, and biology. 

Excitation of a surface wave by a laser on a carefully-designed-and-nanostructured surface is a promising 

mechanism for the generation of a proton beam, useful in medical applications that require the production 

of proton isotopes like positron emission tomography or proton oncology. In physics, plasmonics is 

photonics based on collective electronic excitations localized at the surface of the material, which should 

enable a significant reduction of optoelectronic devices down to the nanometer scale. Plasmonics has 

recently been highlighted in mainstream media through the concept of « cloack of invisibility », as the use of 

carefully designed nanostructures enables an optical camouflage which makes object invisible in a given 

frequency range. Last but not least, « acoustic » surface plasmons, the  frequency of which vanishes as  the 

wavelength increases, have been recently observed. They offer the possibility of light confinement at given 

places on the surface, with possible applications in photonics and nanooptics.                                                                                                                     

Recently, a new method based on density functional theory has been developed in order to compute the 

electronic response and to obtain the evaluation of the collective oscillation frequencies at various 

wavelengths. This method is the product of a collaboration between the Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés 

(LSI), the International School for Advanced Studies at Trieste (SISSA) and the International Center of 

Theoretical Physics at Trieste (ICTP) and has been implemented in the Quantum Espresso suite of softwares. 

It opens a way towards the ab initio calculations of surface plasmons without any fitting parameter.                                                                                      

In this PhD we plan to investigate the Relationship between the modification of the surface symmetry, either 

by surface reconstruction and/or by nanostructuration, and the surface plasmon dispersion, in noble metals 

(copper, gold and silver), particularly in vicinal surfaces. ( 

 

Desire profile or skills: Condensed Matter Physics, Quantum physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Michèle RAYNAUD 

↘ Contact: michele.raynaud-brun@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/Phocea/Membres/Annuaire/index.php?uid

=rayn 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE ELECTRON-PHONON COUPLING IN 

SEMICONDUCTING NANOSTRUCTURES AND IN THERMOELECTRIC 

MATERIALS WITH STRONG SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING 

Keywords: Condensed Matter Theory, Thermoelectricity, photo-voltaics, semiconductors, 

heterostructures, bismuth-based materials, chalcogenides, thin films, Electron-phonon 

coupling 

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

The interaction between excited electrons and crystal lattice vibrations (phonons) plays an important role in 

nanoelectronics and in photovoltaïc systems. We have developed an approach, based on Density Functional 

Theory, which allows us to calculate, without any adjustable parameters, the characteristics of the electron-

phonon coupling in simple semiconductors and to predict the lifetime of excited carrier,  which is determined 

by electron-phonon coupling. Our results are in good agreement with experiment. During this PhD, we 

propose to study the electron-phonon coupling in semiconducting nanostructures, such as GaAs/AlAs and 

Si/SiGe superlattices. The goal is to quantify the difference between the electron-phonon coupling constants 

in nanostructures with respect to the ones in bulk material, as well as to describe the new scattering 

channels that appear in nanostructures. This information will allow the  improvement of the description of 

electronic deexcitation in nanostructure devices, such as those explored for  photovoltaic applications We 

also propose to study, during this PhD, the effect of  strong spin-orbit coupling on the electron-phonon 

coupling and on electronic transport properties in thermoelectric materials such as bismuth, Bi2Te3 and 

Bi2Se3. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Condensed Matter Physics, Quantum physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Jelena SJAKSTE 

↘ Contact: jelena.sjakste@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/Phocea/Membres/Annuaire/index.php?uid

=jsjakste 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

UNTRASHORT LASER PULSES AND DIELECTRICS: INTERACTION 

AND PROPAGATION. 

Keywords: Condensed matter experiment, ultra-short laser pulses, dielectrics, damage, 

nonlinear optics 

Laboratory: Laboratoire des Solides Irradiés (LSI) 

Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France 

 

The study of ultrashort laser pulses interacting with matter covers a broad research area, at the frontier 

between solid state physics and high field physics. The subject we are proposing concerns dielectric 

materials, namely - but not only - silica and sapphire. Femto-and picosecond lasers are more and more used 

to modify their optical properties, in the bulk or at the surface; we propose to study the physical phenomena 

taking place during the interaction, and in particular the two following aspects. First studying the 

propagation, by means of a time and spatially resolved interferometry experiment, which allow analyzing 

the competition between Kerr focusing and plasma generation and defocusing. Then, a new generation of 

phase stabilized ultrashort pulses open the way to nonlinear optics at the optical cycle time scale, aiming to 

observe the evolution of the laser pulse and the solid with unprecedented time resolution. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Condensed Matter Physics, Optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Stéphane GUIZARD 

↘ Contact: stephane.guizard@cea.fr 

↘ Website: 

http://www.lsi.polytechnique.fr/accueil/recherche/interaction

-rayonnement-matiere/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

COHERENT AMPLIFICATION NETWORK (CAN) OF FIBER 

AMPLIFIERS FOR HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS 

Keywords: Yb:YAG fiber laser, coherent beam combining, photonic crystal fiber, CPA 

system 

Laboratory: Laboratoire pour l’utilisation des lasers intenses (LULI) 

Ecole Polytechnique - Route de Saclay - Bât 414 - 91128 Palaiseau Cedex 

 

The Ecole Polytechnique sponsors XCAN, an innovative laser program based on Coherent Amplification 

Network (CAN) of microstructured amplifying fibers. Within this program, the goal will be to define, 

implement and study a laser system operating 60 amplifying channels coherently combined to form a single 

beam of high repetition rate (10  kHz) short (~300 fs) energetic (>10 mJ) infra-red (1030 nm) light pulses. 

XCAN should address all foreseen issue a 2nd generation CAN laser based on thousands of fiber would 

encounter. A broad range of new applications are currently being studied, all based on CAN laser operating 

a few thousands of fibers: High energy particle accelerators laser amplifier with CERN; laser space debris 

removal with CNES & Airbus… 

 

Desire profile or skills: laser physics, optics, fiber optics, nonlinear optics, Matlab 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Louis Daniault & Jean-Christophe Chanteloup 

↘ Contact: louis.daniault@polytechnique.edu & jean-

christophe.chanteloup@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: http://www.luli.polytechnique.fr/ 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HIGH AVERAGE POWER LOW TEMPERATURE OPERATED 

DIODE PUMPED YB : YAG LASER AMPLIFIER 

Keywords: Diode Pumped Solid State Laser (DPSSL), Yb:YAG, Active mirror 

Laboratory: Laboratoire pour l’utilisation des lasers intenses (LULI) 

Ecole Polytechnique - Route de Saclay - Bât 414 - 91128 Palaiseau Cedex 

 

The general context of this research is the LULI Lucia program, a Diode Pumped Solid State Laser (DPSSL) 

relying on Yb:YAG as a gain medium. As of today, this laser chain delivers 8ns/14J pulse at 2 Hz [1]. In order 

to reach a 30 J milestone, a low temperature (~170K) operated amplifier has recently been implemented. It 

will also allow improving the wall-plug efficiency from 3% to 9%. The first objective of this PhD work will be 

to identify the optimum extraction scheme to maximize the extractible energy from both room temperature 

(water cooled) and low temperature (liquid nitrogen cooled) amplifiers. Considering the complexity of the 

experimental set up, this phase will be performed with specifically developed codes. In order to benchmark 

these codes, experiments with the low temperature amplifier alone will be required. Then only, 

experimental coupling of both amplifiers will take place. 

Besides extraction at the fundamental wavelength (1030 nm for Yb:YAG), model and experimental work 

dedicated at frequency conversion at 515 nm will also need to be performed. The goal would be to reach 

80% frequency conversion efficiency at 10 Hz.[1] T. Gonçalvès-Novo, D. Albach, B. Vincent, M. Arzakantsyan 

and J.-C. Chanteloup, "14 J / 2 Hz Yb3+:YAG Diode Pumped Solid State Laser chain", Optics Express, Vol.21, 

No.1, pp. 855-866 (2013) 

 

Desire profile or skills: laser physics, optics, nonlinear optics, matlab 

 

↘ PhD advisor: J-C. CHANTELOUP 

↘ Contact: jean-christophe.chanteloup@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: http://www.luli.polytechnique.fr/ 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ION BEAM INTERACTIONS WITH DENSE AND HOT PLASMAS  - 

ETUDE DE L'INTERACTION D'IONS AVEC DES PLASMAS CHAUDS ET 

DENSES 

Keywords: plasma physics, ion stopping, ion-matter interactions, hot plasmas, particle 

acceleration 

Laboratory: Laboratoire pour l’utilisation des lasers intenses (LULI) 

Ecole Polytechnique - Route de Saclay - Bât 414 - 91128 Palaiseau Cedex 

 

The PhD project aims at progressing on measuring and checking energy loss theories of protons and alpha 

particles after passing through heated matter (plasma), a long-standing, but still unresolved issue since the 

first studies on this topic by N. Bohr in 1913. We have recently put together at LULI a new platform allowing 

such measurements using short-pulse proton beams interacting with near-critical density gases, and started 

working on modeling these data. The candidate will work on expanding the developed technique to 

measure alpha particles stopping in several types of un-heated and heated, dense, low Z-gas. This will be 

done experimentally using already granted beam-time at the LULI laser facility in 2015. Further, the 

candidate will work toward measuring stopping in solid or higher density matter heated by X-ray pulses. The 

candidate will benefit from the expertise in modeling of LPGP (stopping power) and U. of Roma (plasma 

heating) collaborators. 

 

Desire profile or skills: a master in plasma physics or related to optical or electrical engineering, with skills 

in experimental sciences 

Remarks: Due to restricted access in some laboratories, applicants are restricted to nationals of the EU, 

Japan, as well as North and South America nations. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Julien FUCHS 

↘ Contact: julien.fuchs@polytechnique.edu 

↘ Website: http://www.luli.polytechnique.fr/ 
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Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

CATALYSTS FOR THE CONVERSION OF LIGNOCELLULOSE TO 

ADDED-VALUE CHEMICALS 

Keywords: synthetic chemistry, catalysis, lignin 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Molecular Chemistry and Catalysis for Energy (NIMBE/LCMCE) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

While more than 99.9% of organic compounds containing an aromatic ring derive from petrochemicals, the 

production of these high-value molecules from renewable feedstocks would improve the sustainability of the 

chemical industry. Due to its high content in aromatic compounds, lignin has a great potential as an 

alternative to fossil resources for the production of aromatic chemicals. However, due to its amorphous and 

polymeric structure based on strong ether bonds, its selective depolymerization remains an unsolved 

challenge to produce usable molecules. 

In 2014, the Laboratory of Molecular Chemistry and Catalysis for Energy (UMR CEA / CNRS 3299 - NIMBE) 

has developed a new strategy for the convergent depolymerization of lignin, which has been successfully 

applied to different sources of wood. The purpose of this doctoral project is to develop efficient molecular 

catalysts to improve the viability of this new approach. It will involve the synthesis of new organometallic 

complexes for promoting the reduction of ethers with hydrosilanes, formic acid or hydrogen. 

 

Desire profile or skills: organic chemistry, catalysis 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Thibault CANTAT 

↘ Contact: thibault.cantat@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lcmce 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

FORMIC ACID AS AN EFFICIENT RELAY FOR CO2 CONVERSION TO 

METHANOL 

Keywords: synthetic chemistry, catalysis, CO2, methanol, organometallics 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Molecular Chemistry and Catalysis for Energy (NIMBE/LCMCE) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The efficient conversion of CO2 to methanol is a key-step for the production of methanol as a sustainable 

fuel, based on a favorable carbon footprint. A necessary condition for the implementation of this strategy 

relies on the development of new methods to promote the 6-electrons reduction of CO2 that are selective 

and energetically sustainable, and therefore with a high Faraday efficiency. These criteria are not met 

today, and classical methods suffer from a low selectivity induced by the use of high electrochemical 

overpotentials. 

In 2014, the LCMCE proposed an original approach based on formic acid as a relay for the conversion of CO2 

into methanol, by developing effective disproportionation catalysts for formic acid. The purpose of this 

thesis is to develop organometallic catalysts based on non-noble metals (iron, nickel, cobalt) and able to 

promote the conversion of formic acid to methanol. They will then be used in photochemical and 

electrochemical devices to perform the cascade CO2 reduction to HCO2H and its subsequent conversion to 

methanol. 

 

Desire profile or skills: organic chemistry, catalysis 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Thibault CANTAT 

↘ Contact: thibault.cantat@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lcmce 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NEW CATALYSTS AND TRANSFORMATIONS FOR THE CHEMICAL 

CONVERSION OF CO2 

Keywords: synthetic chemistry, catalysis, CO2, organometallics 

Laboratory: Laboratory of Molecular Chemistry and Catalysis for Energy (NIMBE/LCMCE) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

While greenhouse gases emissions are reaching alarming levels, fossil fuels still represent 80% of the world 

energy portfolio and 95% of our organic chemical commodities rely on non-renewable resources, namely 

hydrocarbons. CO2 being the ultimate waste of this intensive utilization of carbon resources, its recycling is 

urging to build a balanced carbon cycle. In this context, utilizing CO2 as a C1 building block to produce 

platform chemicals as an alternative to petrochemistry has a double advantage of reusing CO2 while 

sparing fossil resources and avoiding CO2 emissions from their use. The development of new catalytic 

processes is thus needed and intensive research efforts are necessary to find new ways of functionnalizing 

carbon dioxide. This thesis project will lead to new catalytic processes for the reductive functionalization of 

carbon dioxide (CO2) using cheap metal catalysts following a so-called diagonal approach designed in our 

laboratory. Targeted reactions are novel catalytic transformations for the reduction of CO2 to amides and 

the dimerisation of CO2. As such, this thesis proposal will offer breakthrough technologies for recycling 

carbon oxides to reduce our dependence on petrochemical resources and improve chemical energy storage. 

 

Desire profile or skills: organic chemistry, catalysis 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Thibault CANTAT 

↘ Contact: thibault.cantat@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lcmce 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ALIGNED CARBON NANOTUBES SYNTHESIZED BY CVD AEROSOL: 

IN SITU STUDY OF THE GROWTH AND CONTROL OF THE DIAMETER 

DISTRIBUTION 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, gas phase suynthesis 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are potential candidates for a wide range of applications in the field of 

nanotechnology. Therefore, it is essential to control the synthesis methods to control their physicochemical 

characteristics and properties. Carpets of aligned multi-walled CNT are synthesized by the aerosols-assisted 

CVD method (Chemical Vapor Deposition) developed at the Francis Perrin Laboratory. It is based on a 

continuous and simultaneous feeding of the reactor with carbon source and the metal precursor (ferrocene, 

serving as a catalyst for CNT growth after thermal decomposition). Our recent work in collaboration with 

different teams, showed that the formation of catalyst particles was governed by a mechanism of 

homogeneous nucleation in the gas phase [1,2] and that the nature of the catalyst particles at the origin of 

the growth NTC was an iron carbide [3]. 

In this context, the proposed thesis is twofold. The first part will deal with a better control of the CNT 

formation and their characteristics by adjusting the parameters of the gas phase and on the other hand, a 

deeper understanding of the growth mechanisms through in- situ analyses directly during the synthesis of 

CNT with particular attention to the analysis of the gas phase as a function of synthesis conditions. The 

overall goal is to better control the diameter distribution of the CNT, the CNT density, so as to synthesize 

finest aligned CNT or even single-walled CNT. CVD synthesis devices and equipment specially designed for 

in-situ studies can be used for these studies. 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials science 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Martine MAYNE 

↘ Contact: martine.mayne@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

BIOHYBRIDS SILICA-APTAMERS: FROM THE BIOCHEMICAL 

ACTIVITY TO THE FUNCTIONAL MATERIAL 

Keywords: aptamers, detection, sol-gel process, biohybrids 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Biohybrid materials are designed to combine the advantages of classical materials and biological systems, in 

order to promote one or several functions. The field of aptamers is expanding. After first impressive results, 

their use is expected to grow. The development of innovative materials incorporating these synthetic 

biological entities is likely to find many applications, particularly in the field of health. 

The PhD project will aim at synthesizing Biohybrid innovative materials incorporating different aptamers 

and providing several levels of improvement on thestudied biochemical function  (lifetime, sensitivity, 

selectivity, ease of use). The first part of the thesis will select and characterize different modes aptamers 

relevant for optical detection. In a second phase will be established key parameters of the development by 

the sol-gel process of Biohybrid functional materials with these model aptamers, according to precise 

specifications. The validation of specific functions (eg catalytic or detection) in real conditions of use will be 

done in a third time. 

The research activity will be conducted in a dynamic team consisting of ten people that bring together a 

wide range of skills to develop innovative approaches in the field of materials. Some of these innovations 

have led in 2010 to the creation of a start-up from the laboratory 

 

Desire profile or skills: physical chemistry, biochemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Laurent MUGHERLI 

↘ Contact: laurent.mugherli@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

COMPARATIVE FUNCTIONALIZATION OF CNT BY OXY-NITRIDE 

NANOPARTICLES, USING HIGH POWER PULSE PLASMA ASSISTED 

VAPOR DEPOSITION (HIPIMS) OR LASER PYROLYSIS. 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, plasma deposition, laser pyrolysis 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The energy demand is growing but  is fronting the global warming and the reduction of fossil and mineral 

resources. In order to solve that conflicting evolution, we must develop techniques fast for the production of 

renewable energy, such as solar energy and also reduce the amount of material required in systems such as 

fuel cells. This reduction requires the use of nano-powders, since the surface-to-volume ratio increases when  

the diameter decreases.  

In this framework, we propose to conduct a study of the Functionalization of conductive porous surfaces, 

such as aligned carbon nanotubes, by nitride and oxy-nitride nanoparticles.  While pure oxide (Ta2O5, TiO2, 

etc.) have an optical gap in the UltraViolet, nitride and oxy-nitride have a gap in the field of the visible, 

where the solar emission is maximum, ranging from infra-red to the blue, following their stoichiometry and 

their nanostructure.     

Two types of Functionalization will be studied:  

-Functionalization by plasma methods, developed in the laboratory of Physics of Gas and Plasma of the 

University Paris-Sud.  

-Functionalization by nitride nanoparticles prepared by Laser Pyrolysis at the Laboratory Francis Perrin. The 

development of porous surfaces including  nanotubes carpet and physical-chemical analyses will be carried 

out at the LEDNA, in collaboration with other teams of the IRAMIS CEA-Saclay 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Brigitte BOUCHET-FABRE 

↘ Contact: brigitte.bouchet-fabre@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

CVD SYNTHESIS OF GRAPHENE ON METAL SUBSTRATES : 

DEVELOPMENTS AND GROWTH MECHANISM STUDIES 

Keywords: graphene, gas phase suynthesis 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

For several years, graphene is anticipated as a material with novel electronic properties, but its study has 

long been delayed by a double challenge: first to prepare this material in the form of one or several sheets, 

then the more often to transfer it to a nonconductive substrate. Recent advances in terms of preparation of 

graphene allow now manipulating and studying their properties. Significant progress concerning the 

developments of graphene synthesis has been performed, in particular regarding the growth by CVD on 

metal substrates. This method has the advantage of having access to very large areas, but also on certain 

metals, to be self-limited to one sheet. It also provides thickness control and thus a variable number of 

sheets. However, to control methods for synthesizing graphene under realistic conditions for applications 

remains largely empirical. Improvement is therefore important to control morphological and structural 

characteristics of graphene layers of high quality. 

Based on the expertise developed recently in the laboratory, and in collaboration with the Institut Néel, for 

graphene growth on metal by atmospheric pressure CVD, this thesis proposal is focused on the identification 

and understanding of the mechanisms of formation controlling the final properties of graphene, such as the 

number of layers, the crystal structure and nature of the graphene-substrate interactions. The experimental 

graphene growth set-up for implanting in-situ analysis techniques will be implemented with different 

techniques, such as the X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. Thus, growth of 

graphene will be studied in-situ directly during its formation, allowing to acquire data in real time during 

both steps of thermal plateau and cooling , the cooling step playing a crucial role on the characteristics of 

graphene formed. 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials science, nanosciences 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Martine MAYNE 

↘ Contact: martine.mayne@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ELABORATION OF NANOPARTICLES FOR APPLICATION IN 

PHOTOCATALYSIS 

Keywords: photocatalysis, nanomaterials 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

This experimental subject is a collaboration between the Laboratory of Nanometric Edifices (Saclay) and the 

Institute for Research on Catalysis of Lyon (IRCELYON). It fits into the general theme of new materials for the 

environment. Photocatalysis aims at the complete mineralization of a pollutant through oxidation or 

reduction reactions due to the absorption of light by a photocatalyst. We will focus here to the particular 

case of water depollution using a model pollutant as well as chemical and biological real pollutants together 

with  nanoparticles synthesized in the laboratory of Saclay. 

TiO2 is the most used material in photocatalysis, however, as many semiconductors, TiO2 only absorbs 

ultraviolet photons because of its forbidden band around 3 eV; this value actually depends on the type of 

TiO2. A very small portion of the solar spectrum, about 5%, is likely to be absorbed. Moreover, the 

recombination of electron / hole consecutive to the absorption of a photon are very important in this 

material. Accordingly, there is only very few species capable of reacting to degrade pollutants. 

The current strategy is to increase the quantum efficiency of the conversion of sunlight either by modifying 

TiO2 by anionic or cationic doping or by modifying its surface with clusters or metallic nanoparticles. 

Another strategy is to develop new materials that naturally have an absorption band in the visible and study 

their photocatalytic activity. This thesis will focus on this latter aspect: we will therefore synthesize novel 

nano-materials by laser pyrolysis , study their optical properties and photocatalytic activity in the visible and 

UV areas. the best compounds  will be tested at IRCELYON for their photocatalytic efficiency, 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Nathalie HERLIN 

↘ Contact: nathalie.herlin@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HIGH ENERGY HYBRID SUPERCAPACITORS BASED ON ALIGNED 

CARBON NANOTUBES 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, supercapacitors 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The method of CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) assisted by aerosol provides dense mats of aligned carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) with promising applications especially in the field of nanocomposites combining aligned 

nanotubes and electronically conductive polymer (ECP) developed for the electrochemical storage of energy 

in ionic liquid media. In the ANR H2E-CAP project in collaboration with the University of Cergy (LPPI), Tours 

(PCM2E) and a 'end user' industrial partner, we will develop the controlled growth of aligned CNTs on 

substrates of interest for the development of electrodes for supercapacitors combining aligned CNTs and 

PCE or metal oxides. The aim of the PhD project is to synthesize aligned CNTs exhibiting different length, 

diameter or density on aluminium substrates (current collector). Then, we will try to validate their covering 

by PCE and metal oxides by different routes with the ultimate goal to expand to large area deposition. These 

new nanostructured electrodes will be associated in symmetric or asymmetric configuration in order to 

increase the performance of these hybrid electrochemical supercapacitors in terms of energy density and 

power. 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials chemistry, electrochemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Mathieu PINAULT 

↘ Contact: mathieu.pinault@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

NANOSTRUCTURED OXINITRIDE FOR THE SUN WATER SPLITTING 

Keywords: photoelectrolysis, water splitting, oxides 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The Sun light exploitation is one of the major goals for energy production or storage. The thesis proposal 

belongs to the SNON ANR project (2014-2017) which is focused on the energy storage and the conversion 

yield by photo-catalytic activity, using new nitride and oxy-nitride semiconducting materials, based on Ta 

and Zn metals.  It is proposed to elaborate by Laser Pyrolysis , nanoparticles of such materials, perform a 

usual physical-chemical characterization of those particles ( microscopy, BET, annealing, diffraction…) and 

then to make a thin films shaping by co-deposition in a physical-vapour-deposition (PVD) apparatus.   A 

work may be done using the colloidal lithography associated to the PVD, developing mixed nano-textured 

materials: small nanoparticles on continuous films and gradient concentration films. The photo-catalytic 

activity of the films deposited on a conductive substrate will be tested with teams working in collaboration. 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Brigitte BOUCHET-FABRE 

↘ Contact: brigitte.bouchet-fabre@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

STUDY AND PRODUCTION OF MATERIALS TO BE USED AS 

STANDARDS FOR THE MEASUREMENTS OF EMISSION RATES OF 

ORGANIC VOLATILE COMPOUNDS PRESENT IN BUILDING 

MATERIALS AND FURNITURES. 

Keywords: chemical sensors, organic volatil compounds, toxic,pollutants, standard 

emitting materials 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

It is now well recognized that indoor air pollution comes in a large part from building materials and 

furniture. Since January 2012, the regulations require the labeling of construction products and furnitures on 

emission of volatile pollutants. If many methods exist for emissions measurements, there is to date no 

reference materials to validate the measurements of emission rate and compare the methods of 

measurement. 

The objective of the thesis is to produce materials that can be used as standards for the measurement of 

emission rates of various toxic pollutants found in indoor air such as haloalkanes, aldehydes and monocyclic 

aromatic compounds. The candidate will synthesize materials based on inorganic-organic hybrid polymers 

and adjust the porosity parameters for the trapping of targeted pollutants and their controlled kinetics of 

release. These materials will be tested during campaigns of measurements  involving various laboratories to 

compare the different methods of measurement of emission rates of pollutants. In this multidisciplinary 

project, the candidate will work in two laboratories at CEA-Saclay and Ecole des Mines de Douai. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials chemistry, physical chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Thu Hoa TRAN THI 

↘ Contact: thu-hoa.tran-thi@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

TIO2 AND CARBON NANOTUBES COMPOSITES FOR 

PHOTOVOLTAICS 

Keywords: photovoltaics, solar cells, composite materials 

Laboratory: Nanometric edifices (NIMBE/LEDNA) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 522 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

This experimental subject fits into the study of solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells for which an issue is the 

separation and transfer of charges after photon absorption. The aim is to explore in detail two concepts 

based on the combination of different types of nanoparticles: carbon nanotubes mono-or multi-walled 

(SWCNT or MWCNT) or graphene sheets with oxides of titanium. Based on preliminary laboratory results, 

MWCNT will be first used to structure solid hybrid cells. The grafting of nanotubes and nanoparticles will be 

studied in particular, as well as the effect of nanotubes characteristics, ... After the development of grafting 

and formulation (eg active layer thickness ), the study will then be conducted with SWCNT and graphene 

sheets to facilitate the study of the mechanisms of charge transfer and/or excitation. Demonstration cells 

will be prepared to quantify the gain in performance compared to current concepts of solid-state dye-

sensitized solar cells. 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Nathalie HERLIN 

↘ Contact: nathalie.herlin@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/ledna 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MULTIVALENT AND HYBRID INORGANIC 

ELECTROLYTES FOR THE NEXT GENERATION BATTERIES 

Keywords: inorganic electrolyte, all-solid-state battery, electrochemical efficiency, 

structural characterization, electrical characterization, ion beam analysis. 

Laboratory: Light elements Study (NIMBE/LEEL) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 637 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Lithium-ion batteries, launched onto the market in 1991, are nowadays largely present in a large variety of 

applications. Since that, important progresses were obtained but no major technological breakthrough has 

been recorded. Envisioned future uses and needs such for electrical vehicles will require the use of new 

concepts with higher energy density, low manufacturing costs and reduced environmental risks such as 

auto-inflammation or electrolyte leakage. In order to meet these requirements, the new generation of all-

solid-state batteries using an inorganic electrolyte with cationic conduction drove by mono - and/or 

multivalent (Li+, Mg2+ and Al3+) ions can provide solutions and satisfy the growing energy needs. The 

barriers to overcome allowing the development of all-solid-state battery technology consist mainly in the 

research for new chemically stable and electrochemically efficient solid electrolytes (cationic conduction at 

ambient temperature close to 1mS.cm-1 and large electrochemical window).  

A great part of the work in this project will be devoted to the development of solid electrolyte materials and 

assembly conditions optimization with electrode materials. Combination of electrochemical 

characterization, structural, spectroscopic and analytical techniques including nuclear microanalysis will 

deepen the understanding of the cationic dynamics mono - and/or multivalents  through structured 

networks of battery. 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials chemistry, electrochemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Saïd YAGOUBI 

↘ Contact: said.yagoubi@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/leel 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ANTIBACTERIAL POLYMER AND HYBRID SURFACES 

Keywords: antimicrobiall surfaces, 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 466 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Microbial infection is one of the most serious concerns for many commercial applications such as medical 

devices, food packaging, and marine equipment. Some cationic polymers have shown to be effective in 

killing bacteria because of their unique structural and hydrophobic properties. We propose here to 

synthesize cationic polymer systems (based on quaternary ammonium groups) on a surface where the two 

key parameters (hydrophobicity and charge) can be easily tuned. The synthesis techniques will be those 

generally used and/or developed in our Laboratory, i.e., diazonium chemistry, surface-ATRP, GraftFast©, 

polycondensation…  The objective will be to form various well-defined 2D structures (films, cross-linked 

layers) and to compare them. Antibacterial properties will be studied in collaboration with biologist 

researchers. When those structures will be well controlled and characterized, ZnO or CuO nanoparticles will 

be incorporated to the films to improve the biocide activity and stability. 

 

Desire profile or skills: surface chemistry, polymersn biochemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Géraldine CARROT 

↘ Contact: geraldine.Carrot@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/licsen/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ELECTROLUMINESCENCE STUDIES IN CARBON NANOTUBE 

DEVICES 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, electroluminescence, raman spectroscopy 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Thanks to their outstanding electrical, mechanical and chemical characteristics, carbon nanotubes have 

been demonstrated to be very promising building blocks for future nanoelectronic technologies. In addition, 

recently their optical properties have attracted more attention because of their typical fundamental optical 

transition in the NIR in a frequency range of interest for the telecommunications. The idea is to combine 

their particular optical features, inferred by their one-dimensional character, with their assessed exceptional 

transport characteristics for optoelectronics application. However, before that this can be realized some 

fundamental studies are necessary. Here, we will consider the mechanism involved in the 

electroluminescence: both the carrier injection and the mechanisms leading to radiative recombination are 

to be considered. We will perform studies onto semiconducting nanotubes that we will extract from the 

pristine mixture by a method based on selective polymer wrapping.  

 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials physics, optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Arianna FILORAMO 

↘ Contact: arianna.filoramo@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/licsen/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

EXTRACTING URANIUM FROM SEA WATER 

Keywords: extraction, protein, uranium, sustainable energy source 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 466 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Uranium is present in seawater at a very low concentration (3.3 mg / l), but given the volume of the oceans, 

that represents nearly 4.5 billion tons of uranium. Such a resource, if it were available, would ensure global 

supplies of uranium for thousands of years. 

However, if it is technically possible to extract uranium from seawater, the cost estimates of the current 

methods make a rapid industrial application  hardly conceivable. 

The aim of the thesis is the development of an innovative approach for extracting uranium from seawater 

based on the use of genetically modified proteins that are designed very specifically to chelate uranium. 

These proteins are produced from a recoding of a transmembrane protein capable of binding calcium, 

calmodulin. A controlled modification of the amino acid sequence confers specific properties to complex 

uranium. The production is ensured with E. coli grown in bioreactor. 

The ambitious goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that a biological approach can be considered for this 

type of process. The final process will be part of a sustainable approach where extraction materials are not 

as usually manufactured by organic synthesis but generated from bacterial colonies. 

 

Desire profile or skills: chemistry, materials, biology 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Pascal VIEL 

↘ Contact: pascal.viel@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/licsen/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

FINDING NEW ELECTROCATALYTIC MATERIALS FOR ENERGY 

CONVERSION THROUGH A COMBINED ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL 

OBJECTS. 

Keywords: electrocatalysis, Scanning electrochemical Microscopy 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 466 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The future of energy supply depends on innovative breakthroughs regarding the design of efficient systems 

for the conversion and storage of energy. In this field, electrocatalytic systems are at the cornerstone of 

many related challenges in fuel cells since they offer suitable solutions for performing very complex 

reactions. The present project introduces an original strategy based on Scanning Electrochemical 

Microscopy (SECM) for the finding of low cost elementary bricks used to form electrocatalytic layers based 

among others on reduced graphene oxide flakes through the combined analysis of individual nano-objects. 

It will permit to find new electrocatalytic species, optimise the material composition and the processing 

conditions, and understand the origin of ageing of the materials. In fine this will lead to electrocatalytic 

layers having improved performances. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Nanosciences, electrochemistry, surface chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Renaud CORNUT 

↘ Contact: renaud.cornut@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/licsen/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

PHOTOCURRENT AND CHARGE/ENERGY TRANSFER IN 

FUNCTIONALIZED CARBON NANOSTRUCTURES COMPLEXES 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, electroluminescence, raman spectroscopy 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

In this work we will consider carbon nanostructures (carbon nanotubes, graphene or graphene oxide) 

functionalized by organics molecules. The objective is to understand how the transport , optical and 

optoelectronic properties of such nanostructures can be modified by the functionalization. The motivation of 

this work is the exploration of their use in optoelectronic and/or photovoltaic applications. Note that, thanks 

to their outstanding electrical, mechanical and chemical characteristics, carbon nanotubes and graphene 

have been already demonstrated to be very promising building blocks for future nanoelectronic 

technologies. However, for photovoltaic applications the demonstration of performance is still under 

expectation, even if some of intrinsic features strongly support the interest and feasibility. Indeed, for 

electronic transport the SWNTs offer the required characteristics while a "band engineering" approach of 

the material is needed to achieve an effective charge separation.  

To conduct such studies we will take advantage of our in-house expertise on the electronic transport, on the 

optical spectroscopies techniques and on the carbon nanostructures functionalization (both by covalent and 

non covalent methods). 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: materials physics, optics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Arianna FILORAMO 

↘ Contact: arianna.filoramo@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/licsen/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

REALIZATION OF EFFICIENT AND INNOVATIVE FUNCTIONALIZATION 

OF GRAPHENE AND CARBON NANOTUBES FOR ENERGY AND 

MATERIAL SCIENCE 

Keywords: synthesis, nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The aim of this project is the development of new functional carbon nanotubes and graphene derivatives. So 

far, functionalization of carbon-based nano-objects is based either on the covalent grafting or on the non-

covalent adsorption of molecules on the nanotube/graphene surfaces. It is well established that the 

covalent grafting of molecules give rise to robust conjugates since the nano-objects and the addends are 

linked through covalent bonds; however, the transformation of carbon atoms hybridized sp2 into sp3 in the 

nanotube framework induces a sizeable loss of their electronic properties. On the contrary, the non-covalent 

functionalization permits to better preserve the electronic properties of the nanotubes. So, for a number of 

applications, the non-covalent functionalization should be preferred. However, this approach suffers from a 

major drawback which is the lack of stability of the resulting assemblies. Indeed, molecules adsorbed onto 

the nanotube sidewall can desorb, more or less easily, when for example the solvent changes or the 

nanotubes are filtered and redispersed. 

Recently we developed a method combining most advantages of these two techniques without their major 

drawbacks. From the applicative point of view, this method can be used to create new carbon-based 

nanomaterials for photovoltaic, catalytic and electronic applications. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Organic chemistry or physical chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Stéphane CAMPIDELLI 

↘ Contact: stephane.campidelli@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/licsen/ 
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SYNTHESIS OF GRAPHENE NANOPARTICLES 

Keywords: graphene, synthesis 

Laboratory: Innovation in Chemistry of Surfaces and Nanosciences (NIMBE/LICSEN) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Graphene as a constituent of graphite was close to us for almost 500 years. However, it is only in 2005 that 

Geim and Novoselov (Nobel Prize in 2010) reported for the first time the obtaining of a nanostructure 

composed by a single layer of carbon atom. The exceptional electronic properties of graphene make it a very 

promising material for applications in electronic and renewable energies. 

For many applications, one should be able to modify and control precisely the electronic properties of 

graphene. In this context, we propose to synthesize graphene nanoparticles and study their optical and 

electronic properties. The synthesis will be based on polycondensation reactions of aromatic molecules, it 

will be limited in the early stage of the project to the synthesis of small nanoparticles and will be extend to 

the formation of two dimensional network. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Organic chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Stéphane CAMPIDELLI 

↘ Contact: stephane.campidelli@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/licsen/ 
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AGEING MECHANISMS AT ELECTRODE/ELECTROLYTE INTERFACES 

Keywords: lithium-ion batteries, ageing, nanoparticles, radiolysis 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 546 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

A better understanding of ageing reaction mechanisms occuring in Lithium-ion batteries is very important 

for applications such as electric vehicles, labtop computers... During the initial cycles of charge of a Lithium-

ion battery, the lithium ions of the electrolyte are intercalated in the structure of graphite in the negative 

electrode. During this process of lithiation of the carbonaceous material, the electrolyte reacts with the 

charged surface of the electrode, thus forming a solid-electrolyte interface. The purpose of this work is to 

understand the ageing mechanisms taking place in a mixture of electrolytes, the products being formed 

either in the liquid or in the gas phase, in the absence and presence of solid interfaces represented by 

nanoparticles (carbon initially, then carbon / silicon). In this case, the evolution of the solid (including the 

detailed characterization of the solid/electrolyte interface) and the degradation of the electrolyte will be 

both studied.   

 

 

Desire profile or skills: analytical chemistry, materials chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Sophie LE CAER 

↘ Contact: sophie.le-caer@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lions 
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EMULSION FOR THE CONTROL OF POWDER MORPHOLOGIES AT 

THE INDUSTRIAL SCALE: A MECHANISTIC APPROACH FOR THE 

CONTROL OF TRANSPORT AND REACTIVITY BETWEEN SIZE 

CONTROLLED DROPLETS. 

Keywords: solution synthesis, microfluidics, emulsion 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Emulsion precipitation can be implemented on a large scale through the use of pulse columns which 

disperse large quantities of aqueous phase in the form of droplets in an organic phase. Precipitation occurs 

after coalescence of two drops each containing two different reactants. If the feasibility of such a process is 

now proved (use in the field of nuclear waste treatment), partial knowledge of the reaction mechanism is a 

limiting step. We propose in this project to study this process by using controlled systems (drop size, 

coalescence mixing time scale, etc.) thanks to microfluidic tools coupled with in situ analytical 

methodologies (microscopy, scattering X-ray small angle, UV-visible, fluorescence, etc ...). Besides a strong 

character application, this subject in collaboration between two directions in CEA (DEN and DSM) opens up 

fundamental questions in the field of dispersion / stabilization droplets in organic medium and controlled 

morphologies trough precipitation in complex media. 

 

Desire profile or skills: physical-chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Antoine THILL 

↘ Contact: antoine.thill@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lions 
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EMULSION STABILITY: INTERFACES KINETIC MONITORING 

Keywords: emulsions, microfluidics 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The stability of emulsions and foams presents a strong interest both from an academic point of view and 

industrial (oil industry, cosmetics, food industry). These formulations, say biphasic, are thermodynamically 

unstable. There are several ways to stabilize such interfaces, surfactants (ie one amphiphilic compound) or 

nanoparticles are added in one of the phases in order to stabilize interfaces. The amphiphilic molecules are 

then placed at the interface and prevent coalescence of the emulsion / foams. Although these phenomena 

were the subject of intense works these past 30 years, many questions remain, including how the 

surfactants / nanoparticles adsorb at the interface, how they react when subjected to a solute gradient or a 

thermal gradient. 

As part of this thesis, we will study the dynamics of absorption / desorption of surfactants / nanoparticles of 

a model interface trapped in a microfluidic cavity. First, it is imperative to be able to visualize the 

surfactants / nanoparticles by standard optical methods: optical microscopy such as epi-fluorescence and 

confocal microscopy. We have recently developed synthetic routes for obtaining fluorescent nanoparticles 

and fluorescent surfactants. This thesis will focus on i) the production and characterization of these 

compounds ii) the visualization of water / oil (emulsion) or air / water (foam) iii) monitoring kinetics at 

interfaces for different external stress (solute gradient, thermal gradient, osmotic shock) 

 

Desire profile or skills: physical-chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Florent MALLOGGI 

↘ Contact: florent.malloggi@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lions 
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GEO-INSPIRED HYBRID NANOTUBES FOR SELF-ASSEMBLED 

NANOFLUIDIC 

Keywords: inorganic nanotubes, microfluidics 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

LIONS has developed expertise in the synthesis of new nanotubes based aluminosilicate hybrids. These new 

nanotubes have numerous technological advantages. They have a composition based on aluminum and 

silicon, which are very abundant and inexpensive elements. they are synthesized at low temperature. They 

are stable in suspension. They are subject to change at once on their inner and outer surface. All these 

features make these nanotubes potentially interesting for many applications (high performance insulation 

materials for materials treatment of emerging pollutants, biomedical applications ...). 

The subject of the proposed thesis aims initially to a study of the formation mechanism of these 

nanotubes. Indeed, some locks persist (difficulty controlling the length transition pipes / spheres 

dispersion state ...). A first objective is to understand the tubes training mode to lead to more efficient 

synthesis of revenue. 

In a second step, we propose to study the area of exchange between the inside and 

outside hybrid nanotubes that are at the heart of many applications of these nanotubes. in this 

framework there, we will use micro / nanofluidic tools. 

We are therefore seeking a candidate with inorganic synthesis skills, physical chemistry, and 

soft matter. The candidate will learn to master the nanotube characterization tools (dissemination of X-ray 

small angle, IR spectroscopy, AFM, TEM) and tools micro / nanofluidic Study 

exchange of matter between nanotubes to be developed as part of the platform of the microfluidic 

LIONS. 

 

Desire profile or skills: physical-chemistry, soft matter, inorganic synthesis 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Florent MALLOGGI 

↘ Contact: florent.malloggi@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lions 
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MULTIPLE EMULSIONS: TOWARDS STABLE, STTIMULABLE AND 

BIOCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS 

Keywords: drug encapsulation, emulsions, biocompatibility 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 125 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The proposed PhD project aims at overcoming practical and fundamental bottlenecks which now prevent 

industrial development of multiple emulsions for drug encapsulation and delivery. We recently made an 

important step forward in this direction by designing stable and stimulable multiple emulsions stabilized by 

block copolymers. We now propose to extend this concept to biocompatible oils and polymers for providing 

truly applicable formulations. For this purpose the PhD work program will analyse molecular parameters 

which are required for making stimulabe multiple emulsions and rationalize parameters to define adapted 

polymers. A collaboration between LIONS (CEA Saclay) and SIMM (ESPCI) will develop complementary 

approaches : tailor-made polymer synthesis, neutron reflectivity at liquid-liquid interface to probe favorable 

chain conformations and microfluidics development for providing calibrated emulsions and measurements 

of critical pressure for coalescence of drops. 

 

Desire profile or skills: physical-chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Patrick GUENOUN 

↘ Contact: patrick.guenoun@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lions 
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NANOSYSTEMS FOR IRRADIATION-INDUCED CONTROLLE RELEASE 

OF ACTIVE COMPOUNDS 

Keywords: drug delivery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, self-assembled copolymer micelles 

Laboratory: Organized and Nanostructured Systems (NIMBE/LIONS) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 546 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

The combination of radiation therapy and chemotherapy improves the efficiency of cancer treatment, 

however, this also causes a concomitant  strong nonspecific toxicity . It would be interesting to  specifically 

target irradiated areas with pharmacologically active compounds. 

While many systems exist for providing drug during exposure to photons, heat, ultrasound, changes in pH, in 

contrast, active delivery systems by means of ionizing radiation is very poorly described in literature. 

We propose in this project to develop a system for (i) the controlled release of drugs at a given time by the 

dose received and (ii) targeting through the position of the radiation beam. This system will be based the 

radiosensitive hydrophobic heart of self-assembled micelles (or vesicles)  based on hybrid copolymers.This 

will be a first step to identify the most favorable structural families in terms of fragmentation. 

In a second step, the radiosensitivity of objects will be optimized, either by doping with a compound with a 

large atomic number, or by grafting the radiation sensitive polymer on a nanoparticle of gold or platinum.  

It is indeed known that the dose on the surface of this type of nanoparticle can be increased up to an order 

of magnitude by this way 

In the end of the thesis will be considered local or systemic toxicity tests to evaluate the biocompatibility of 

such systems. This will be done in collaboration with the team EA401 Materials and Health of the Faculty of 

Pharmacy Paris XI. 

 

Desire profile or skills: chemistry, materials chemistry 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Jean-Philippe RENAULT 

↘ Contact: jprenault@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lions 
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APPLICATION OF DEVELOPMENTS IN MOBILE MAGNETIC 

RESONANCE TO MATERIALS FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING 

Keywords: NMR, engineering, 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 137 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Most materials used in civil engineering are alive. Wood, cement, bitumen and lime-based materials 

undergo significant internal evolutions during their life. These are due to the porosity of these systems, 

where liquid water and vapor come and go, inducing the setting of hydraulic binding agents, material 

shrinking or swelling, pollutants and salt transport, modifications of thermal and mechanical properties, 

microstructure evolution through chemical reactions, and even cracks during drying, freezing or fire events. 

Within the frame of the actual quest for sustainable and energy efficient solutions, these mechanisms play a 

crucial role in material formulation, and -whenever possible- the design of preventive and curative 

treatments. 

Institutional laboratories and civil engineering industry currently put wide efforts for the in-situ assessment 

of these phenomena. On one side, real-scale instrumented structures are built for tests, containing various 

implanted probes to follow internal deformations, temperature and local humidity. On the other side, non-

intrusive or non-destructive techniques (so-called non-destructive testing NDT) are promoted for the 

diagnosis of existing building heritage, based on the use of radar, ultrasound and electromagnetic methods. 

Whatever the situation, instrumentation possibilities are limited, and for instance, fundamental information 

of interest about detailed water repartition in the porosity, about salts and pollutants or the micro-scale 

structure on samples is scarcely accessible. 

The latter information may actually be obtained through Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. NMR is one of the 

most versatile tools of investigation in materials science, and provides various ways to probe the structure 

and dynamics of physical systems from atomic to macroscopic scale. It has been used for a long time for 

laboratory studies of small samples, e.g. to follow microstructure evolutions in setting cement pastes, water 

transfers in the porosity of lime hemp concrete, or colloid migrations during drying processes of porous 

systems. Bringing NMR on-site is a real challenge but may finally bring a technique of choice. Part of the 

way has yet been performed over the past decade thanks to the ‘mobile NMR’ revolution. Small inexpensive 

and non-intrusive systems based on permanent magnets have been demonstrated to probe the first 

millimeters or very few centimeters of a built structure, but this is still not enough. 

For many applications, an investigation depth of several centimeters may seem indeed much preferable. 

Moreover, some measurements of routine use in laboratory facilities are partly impeded due to a lack of 

control of the spatial shape of applied magnetic and radiofrequency fields, and limited workable frequency 

bandwidth of antennas. 

The scientific goal of this project, named NMR2GO2, is to perform the necessary technological and 

methodological breakthrough to get a reliable apparatus for modern civil engineering applications, and 

popularize the mobile NMR in-depth detection of water content and molecular diffusion in 'real world' of 

road and building materials. Building on an existing hardware of ours with improved field shapes, we wish 

to validate our novel approaches towards wireless antennas technologies, using peripheral coils as relays to 
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enhance detection depth and sensitivity. Within the frame of our civil-engineering network, this equipment 

will access real-size experimentation sites, for an in-situ validation of its concepts, and starting a first 

material oriented study. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: Chemistry or physics. Skills in NMR required 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Dimitri SAKELLARIOU 

↘ Contact: dsakellariou@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lsdrm/ 
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CHARACTERISATION OF THIN HYBRIDE FILMS BY MULTINUCLEAR 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SOLID-STATE NMR USING MACS (MAGIC 

ANGLE COIL SPINNING) 

Keywords: NMR, Magic-angle spinning 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 137 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Hybrid thin films are at the center of novel development in synthesis as well as in applications. They are 

usually covering only a few nanometers on the surface of the bulk and they are available only in mass 

limited quantities of matter. Therefore classical methods of high-resolution solid-state NMR (magic angle 

sample spinning) fail because of the low sensitivity of the technique. NMR is nevertheless one of the most 

powerful methods of characterization in the solid-state and a gain in sensitivity would have an important 

impact in its application. Recently our group has developed a new generation of solid-state NMR probes 

where the detector is spinning as the magic angle together with the sample (so-called magic angle coil 

spinning). allowing for very important gains in sensitivity. Using these sensors in the characterization of thin 

films becomes possible opening new perspectives. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Chemistry or physics. Skills in NMR required 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Dimitri SAKELLARIOU 

↘ Contact: dsakellariou@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lsdrm/ 
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DEVELOPING A MICRO-NMR PROBE FOR MICROSCOPIC 

BIOSPECIMENS 

Keywords: NMR, metabolomics, microsensors 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 137 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

A Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy technique called High-Resolution Magic-Angle Spinning 

(HRMAS) has now emerged as a potent tool for metabolomics studies (the study of small chemical 

molecules – metabolome – in the living). HRMAS enables to produce high quality NMR data from complex 

living biospecimens such as cells, biopsies and organisms. However, NMR is still an inherently insensitive 

technique in general, thus HRMAS analysis relies on large sample mass, typically 10–20 mg per NMR data. 

This indeed can be strenuous in sample preparations and prevent investigations on scarce samples. 

Therefore, there is presently a need to develop new NMR tools for small sample-mass (i.e. nanogram) 

analyses. The prime objective of the PhD project is to develop the first user-friendly and robust NMR micro-

MAS probe for nanogram biospecimens analyses, opening a new analytical platform for metabolomics 

studies. This is a highly multidisciplinary project involving engineering for probe developments (i.e. designing 

a micro-MAS probe and its mechanical components for handling nano-scale samples), and biology for 

metabolomics applications (i.e. establishing experimental protocols for different biospecimens and 

answering important biological questions). 

 

Desire profile or skills: NMR, biology, engineering 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Alan WONG 

↘ Contact: alan.wong@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lsdrm/ 
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NMR AND MRI IN THE PRESENCE OF ROTATING MAGNETIC 

FIELDS 

Keywords: NMR, rotating magnetic field, MRI 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 137 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a powerful tool for the structural as well as functional study of tissue 

during a chemical attack or disease. Currently imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy (MRS) by magnetic 

resonance use strong, uniform and static magnetic fields that are not varying in time. We know however 

that rotation (even slow) of the sample around an axis making a specific angle (so-called magic angle) with 

respect to the field, improves the spectral resolution and the sensitivity of the technique. This technique 

averages the microscopic susceptibility, which is present in heterogeneous tissue but cannot be easily 

applied to living organisms because of many practical and ethical issues. In this project we propose for the 

first time the use of time dependent magnetic fields. 

In our laboratory, we have recently devised NMR/MRI systems using permanent magnets and allowing the 

generation of controlled magnetic field ex-situ as well as in-situ with respect to the bore of a transportable 

magnet. Our goal is to perform for the first time studies using a rotating magnet around a static sample, an 

approach equivalent to magic angle sample spinning that should give highly resolved (gain of more than 

one order of magnitude) and quantitative spectra.  

We propose to the candidate to be part of a multi-disciplinary project focused on permanent magnets. In 

the study of engineering we propose the concept, the building and the testing of rotating magnets having 

an extreme spatial homogeneity.  Detection and magnetic field correction coils will need to be devised in 

order to generate a magnetic field along the magic angle with respect to the axis of the magnet. An 

important part of the project will be dedicated to the motion control and automation of the spinning 

magnet in order to guaranty the synchronization with the MRI pulse sequences in an optimal manner. 

Finally, comparative studies on cell cultures in high field as well as in rotating field will allow the validation 

of the technique.  

We are seeking young motivated candidates having an excellent studies record, a curious spirit and who are 

ready to take initiatives. You need to be 25 y.o. or less to apply. The multi-disciplinary character of the 

subject allows us to consider candidates having various profiles and competences, for example, a masters in 

physics, bioengineering, physical chemistry, or biochemistry. The candidate should be at ease with English 

language and ready to interact efficiently in a group environment. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: Chemistry or physics. Skills in NMR required 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Dimitri SAKELLARIOU 

↘ Contact: dsakellariou@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lsdrm/ 
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PARAHYDROGEN-INDUCED HYPERPOLARIZATION IN WATER 

Keywords: NMR, parahydrogen, 

Laboratory: Spectroscopy and Dynamics by Magnetic Resonance (NIMBE/LSDRM) 

CEA Saclay, Bât 129 

91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex 

 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a widely used spectroscopy both in basic and applied sciences. 

However, NMR suffers from a low sensitivity compared to other analysis techniques. Several solutions have 

been proposed to address this issue. One of them, called SABRE, exploits polarization transfer in solution 

from parahydrogen to diluted molecules via a transient organometallic complex. Until now, only organic 

solvents were used, pure or in mixture with water. The PhD thesis aims at developing the method in water. 

Many potential applications exist such as in biochemistry, biology and medicine. Water soluble catalysts will 

be synthesized by chemical colleagues with whom the host laboratory collaborates. The PhD thesis will 

concern developments of NMR sequences, experimental apparatus and if necessary in silico modelling. An 

important component will consist in the detection of low-concentrated molecules, ideally below 100 

nanomolar. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Chemistry or physics. Skills in NMR required 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Gaspard HUBER 

↘ Contact: gaspard.huber@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/nimbe/lsdrm/ 
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SPECTRAL AND TEMPORAL SHAPING OF XUV ULTRA-SHORT 

PULSES WITH OPTICAL GRATINGS 

Keywords: Ultra-short pulses ;  

XUV ;  

Monochromators ;  

Gratings ;  

Conical  

diffraction ;  

Pulse duration 

Laboratory: Synchrotron SOLEIL (SOLEIL) 

L’orme des merisiers, BP 48, Saint-Aubin 

 

The generation of   ultra-short pulses of short- wavelength radiation is developing fast thanks to the 

interaction of intense pulsed lasers on gases. Using such sources for experimental applications remains 

however limited by the properties of the optical elements employed to transport and focus this light onto 

the sample, and select an appropriate spectral bandpass while keeping the pulse length close to the Fourier 

limit.  

  To this aim, new optical scheme have been recently proposed.  They rely on employing reflective optical 

gratings in a conical (off-plane) diffraction scheme.  High enough diffraction efficiencies are then expected 

which would allow cascading several gratings in pulse length compensating or pulse length compressing 

set-ups. 

  Off-plane diffraction geometry is not however completely mastered in its modeling aspects because the 

two polarization states remain intrinsically coupled.  Before starting to optimize the proposed grating set-

ups, appropriate modelling tool will have to be developed. The code should be efficient enough to allow 

optimization tasks. Experimental studies  and validation of computation results will be done on SOLEIL 

Metrology beamline, on dedicated beamtime.  Grating substrate will  be made available by Horiba Jobin-

Yvon company. The optical coatings will be deposited at the CEMOX technology facility (IOGS). 

 

Desire profile or skills: Strong background in electromagnetism and optics, skills in numerical analysis and 

scientific computing. 

Remarks: The proposed subject is part of a common interest of several laboratories of the Paris-Saclay 

Campus toward ultra-short pulses of EUV and soft x-ray radiation, either generated by lasers, either 

produced by electron-beams (LEL). This common interest has m 

 

↘ PhD advisor: François POLACK 

↘ joint advisor: 

↘ Sébastien De Rossi 

↘ Contact: francois.polack@synchrotron-soleil.fr    

↘ sebastien.derossi@institutoptique.fr 
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↘ Website: http:/www.synchrotron-soleil.fr 
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT IN THE 

GRAPHENE/MOS2 HETEROSTRUCTURE FOR THE DESIGN OF A 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GMT) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/GMT, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Graphene is one of the most promising materials for future electronics. Due to its specific bandstructure, its 

charge carrier mobility is very important, in addition to its thermal conductivity and its high mechanical 

resistance. Therefore, these properties open the way to the elaboration of graphene based electronic 

devices like field-effect transistors (FET).  

The design of graphene-based FET goes through the elaboration of heterostructures where graphene is 

associated to other materials in order to create interface Schottky barrier. For example, MoS2 represents an 

interesting candidate for the creation of such new heterostructure. However, this heterostructure 

equilibrium is ruled by van der Waals interactions, as there exist in supramolecular chemistry, graphitic 

materials (graphene, carbon nanotubes, …) or biological membranes for example. The modeling of such 

interactions is of high fundamental interest to determine the interface electronic properties. 

From the last numerical developments to describe van der Waals interactions in the frame of Density 

Functional Theory (DFT), this PhD aims at studying different possible configurations of graphene/MoS2 

heterostructures. To characterize these properties, we will proceed to electronic density (DOS) and charge 

transfer calculations as well as current determination perpendicular to the interface from a Keldysh-Green 

formalism implemented in DFT. 

Moreover, this system could be refined or modulated by considering graphene/MoS2 multilayers (sandwich-

like systems) or atom or molecules intercalation to modulate the graphene electronic properties. 

This PhD lies in the fields of Quantum Mechanics, Solid State and electronic transport, and deals with hot 

topics like the description of van der Waals interaction at the microscopic level, electronic transport 

calculation at the interfaces and graphene electronics. These topics are very promising, and the 

development and use of competitive numerical tools will ensure a strong background for future career to 

the candidate.  

Finally, the group where we propose the PhD has a well established knowledge in such theoretical methods, 

and works in strong collaboration with experimentalists from the laboratory, which creates an ideal frame 

for the development of this work. The group is also involved in many international collaborations. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physics 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: DAPPE Yannick 

↘ Contact: yannick.dappe@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/GMT/ 
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THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION IN GATED NANOWIRES 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GMT) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/GMT, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

The Seebeck and Peltier thermoelectric effects allow converting thermal energy into electrical energy and 

vice-versa. Those effects are so far limited by relatively low efficiencies, but the progresses in 

nanofabrication have revived research activity  

in that area, notably for understanding the basic quantum mechanisms governing these effects in low 

dimensional systems (nanostructures). We propose to study analytically and numerically the thermoelectric 

conversion in doped nanowires where a gate allows us to vary the carrier density(field effect transistor 

device configuration). The coherent regime, at low temperature, has just been studied in the group. The 

problem has also been studied at higher temperature, in the "variable range hopping" regime, where 

electron transport can be thermally activated by phonons. A large enhancement of the thermopower has 

been obtained when the gate allows us to probe the band edge of the impurity band of the nanowire. If the 

interaction of the electrons with the random potentials created by the dopants have been considered, the 

electron-electron interactions have been so far neglected. In this thesis, we propose to go beyond the linear 

response theory and to study the effect of electron-electron interactions upon the nanowire thermopower. 

We propose also to study the phonons, and the energy exchange between the phonons and the electrons. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master 2 concepts fondamentaux pour la physique, physique de la matière 

condensée ou analogue 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: PICHARD Jean-Louis 

↘ Contact: jean-louis.pichard@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/GMT/ 
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ELECTRON QUANTUM OPTICS IN GRAPHENE 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/GNE, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Recent experimental and theoretical work have shown that a graphene p-n junction under high magnetic 

field behaves as a beal-splitter, mixing electrons and holes ( Williams et al., Science 317, 638 (2007); Abanin 

& Levitov, Science 317, 641 (2007)). An electronic beam splitter is the electronic analog of a light beam 

splitter. This is the most elementary bricks necessary to perform electron quantum optics experiments, 

where (single) electrons play the role of (single) photons. The field of electron quantum optics has shown 

increasing interest and experimental developments. Up to now, such experiments have been  implemented 

in high mobility 2D electron systems, obtained in semi-conductor heterostructures cooled at extremely low 

temperature. Realizing an electronic beam splitter in graphene, an inexpensive material showing a high 

degree of quantum coherence even at moderately low temperature will be a major milestone in the field. In 

the thesis work a Mach-Zehnder electronic interferometer will be realized using p-n graphene junctions 

working in the Quantum Hall regime. The beam-splitter property of the p-n junction will be used to realize 

electron-hole collisions and monitor two-particle electron-hole interference (Hong Ou Mandel) using shot 

noise measurements, the single electron and single hole being independently injected in the form of 

‘lévitons’ using charge pulses.  Techniques used: noise measurements, low temperature, micro-waves and 

nanolithography. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master 2 in Quantum Mechanics or Condensed Matter Physics 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: GLATTLI D. Christian / Roulleau Preden 

↘ Contact: preden.roulleau@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/GNE/ 
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ELECTRON QUANTUM OPTICS WITH FRACTIONAL CHARGE PULSES 

IN QUANTUM CONDUCTORS 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/GNE, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Electron quantum optics performs with electrons in quantum conductors interferometry experiments similar 

to those performed with photons in quantum optics. While electron interferometry is now routine, that of 

quasi-particles carrying fractional charges is still to be explored experimentally. The experiments could 

reveal the intriguing anyonic fractional statistics, interpolating between fermion and boson statistics. 

Fractionally charge excitations appear in high magnetic field in the Quantum Hall Effect regime. The 

laboratory pioneered their observation via current noise measurements. In order to explore the quantum 

optics of fractional charges, we will extend to these quasi-particles our recent realization of single charge 

injection in quantum conductors in the form of a 'leviton' (J. Dubois et al, Nature 502, 659-663(2013). We 

will make e/3 charges interfering in an electron beam-splitter (as in Hong Ou Mandel electron 

interferometers) and will perform their quantum tomography (T. Jullien et al. Nature 514, 603–607(2014)). 

Low temperature, ultra-low noise measurements, microwaves and nanolithography techniques will be used. 

The field is almost virgin while experiments look realisable. The proposed work may lead to the first 

observation of fractional statistics in quantum physics. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master 2 in Quantum Mechanics or Condensed Matter Physics 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: GLATTLI D. Christian/Roulleau Preden 

↘ Contact: preden.roulleau@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/GNE/ 
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FINITE ENERGY COHERENCE IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/GNE, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Since a decade, it is possible to realize in condensed matter, quantum optic like experiment with electrons 

instead of photons. The ballistic beam like motion of the electrons is obtained in the integer quantum Hall 

regime when applying a high magnetic field perpendicular to a high mobility two-dimensional electron gas 

in GaAs/GaAlAs. In such a regime the charge transport occurs through one dimensional chiral wires 

localized one the edge of the sample: the edge states. The beam splitters used in optic are replaced here by 

split-gates allowing the control of the tunnelling between two counter propagating edge states. With these 

systems, quantum interferences with a visibility (the relative amplitude of the interference pattern) as high 

as 90 % have been obtained with electronic Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI). One important parameter 

in quantum experiments is the so-called coherence length. This length is the typical length on which a 

particle is probed by the environment. This length sets the limitations of every quantum systems. It is at the 

heart of a central question always raised in condensed matter physics: how far one can treat quasi-particles 

as free non-interacting particles? 

 In recent experiments we have determined the coherence length in these edge sates using an electronic MZI 

and have identified the process responsible for the de-coherence [1,2]. We have then modified our setup to 

increase the coherence by decoupling the edge states from their environment [3]. The next question that we 

are addressing concerns the finite energy coherence, or in other words, the coherence of quasi-particles 

injected above the Fermi sea. For that purpose we have designed an electronic MZI embedded in between 

two quantum dots. The quantum dots allow the selection of the energy at which quasi-particles will be 

injected and the MZI. In 2013 one has shown that quasi particles injected above the Fermi have an 

unexpectedly long coherence length at energies up to hundreds of µeV [4]. The next step will be to perform 

the spectroscopy of electrons injected above the Fermi sea, using a second dot as a probe or an unbalanced 

MZI.  

[1] P. Roulleau et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 126802 (2008) ; [2] P. Roulleau et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 186803 

(2008) ; [3] P-A Huynh et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 256802 (2012) ; [4] S. Tewari et al., submitted to Nature 

Physics 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master CFP / Master dispositif quantique 

Remarks: Collaboration with LPN (CNRS) 

 

↘ PhD advisor: ROCHE Patrice 

↘ Contact: patrice.roche@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/SPEC/GNE/ 
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NANOMECHANICAL RESONATORS AT MICROKELVINS 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/GNE, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Nanoscopic mechanical resonators are important for several very diverse reasons: they can be used as 

ultrasensitive detectors of mass, force, displacement…; they can be used to solve important problem of 

quantum communications as a link between microwave and optical photons; being of just right size, they 

can help us define the border between quantum and classical physics. In all of these aspects it is very 

important to be able to study resonators at lowest possible excitation levels. 

Quantum mechanics tells us that the energy of smallest excitation of a resonator is proportional to its 

frequency; for a resonator with frequency of 10 MHz, this energy corresponds to ~0.5 mK. This is much 

lower than the temperature routinely used in the experiments, which means that such a resonator would be 

naturally overwhelmed by thermal excitations. One can use resonators with higher frequencies, but they 

have lower zero-point displacements and quality factors. Zero-point motion can be further increased by 

using a light material, such as graphene.  

The goal of the work will be to cool down a nanomechanical resonator to its quantum base state using 

existing ultra-low temperature (~100 microKelvin) cryostat; to measure its excitation level using “circuit 

QED” microwave circuit and to develop ability to control its quantum state and to measure it’s decoherence 

time. We will then try to understand sources of decoherence and to eliminate them. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physique quantique; Physique de l'Etat condensée. 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: MOUKHARSKI Iouri 

↘ Contact: Iouri.Moukharski@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/index.php 
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SINGLE SIDE BAND PHASE CODING 

Keywords: Instrumentation 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GNE) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/GNE, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Fundamental studies have suggested that a wave of a given frequency could be modulated in a way leading 

to Single Side Band property (SSB). By SSB we mean a modulated wave spectrum containing components at 

frequencies either upper or below the initial wave frequency but not both. We propose to explore the 

implications of this property for electromagnetic microwaves. 

From measurements using fast arbitrary wave generators combined with spectrum analyzers, we will 

characterize the robustness of the new phase modulation for coding binary information against 

perturbations. The thesis work will provide bit error rate merit and phase drift sensitivity estimation and 

compare with existing conventional phase coding figures of merit. The work may also include numerical 

simulations. Depending on the technical knowledge, the candidate may develop a digital radio prototype to 

exemplify the possibilities of the SSB phase coding principle. The thesis work will produce a new route for 

applications in a vivid domain, the digital communication domain, where numerous working opportunities 

are available. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Electronique, communication numérique 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: GLATTLI D. Christian 

↘ Contact: christian.glattli@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/GNE/ 
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COUPLING A SUPERCONDUCTING QUBIT TO A SINGLE SPIN 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GQ) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC / Quantronics group 

Orme des Merisiers - Bât. 771,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Quantum Information aims at realizing a new type of computer, based on registers of two-level systems (the 

qu-bits) whose quantum state can be manipulated according to precise algorithms in order to solve 

problems otherwise unsolvable by classical machines, thanks to the massive parallelism offered by the 

quantum-mechanical superposition principle. 

Spins in solids are ideal candidates for implementing such a quantum computer, because these are natural 

two-level systems with a very long coherence time (that can reach one second, or even an hour in certain 

cases), as long as the crystal matrix in which the spin is located is pure enough. The biggest challenge, 

unsolved for now on, is to couple several of these spin qubits in order to realize non-trivial quantum logic 

operations. We are exploring an ambitious idea, which consists in coupling each spin to a superconducting 

circuit that would act as a mediator for their interaction. The first step consists in coupling one 

superconducting circuit called the “flux-qubit” to a single spin, implemented by a NV center in diamond. The 

circuit will be fabricated on an ultra-pure diamond crystal, made out of isotopically-enriched Carbon 12 

material in order to lengthen the spin coherence time. 

 

Desire profile or skills: M2 de Physique Quantique ou Physique de la matière condensée 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: BERTET Patrice 

↘ Contact: pbertet@cea.fr 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/Pres/Quantro/static/index.html 
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NOVEL QUANTUM CIRCUITS USING HIGH-REACTANCE MATERIALS; 

QUANTUM PHASE SLIP JUNCTIONS 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GQ) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC / Quantronics group 

Orme des Merisiers - Bât. 771,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

The domain of quantum electrodynamics coupled to quantum circuits is developing rapidly and has opened 

in the recent years the investigation of complex quantum states (e.g. "Schrödinger cats", "squeezed" states, 

...) that were previously hardly addressed.  

By construction, in such systems the quantum fluctuations of the electric and magnetic fields are directly 

coupled to the quantum fluctuations of  their respective sources (charges and fluxes) in the conductors. 

However the "low" impedance of vacuum implies that in most circuits the charge fluctuates more than its 

quantum-conjugate flux, which in turn imposes a number of limitations on what quantum electronic states 

can be realized, how large the coupling can be, etc. 

Our project is to overcome this limitation (i.e. to push circuits deeper in the quantum regime) by tailoring 

the coupling to the electromagnetic field with the use of the high reactance materials such as highly 

disordered superconductors. In particular it was proposed a few years ago [1] that with a very small wire 

made of such a material one could implement a new type of quantum component, the Quantum Phase Slip 

Junction (QPSJ) which would be the exact quantum-mechanical dual circuit of the well-known Josephson 

junction. Our main short-term objective is to observe the striking prediction that the charge of a small 

superconducting electrode connected by a QPSJ is quantized in units of 2e, realizing the dual of an RF-

SQUID. 

Finally, the peculiar properties of these disordered superconductors (high impedance, non-linearity, ...) can 

be used to develop new instrumentation devices such as photon detectors with high quantum efficiency or 

wideband parametric amplifiers operating at the quantum limit that could in turn be applied in astronomy 

or other fields. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master CFP, parcours matière condensée 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: JOYEZ Philippe 

↘ Contact: philippe.joyez@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/Pres/Quantro/static/ 
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SPIN ACTIVE HYBRID SUPERCONDUCTING CIRCUITS 

Keywords: Physique mésoscopique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/GQ) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC / Quantronics group 

Orme des Merisiers - Bât. 771,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Nano-circuits combining superconductors and low-dimensional coherent conductors offer a rich arena for 

novel device concepts such as sources of spin-entangled electrons [1], nanoscale superconducting 

magnetometers [2], or proposed Andreev [3] and Majorana qubits [4]. The underlying physics of such hybrid 

devices rely on a small set of discrete states in their excitation spectrum: the Andreev Bound States (ABS).  

 Our group has recently performed two experiments revealing the nature of ABS: the tunneling spectroscopy 

of a carbon nanotube connected to superconducting electrodes [5] and more recently, the microwave 

spectroscopy [6] and coherent quantum manipulations of these states in a superconducting atomic contact. 

Our results illustrate the universality of the concept of ABS, which allows to understand a large class of 

superconducting hybrid circuits. 

 We propose to explore the role of spin in Andreev bound states physics by using hybrid structures 

combining superconductors and low dimensional semiconductors with strong spin-orbit coupling. Such 

systems, at the frontier between spintronics and superconducting electronics, open a promising field of 

research. For instance it is predicted that, under suitable conditions, such systems could host composite 

Majorana fermions [7], a new type of "particle" which is its own antiparticle.  

  

[1] L. Hofstetter, et al., Cooper pair splitter realized in a two-quantum-dot Y-junction. Nature 461, 960–963 

(2009). L. G. Herrmann, L. G. et al. Carbon nanotubes as Cooper pair splitters. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 026801 

(2010). arXiv:0909.3243v1 

[2] J. Cleuziou, et al., Carbon nanotube superconducting quantum interference device. Nature Nanotech. 1, 

53 (2006). arXiv:cond-mat/0610622v1 

[3] A. Zazunov, et al., Andreev level qubit. Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 087003 (2003). arXiv:cond-mat/0206342v1 

[4] J. D. Sau, et al., Generic new platform for topological quantum computation using semiconductor 

heterostructures. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 040502 (2010). arXiv:cond-mat/0206342v1 

[5] J-D Pillet, et al., Andreev bound states in supercurrent-carrying carbon nanotubes revealed, Nature 

Physics 6,  965 (2010). arXiv:1005.0443v3 

[6] L. Bretheau, et al., “Exciting Andreev pairs in a superconducting atomic contact”, Nature 499, 312 

(2013). arXiv:1305.4091v1 

[7] R. M. Lutchyn, et al., “Majorana Fermions and a Topological Phase Transition in Semiconductor-

Superconductor Heterostructures”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 077001 (2010). arXiv:1002.4033v2 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master 2 Physique du Solide ou  Physique Quantique 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: GOFFMAN Marcelo 

↘ Contact: marcelo.goffman@cea.fr 
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IN-OPERANDO CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RESPONSE OF 

FERROELECTRIC MATERIALS TO REPEATED SWITCHING 

VOLTAGES 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LENSIS) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC/LENSIS - Bât.462,  

F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

As a result of the limits of MOSFET, electronic circuit technologies need, in order to stay attractive, to 

integrate an ever-increasing level of novel functionalities (More than Moore). Ferroelectric memories, using 

the switching of the polarization in ferroelectric oxides under applied voltage, constitute one such 

development. The emergence of ferroelectric oxides in nanoelectronics requires a better understanding of 

the switching dynamics and reliability after many write and read cycles on the nanoscale. The use of state-

of-art electronic, chemical and structural characterizations of the substrate-layer-electrode heterostructures 

is required to access to the involved physical and chemical processes. Moreover, they must be linked to an 

in-operando approach leading to propositions and simulations of novel devices architectures and to 

establishment of their operating conditions. 

 However, direct experimental data on the electronic structure of a FE next to an electrode is scarce due to 

the intrinsic difficulties of probing a buried interface. Photoelectron spectroscopy is ideally suited to such a 

task since it reveals both electronic and chemical structure and the depth sensitivity may be tuned to the 

buried interface. 

This experimental thesis aims to provide an understanding on the chemical, polar and electronic structure of 

the Electrode/ FE interface. The chemically-controlled epitaxial systems will be prepared by state-of-the-art 

pulsed laser deposition and molecular beam epitaxy. The role of chemistry, strain and film thickness in 

determining the response of the electronic structure of prototypal electrode/FE interfaces under applied bias 

and their reliability will be studied. An innovative combination of advanced experimental techniques will be 

used to probe the atomic, chemical and electronic structure at the interface. The experiments will be 

conducted In Operando, that is under electrical excitation. The results will be correlated with in-situ 

electrical characterizations (C-V, I-V) and first principles calculations. 

The thesis is part of a broader collaborative project between the l’Institut des Nanotechnologies de Lyon, 

l’Ecole Centrale de Paris and the CEA. 

 

Desire profile or skills: M2 physique matière condensée ou nanosciences 

Remarks: Collaboration with INL - Ecole Centrale Lyon 

 

↘ PhD advisor: BARRETT Nicholas / Mathieu Claire 

↘ Contact: claire.mathieu@cea.fr 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_visu.

php?id_ast=2075 
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STRUCTURE ELECTRONIQUE AUX PAROIS DE DOMAINES 

FERROELECTRIQUES DANS L’OXYDE MULTIFERROÏQUE MODELE 

BIFEO3 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LENSIS) 

CEA-Saclay, SPEC/ LENSIS, Bât. 462 , F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

Ferroic oxides possess one or more order parameters: ferroelectric, ferroelastic or magnetic. Domains of 

homogeneous order are intrinsic to ferroic materials. They are separated by domain walls which are 

transition regions of strong gradients over a few nanometers, showing a rich atomic and electronic 

structure. The challenge is to explore these new physical properties, completely different from those of the 

domains, allowing to envisage the domain wall as the active element of these functional oxides. The thesis 

work will address specifically the intrinsic or extrinsic nature of the domain wall conductivity, the manner in 

which the electronic structure of the walls is modified and functionality, that is, how, for example, a 

ferroelastic domain wall may also have ferroelectric properties completely absent in the bulk. 

The oxides will be characterized by X-ray diffraction, near-field microscopy, scanning and transmission 

electron microscopy. The heart of the work of this experimental thesis will use state of the art electron 

spectromicroscopy techniques (photoelectron emission and low energy electron microscopies) to study the 

electronic and chemical structure near the domain walls, in both laboratory and synchrotron facilities. 

The thesis is a collaboration between the Ecole Centrale Paris and the CEA. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: M2 Physique ou Science des Matériaux 

Remarks: Collaboration with SPMS / Ecole Centrale Paris. Thèse en cotutelle. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: BARRETT Nicholas 

↘ Contact: nick.barrett@cea.fr 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_visu.

php?id_ast=2075 
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENTLY-SHAPED METAL 

NANOCRYSTALS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LEPO) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC/LEPO Bât.462,  

F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

The structure and shape of metal nanocrystals governe their magnetic properties at the nanometer scale. 

The objective of this PhD project is to grow differently-shaped metal nanocrystal and investigate their 

magnetic properties. These structures will be characterized using scanning tunneling microscopy in ultra 

high vacuum, spin polarised scanning tunnelling spectroscopy and vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM). 

Theses tunable nanostructures are model candidates to study magnetism and observe new magnetic 

phenomena at the nanometer scale. 

 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: SILLY Fabien 

↘ Contact: fabien.silly@cea.fr 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_grou

pe.php?id_unit=9&id_groupe=154 
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PLASMONICS, A TOOL FOR THE ENGINEERING OF THE NEAR 

OPTICAL FIELD AT THE NANOMETER SCALE 

Keywords: Interactions rayonnement-matière 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LEPO) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC/LEPO Bât.466,  

F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

Light-matter interaction at the ultimate scale, nowadays object of the nanophotonics, can exhibit a physical 

behaviour at variance with what is commonly encountered at the macroscopic scale. Plasmonics, a major 

part of nanophotonics, deals with the subwavelength interaction of an electromagnetic wave with 

conduction electrons at a metallic / dielectric interface and targets innovative applications in line with low 

power and sustainable economy. 

   The main scientific objective of the proposed Ph.D is the investigation and subwavelength engineering of 

the electromagnetic field (plasmonics). Research efforts will focus particularly on: (i) the plasmon modes in 

random metal films, (ii) systems of high enhancement factors and innovative nanoantennas, (iv) optical 

metamaterials, i.e. a new class of artificial materials of original optical properties, (v) hot plasmonic carrier 

sources in line with new photon harvesting architecture taking benefit from the plasmonic losses to yield a 

photocurrent. 

   Recent progresses in plasmonics are concomitant with the convergence of several technical advances, 

namely the improvement of nanofabrication methods, the access to high resolution subwavelength optical 

imaging techniques and the development of efficient electromagnetic numerical simulations. Accordingly, 

the proposed work will be conducted on a collaborative basis between theoretical and experimental French 

groups of recognized skills in such domains. Within the CEA IRAMIS group, this work will benefit from the 

day to day experience acquired in low energy electron / photoemission electron microscopy (low energy 

electron microscope LEEM / photoemission electron microscope PEEM), a non-intrusive method of choice for 

the spatial and spectrometric investigations of the near optical field at the subwavelength length scale. 

Beside its fundamental interests, the proposed work will establish connections to numerous promising 

technological applications spanning energy (photovoltaics, displaying, lighting), information technology 

(storage, nanooptic devices) and health (biotechnology, cancer therapy). 

Keywords : Plasmonics, LEEM, PEEM 

References 

C. Awada, et al. J. of Phys. Chem. C 16 (2012) 14591 DOI 10.1021/jp303475c 

L. Douillard, F. Charra. J. of Phys. D: Applied Physics 44 (2011) 464002 DOI10.1088/0022-

3727/44/46/464002 

C. Hrelescu, et al. Nano Lett. 11 (2011) 402–407 DOI 10.1021/nl103007m 

L. Douillard et al. NanoLett. 8 (2008) 935 DOI 10.1021/nl080053v 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master 2 Nanoscience, Optique, Ecole d'ingénieurs 

Remarks: Le laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF, groupe NanoPHotonique et Electromagnétisme, J.-J. Greffet) à 

l’Institut d’optique IOGS de Palaiseau offre un support théorie conséquent aux travaux envisagés. 
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↘ PhD advisor: DOUILLARD Ludovic 

↘ Contact: ludovic.douillard@cea.fr 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_grou

pe.php?id_unit=9&id_groupe=154 
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TUNABLE MULTICOMPONENT SUPRAMOLECULAR MAGNETIC SELF-

ASSEMBLY FOR SPINTRONICS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LEPO) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC/LEPO Bât.462,  

F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

The autonomous ordering and assembly of molecules on atomically well-defined surfaces is an important 

technique for evolving applications in nanotechnology. The objective of this PhD project is to create tunable 

open molecular architectures to control the ordering of magnetic nanoobjects on metal surfaces. The idea is 

to use experimental parameters to switch to one magnetic structure to another. These structures will be 

characterized using scanning tunneling microscopy in ultra-high vacuum and spin polarized scanning 

tunneling spectroscopy. Theses tunable nanostructures are model candidates to study magnetism at the 

nanometer scale. This research project is supported by a prestigious ERC grant. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physique, nanoscience, physico-chimie 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: SILLY Fabien 

↘ Contact: fabien.silly@cea.fr 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_grou

pe.php?id_unit=9&id_groupe=154 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW CRYSTALLINE MAGNETIC TUNNEL 

JUNCTIONS FOR SPINTRONICS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LISO) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC/LISO Bât.462,  

F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

We propose to develop new single crystal magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) based on the integration of 

crystalline and insulating NaCl ultra-thin films as an alternative to MgO tunnel barriers. Indeed, 

monocrystalline Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs are difficult to develop and stoichiometry at the interfaces is difficult to 

control. In this Ph.D. thesis, we will study the epitaxial growth of NaCl thin films on magnetic surfaces (iron, 

cobalt, Fe3O4...) and explore the magnetic properties and magneto-transport of magnetic tunnel junctions. 

Recent band structure calculations predict strong TMR effects in Fe/NaCl/Fe(001) MTJs up to several 

thousand percent.  

The SPEC has a long experience in the crystal growth of magnetic thin films under ultrahigh vacuum (metal, 

oxide) and related heterostructures by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and in the analysis of thin film 

morphology (scanning tunneling microscopy), measurements of physical properties (magnetism, transport) 

and modeling.  

The objective of this thesis is therefore to develop single-crystal magnetic tunnel junctions with NaCl tunnel 

barriers whose performance exceeds that of MgO-based tunnel junctions. This work will consist to control 

the crystal growth of the different electrodes and barrier tunnel and then to study the magneto-transport 

properties of the devices. Electronic band structure calculations will be associated to the different transport 

and magneto-transport measurements. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physique des Solides et Milieux Denses, Sciences des Matériaux 

Remarks: Collaboration with CEMES-CNRS 

 

↘ PhD advisor: MOUSSY Jean-Baptiste 

↘ Contact: jean-baptiste.moussy@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/LISO/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

HETEROJUNCTION ENGINEERING FOR WATER PHOTO 

ELECTROLYSIS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LISO) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC/LISO Bât.462,  

F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

Photo-electrolysis is a very seductive solution to produce hydrogen using solar energy. Metal oxides are 

promising candidates for photoanode but simple oxides present some limiting factors which can explain a 

relatively low efficiency.  In this experimental thesis, we propose to improve the properties of simple oxides 

(Fe2O3 or TiO2) through inclusion in heterojunctions. The idea is to increase the optical absorption , to 

increase charge separation thanks to band offset, to adjust the band position and to obtain a kinetic 

enhancement. For example we will use a polarized ferroelectric layer.  For this study, we will explore model 

samples prepared by MBE , we will measure their efficiency for photoelectrolysis  and  we will  study their 

electronic properties using synchrotron radiation. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master M2 en science des matériaux 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: BARBIER Antoine/MAGNAN Hélène 

↘ Contact: hmagnan@cea.fr 

↘ Website: 

http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_grou

pe.php?id_unit=9&id_groupe=196 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SINGLE AND DOUBLE FERRITE SPIN-FILTERS FOR SPINTRONICS 

DEVICES 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LISO) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC/LISO Bât.462,  

F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

We plan to study the growth and the magnetotransport properties of spintronics devices based on ferrite. 

The insulating ferrites are a family of mixed oxides with the general formula AFe2O4 (A= Co, Ni, Mn …). 

These ferromagnetic oxides are very attractive for applications in spintronics because these materials have 

a high Curie temperature with the capability of spin filtering effect at room temperature. So a strongly spin-

polarized current can be create and the use of ferrites in magnetic tunnel junctions can lead to high 

tunnelling magnetoresistance effects (TMR). The SPEC team is specialized in the epitaxial growth of oxide 

based magnetic heterostructures by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and we have recently obtained 

promising results in CoFe2O4 or MnFe2O4-based magnetic tunnel junctions.  

The aim of this thesis will consist to perform the growth of high quality ultra-thin ferrite layers by molecular 

beam epitaxy (MBE), as well the demonstration of their spin filtering capabilities and to develop a new 

variant of ferrite-based spin-filters, the so called double spin-filters. In these heterostructures, constituted of 

two ferromagnetic barriers, AFe2O4/BFe2O4, the amplitude of the TMR depends only on the intrinsic 

characteristics of the two barriers and resistance variation as large as 10^5% can be expected. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master2 Sciences des Matériaux et Nano-objets, Physique du Solide, etc. 

Remarks: Collaboration with CNRS/Thalès and MIT Cambridge, USA 

 

↘ PhD advisor: MOUSSY Jean-Baptiste 

↘ Contact: jean-baptiste.moussy@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/LISO/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SPIN INJECTION AND TRANSPORT IN HYBRID 

FERROMAGNETIC/ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTOR 

HETEROSTRUCTURES 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LISO) 

CEA Saclay, SPEC/LISO Bât.462,  

F-91191 Gif sur Yvette, France 

 

In this thesis work, we plan to study the spin injection via ferromagnetic electrodes and transport through 

organic materials in the form of thin layers, small molecules or even a single molecule. In order to achieve 

this, two original devices will be investigated: 

- Systems based on break junctions, which consist in breaking a suspended bridge of a few 100 nm in 

widthand micrometer in length covered with a thin layer of organic materials. These nanostructures are 

defined on Kapton substrates which can be bent in order to generate a large strain in the bridge leading to 

breakage. We have recently proved that the system can be scaled down to a small number of polymers 

(providing a very diluted layer of polymers is deposited) and even possibly to a single organic molecule. 

- Ferrite-based magnetic tunnel junctions consisted by two ferromagnetic electrodes separated by an 

organic thin layer: AFe2O4/organique/(Co, Fe…). Ferrites (Fe3O4, CoFe2O4…) are very attractive oxides for 

the generation of a highly spin-polarized current at room temperature. 

Concerning the organic layers, we will study semi-conducting (Alq3, pentacene, rubrene…) or insulating 

molecules. In the second case, non-functionalized molecules such as polymers (PMMA…) or short molecules 

with a functionalization at the termination will be investigated. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physique des Solides et Milieux Denses, Sciences des Matériaux 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: MOUSSY Jean-Baptiste 

↘ Contact: jean-baptiste.moussy@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/LISO/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

LAB ON CHIP MAGNETORESISTIVE BIOSENSORS FOR NANO AND 

MICRO MAGNETIC PARTICLES DETECTION 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LNO) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/LNO, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

The development of lab on chip based -flow cytometry allows to count, identify or separate cells in a liquid. 

One possible method consists to label these cells with magnetic particles. This feature can be combined with 

magnetic detection, where magnetoresistive sensors can be integrated within microfluidic channels to 

detect these magnetically labelled cells. This technology knows an increasing interest in biological and 

medical domain for example, for the early diagnosis of cancer but also to detect submillimetric biological 

particles (cells, virus bacteria etc…), sometimes in very low quantity in the body. 

During this PhD, we will first develop the microfluidic system with cleaning room technical. We will study, at 

first, different magnetic particles (with various diameters) which will be detected with magnetoresistive 

sensors (GMR sensors). We will calculate its best sizes and geometry to optimize the count of the particles. 

Then, we will measure the signal and the noise of this system.  

In collaboration with the biologists and after a serious state of the art we will choose the cells which will be 

labeled. 

In conclusion, this PhD contains: 

• The conception and the fabrication of the microfluidic system and GMR biosensors by using cleaning room 

techniques.  

• Simulations to optimize the GMR sensors signals 

• Measurements to count magnetic particles 

• The choice of the cells to study and the definition of the protocol to label the chosen cells with magnetic 

particles, in collaboration with the biologists. 

 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: FERMON Claude/Jasmin-Lebras Guenaelle 

↘ Contact: guenaelle.jasmin-lebras@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/LNO/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SPIN CURRENTS IN AN INSULATING FERROMAGNET 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LNO) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/LNO, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

The recent discovery that spin angular momentum can be exchanged between the magnetization of an 

insulating ferromagnet and the conduction electrons of a normal metal layer has opened new perspectives 

[1]. In particular, it is now possible to incorporate materials such as YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet), a material at 

the core of high-end high-frequency components, in innovative spintronic devices. A unique know-how in the 

growth of ultra-thin YIG films with outstanding dynamical properties does exist in France [2,3]. The work 

proposed in this thesis will aim at nanostructuring such YIG films and to perform fundamental 

measurements on the dynamical behavior of YIG nano-objects, once inserted in electronic devices. The main 

interest will focus on the dynamical coupling transmitted by a spin current in the normal metal. The goal is 

to understand the basic physical mechanisms allowing for the electronic control of the dynamics of YIG 

nanostructures [4]. 

[1] Y. Kajiwara, et al., Transmission of electrical signals by spin-wave interconversion in a magnetic 

insulator. Nature 464, 262 (2010). 

[2] C. Hahn, et al., Comparative measurements of inverse spin Hall effects and magnetoresistance in YIG/Pt 

and YIG/Ta. Phys. Rev. B 87, 174417 (2013). 

[3] O. d'Allivy Kelly, et al., Inverse spin Hall effect in nanometer-thick Yttrium Iron Garnet/Pt system. Appl. 

Phys. Lett. 103, 082408 (2013). 

[4] A. Hamadeh, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 197203 (2014). 

 

Desire profile or skills: Nanosciences / Nanophysique, Physique de la Matière Condensée 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: de Loubens Grégoire 

↘ Contact: gregoire.deloubens@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/LNO/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

SPINTRONICS WITH ANTIFERROMAGNETIC INSULATORS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LNO) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/LNO, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Among the ordered electronic states that occur in solid-state materials, magnetism is uniquely robust, 

persisting to well above room temperature in a wide variety of materials. Ferromagnets are now routinely 

used in the field of information technology. On the other hand, antiferromagnets (AF), which compose the 

overwhelming majority of magnetically ordered materials, have not been considered as candidates for 

active elements. In these materials, the magnetic moments of atoms align in a regular pattern with 

neighbouring spins pointing in opposite directions. Because of their zero net moment, antiferromagnets are 

rather insensitive to a magnetic field and difficult to probe. Thus, their intrinsic properties, and especially AF 

domains formation and the mobility of their domain walls, are poorly known. 

In the last few years, it has been demonstrated that metallic antiferromagnets can lead to giant-

magnetoresistance effects (resulting from spin-orbit-coupling), which validates their use as “spintronic 

elements”. On the other hand, insulating antiferromagnets are much more common than their conducting 

counterparts because super-exchange interactions in insulators are mainly antiferromagnetic. Direct control 

of AF properties requires unpractically large magnetic fields, not commonly available in a laboratory. The 

recent development of the spin transfer torque effect produced by spin polarized currents provides an ideal 

way of generating (the equivalent of) a staggered field, ideal to control the AF order. This should allow to 

toggle AF domains and influence the AF dynamical properties, but this has not yet been demonstrated. 

The PhD subject proposed here aims at assessing the potential of AF insulators in spintronics. These 

materials will be manipulated using pure spin currents generated through a newly discovered interfacial 

effect related to spin orbit coupling, enabling the exchange of angular momentum between the conduction 

electrons of a heavy metal layer and an adjacent magnetic insulator. During the course of the PhD, we 

intend to demonstrate that AF domain walls can be generated, moved and detected, thus potentially used 

as individual information bits in register memories with unprecedented density. Moreover, we will use 

ultrafast spin current pulses to excite AF resonance and antiferromagnons in order to open the field of 

magnonics to ultra-fast dynamics. This is an ambitious project in the emerging field of antiferromagnetic 

spintronics. 

 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: VIRET Michel 

↘ Contact: michel.viret@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/LNO/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ULTRA LOW FIELD MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/LNO) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/LNO, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

We have developed magnetic hybrid sensors based on the association of a superconducting loop to a micron 

size giant magnetoresistive sensor. This sensors will allow us exploring a new field: Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance and Magnetic Resonance Imaging at very low fields. 

The goal of the PhD will be firstly to participate to the development of the hybrid sensors and in particular to 

new sensors with magnetic tunnel junctions and secondly to participate to the development of a MRI system 

for head imaging installed à Neurospin 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master 2; matière condensée, physique du solide, physique quantique, physique-

instrumentation 

Remarks: Many collaborations with industriels and europeen laboratories, in particular with Elekta SA 

(Sweden) and University of Aalto (Finland) 

 

↘ PhD advisor: FERMON Claude 

↘ Contact: claude.fermon@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/LNO/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

CONTINUOUS AND STOCHASTIC DESCRIPTIONS OF ACTIVE 

MATTER 

Keywords: Physique théorique 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Active matter designates all physical, biological, robotic, systems in which energy is spent locally to produce 

some non-random; directed motion. Collective motion is thus one important macroscopic phenomenon in 

this context, and it has recently attracted the attention of statistical physicists. Continuous theories have 

been proposed to describe systems of interacting self-propelled particles. These hydrodynamic theories, still 

under discussion, take the form of nonlinear PDEs. The PhD project consists in evaluating to what extent 

they accout for the anomalously strong fluctuations present in the microscopic models they are supposed to 

describe. To this aim, effective noise terms will be calculated from micrsocopic models, which, added to the 

hydrodynamic PDEs, will yield Langevin-type equations. These stochastic PDES will then be analyzed using a 

combination of methods, notably numerical. Finally, the "Boltzmann level" of description of these problems, 

i.e. the master equations usually used as intermediate steps in the derivation of hydrodynamic theories, will 

also be studied directly. These combined approaches should yield a detailed analysis of the validity of 

hydrodynamic approaches and of the quality of their mesoscopic versions for the major universality classes 

of collective motion phenomena. 

 

Desire profile or skills: M2 Physique des Systemes Complexes 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: CHATE Hugues 

↘ Contact: hugues.chate@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

DIPOLAR SUPERFERROMAGNETISM IN SUPRACRYSTALS OF 

NANOPARTICLES 

Keywords: Matière ultra-divisée, physico-chimie des matériaux 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Les interactions entre nanoparticules magnétiques entraînent une grande variété de comportements 

magnétiques dont l'étude à elle seule, constitue un domaine émergent de la physique : le 

"supermagnétisme". Nous proposons une étude expérimentale de transition supermagnétique contrôlés par 

les contraintes structurales; il s’agit du superferromagnétisme (SFM) dipolaire, dans les super-réseaux 3D 

aussi appelés supracristaux de nanoparticules de cobalt. Les supracristaux sont des solides artificiels dont la 

brique élémentaire est non plus l'atome mais le nanocristal. Comme dans les solides atomiques, les 

nanocristaux y sont organisés dans une structure spécifique telle que la structure compacte cubique à faces 

centrées. La simplicité géométrique de ces supracristaux, dans lesquels les moments dipolaires sont sur les 

sites d’un réseau bien régulier et interagissent par des interactions dipolaires, offre un système "réel" simple 

et riche d’enseignements, qui peut être modélisé numériquement et théoriquement. L’étude proposée 

comporte deux parties expérimentales relatives d'une part à la synthèse les nanocristaux de cobalt (à 

l’UPMC, Paris) et d'autre part à l'étude magnétique (au CEA-Saclay) par magnétométrie SQUID et par micro-

sondes de Hall. 

Nous espérons répondre à certaines questions fondamentales dans le domaine du supermagnétisme telles 

que : quels sont des degrés d’ordres structuraux pour produire l’état SFM au lieu du SSG ? Est-ce que les 

dynamiques de relaxation des parois de domaines SFM peuvent s’inscrire dans une même classe 

d’universalité que les SSG ? 

Les expériences projetées feront appel aux techniques de physico-chimie (synthèses en micelles inverses, 

microscopies électronique à transmission et à balayage en haute résolution, diffusion de rayons X aux petits 

angles en incidence rasante), à la magnétométrie ultra-sensible intégrant des mesures à faible niveau, une 

acquisition automatisée, des analyses statistiques et l'interprétation de données. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physico-chimie des matériaux, magnétisme, nanomatériaux 

Remarks: Collaboration with MONARIS - Université Pierre et Marie Curie 

 

↘ PhD advisor: NAKAMAE SAWAKO 

↘ Contact: sawako.nakamae@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN 

SURFACE WAVES AND FLOWS 

Keywords: Matière molle et fluides complexes 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

We would like to perform an experimental study of the interactions between surfaces waves and a flow 

generated by an electromagnetic forcing. We will focus on the non-linear interaction and the propagation of 

dispersive waves on the random media induced by a turbulent flow, the scattering of the surface waves by 

vortex and vortex sheet and the respective role of the flow and the wave on the scattering of floaters. 

 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: AUMAÎTRE Sébastien 

↘ Contact: sebastien.aumaitre@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/indexEN.php 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS OF DISSIPATION AND ENERGY FLUXES 

IN TURBULENT FLOWS 

Keywords: Matière molle et fluides complexes 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

The properties of turbulent flows are still not well understood from a fundamental point of view. They imply 

a wide range of space and time scales so numerical simulations are difficult. Experimental investigations of 

local and global dissipation are still necessary to understand and model the energy transfer phenomena 

predicted by Kolmogorov's theory. 

For this purpose we plan to use different optical techniques to probe locally and globally a confined 

turbulent flow. One will rely on light scattering from particles placed in the fluid, which gives insight on the 

dissipated power fluctuations. The other one will use thermosensitive particles in order to probe the local 

temperature field. These original techniques will be coupled with more usual ones (velocimetry, torque, etc.) 

 

Desire profile or skills: All M2 recherche in physics 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: ZALCZER Gilbert / AUMAÎTRE Sébastien 

↘ Contact: sebastien.aumaitre@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF QUASIBRITTLE FRACTURE: HOW TO 

PREDICT (MICRO)DAMAGING IN HETEROGENEOUS SOLIDS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Being able to predict the where, the when and the how of material failure is of uttermost importance in 

many fields, from civil engineering to material science, from wear assessment to seismology. This is not an 

easy task: Ceramics, composites, rocks, mortar, and more generally the so-called quasi-brittle materials 

indeed start by accumulating diffuse damage through barely perceptible microfracturing events before 

collapsing abruptly, without much warning. This translates into non-trivial size-dependencies and statistical 

aspects, which makes difficult the assessment and control of mechanical durability in many nano-

components, and, at much larger scale, the mitigation of earthquakes hazards.  

The PhD topic we propose here lies within this context. Recent concepts and methods issued from statistical 

and non-linear physics were found to be promising and (may) allow predicting statistically, or even 

deterministically, the occurrence of microfracturing events and the subsequent breakdown of quasibrittle 

solids. Still, these developments remain theoretical and numerical, confined to very simple situations far 

from the real materials of engineering interests. Hence, we propose to develop highly controlled fracture 

experiments on model transparent materials with tuneable microstructure in order (i) to image in real time 

microfracturing events and (ii) to characterize the multiscale processes that drive their self-organization up 

to ultimate failure. These experiments will permit to fill the gap between the theoretical approaches on one 

hand, and the real materials of engineering and geological interest on the other hand. 

This Ph.D. thesis takes place astride Statistical Physics, Continuum Mechanics and Materials Science. The 

candidate will have the opportunity to use, - and to familiarize himself with -, both the theoretical and 

experimental techniques developed in these three fields. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physique Statistique, Mécanique des Milieux Continus et/ou Science des Matériaux 

Remarks: Collaboration with UMR CNRS/Saint-Gobain 

 

↘ PhD advisor: BONAMY Daniel 

↘ Contact: daniel.bonamy@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

RADIATIVELY-DRIVEN TURBULENT CONVECTION 

Keywords: - 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Many astrophysical and oceanographic convective flows are driven by a flux of light. This driving mechanism 

strongly differs from the classical Rayleigh-Bénard setup, where two plates are maintained at constant 

temperatures. The graduate student will design several experimental setups to study both vertical and 

horizontal radiative convection. Scaling laws will be determined from experimental data and extrapolated 

to astrophysical and oceanographic flows. 

 

Remarks: - 

 

↘ PhD advisor: DAVIAUD François / Gallet Basile 

↘ Contact: basile.gallet@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/ 
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PhD proposals in Physics in the 

Paris-Saclay Campus laboratories 

ROLE OF THE DYING RATE ONTO THE NANO-STRUCTURE OF 

FILMS FORMED BY THE EVAPORATION OF COLLOIDAL 

SUSPENSIONS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Drying a colloidal suspension yields the formation of a thin solid film with varying porosity, optical 

transparency, and resistance to fracture. This process is central in many industrial applications : sol-gel 

processes for glasses, ceramics, nanocomposites or organo-mineral hybrid in chemistry & pharmacology 

painting and protective coating in glass and aerospace industries, high-performance plaster and concrete in 

civil engineering… Understand and subsequently predicting and controlling the mechanisms driving the 

fracture resistance, porosity, stiffness and optical properties of the so-obtained film represents a major 

challenge. These macroscopic properties are the signature of nanoscopic properties: organisation and 

nature of the chemical bonds within the porous media.   

The objective is to study, on a model colloidal suspension (Nanoscale silica beads in suspension) the 

influence of the drying rate, film thickness and bead dimension and polydispersity on the above macroscopic 

properties. Indentation tests, acoustic measurements, mercury porosimetry, and optical index 

measurements will be performed at macroscopic scales. At the nanoscale, we will use an in-house new 

generation AFM dedicated to real-time imaging of nanomechanical properties (elastic moduli, local 

adhesion…) down to scales of the nanometers. 

This interdisciplinary PhD subject lies between statistical physics, continuum mechanics and nanosciences. 

The selected candidate will have the opportunity to use, and to familiarize himself/herself with, both the 

theoretical and experimental techniques developed in these three fields. In this context, he/she will benefit 

from the advising of researchers with expertise in the three fields. This PhD topic, combining both 

fundamental aspects and potential industrial applications, will permit the candidate to find job openings 

either in the academic field or in industry.  

CONTACTS : 

Cindy Rountree, 01 69 08 26 55, cindy.rountree@cea.fr (http://iramis.cea.fr/Pisp/cindy.rountree/) 

Véronique Lazarus, 01 69 15 80 39, veronique.lazarus@u-psud.fr (http://www.fast.u-psud.fr/~lazarus/)  

Georges Gauthier, 01 69 15 80 41, gauthier@fast.u-psud.fr (http://www.fast.u-psud.fr/~gauthier/)    

Daniel Bonamy, 01 69 08 21 14, daniel.bonamy@cea.fr, (http://iramis.cea.fr/Pisp/2/daniel.bonamy.html) 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physique, science des materiaux, ou mécanique 

Remarks: Collaboration with FAST - Univ Paris-Sud 

 

↘ PhD advisor: LAZARUS Véronique/ROUNTREE Cindy 

↘ Contact: cindy.rountree@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/ 
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STUDY OF THE DISSIPATION ANOMALY IN A TURBULENT FLOW 

Keywords: Matière molle et fluides complexes 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Turbulence represents a significant challenge for energy. Actually, the energy dissipation does not vanish as 

one decreases viscosity or increases turbulence, but instead asymptotes to a constant, a priori non universal 

value. This is this property, named dissipative anomaly, which we plan to study in this thesis with a model 

turbulent flow, forced by different types of impellers, in particular fractal impellers. The goal of the thesis is 

to obtain direct measurements of the velocity fields, to track in the scale space the different structures 

responsible for the dissipative anomaly, in different forcing conditions and at different Reynolds numbers. 

We plan to use 2D and 3D PIV measurements and a novel multi-scale analysis based upon analog of wavelet 

transforms. 

 

Desire profile or skills: M2 physics 

Remarks: Collaboration with Imperial College, GB 

 

↘ PhD advisor: DAVIAUD François 

↘ Contact: francois.daviaud@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/indexEN.php 
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UNDERSTANDING HOW DYNAMIC FRACTURE PROPERTIES 

EMERGE FROM MICROSTRUCTURAL TEXTURE IN BRITTLE 

MATERIALS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

Dynamic crack growth (failure velocity of the order of the sound speed) is the fundamental mechanism 

responsible for catastrophic breakdown in the so-called brittle materials (glasses, ceramics, composites, 

rocks, some polymers…). Yet, a deep understanding of the underlying fast scale phenomena is still missing -- 

Stress enhancement at crack tip, together with the dynamic stress redistribution during failure (via acoustic 

waves), indeed, yield complex couplings between many time and length scales, from specimen size down to 

structural scale, that are difficult to grasp theoretically and probe experimentally. 

This PhD aims at filling this gap. The objectives are: (i) To identify the various dissipation mechanisms and 

their subsequent activation as failure speed increases in both oxide and polymer glasses; (ii) To characterize 

the modification induced by a material texturation, as e.g. when one goes from an homogeneous glass to a 

ceramics made of the same material; and (iii) To further rationalize how microstructural texture selects 

fracture energy at the macroscopic scale, and its subsequent variation with crack speed. In this context, we 

will adapt some of the experimental setups and fractography methods that were developed over the past 

five years in CEA to probe the dissipation processes developing during rapid failure together with their 

coupling over all the relevant space and time scales. Theoretical tools issued from out-of-equilibrium 

statistical physics (elastic interface models in random potential) will be adapted to rationalize their 

description. The approach will be applied to both analog materials of modulated structure, and on real 

material of geophysical and/or industrial interest.   

This Ph.D. thesis takes place astride Statistical Physics, Continuum Mechanics and Materials Science. The 

candidate will have the opportunity to use, - and to familiarize himself with -, both the theoretical and 

experimental techniques developed in these three fields. It falls in with an international context – 

collaboration with the University of Texas (Austin, USA) and the EPFL at Lausanne (Switzerland) are being 

currently developed. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physique Statistique, Mécanique des Milieux Continus et/ou Science des Matériaux 

Remarks: Collaboration with EPFL Lausanne and University of Texas, USA 

 

↘ PhD advisor: BONAMY Daniel 

↘ Contact: daniel.bonamy@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/ 
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UNDERSTANDING THE EVOLUTION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

OF GLASSES DUE TO CHEMICAL COMPOSITION VIA EXPERIMENTS 

Keywords: Physique du solide, surfaces et interfaces 

Laboratory: Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé (SPEC/SPHYNX) 

CEA Saclay,   SPEC/SPHYNX, 

Orme des Merisiers - bât 772,  

91191 Gif sur Yvette 

 

This is a fundamental research topic motivated by the need to improve and assess the glasses’ mechanical 

durability over the long term.  Glasses are integral parts of heat resistant technologies, protection panels, 

low-carbon energies, satellites….  These systems and others undergo a variety of damage (stress corrosion 

cracking, sand storms, external irradiations, high temperatures…) which can lead to premature failure and 

alterations of the physical and mechanical properties.  Varying the chemical composition (which plays on 

the structural variations) of glasses gives rise to variations in the density, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, 

hardness, failure properties… as observed at the  specimen scale. The links between the chemical 

composition and these macroscale properties (and particularly those related to stress corrosion cracking) 

still eludes scientist. The aim of this topic is to fill this gap and to unravel over all the relevant scales the 

responsible mechanisms.   

The Ph.D. candidate will have the opportunity to synthesize the glasses.  The glasses will subsequently be 

analyzed via an atomic force microscope (AFM).  This study will be dedicated to observations of crack 

propagation in situ and the analysis of fracture surfaces in several simplified glasses. Hence, providing 

information on mechanical properties (for example: toughness). This method was previously used in our 

group to study the process zone size versus the crack front velocity in pure silica (SiO2). Repeating this study 

for several simplified nuclear glasses compositions (SiO2 – Na2O – Al2O3) will aid in the understanding of 

how the chemical composition of glasses alters mechanical properties.  Finally, the candidate will have the 

occasion to characterize the elastic properties of the samples and their structures (Raman, NMR 

spectroscopy, X-ray absorption …) with various collaborators.  This will allow for a comparison of the 

fracture behavior of glasses with other macroscopic and microscopic properties [1, 2].  

In conclusion the theme of this project is the comprehension of the source of the changes in the macroscopic 

property, and in particular how to control the stress corrosion cracking properties by varying the chemical 

composition or altering the structure via electron irradiation. 

[1] M. Barlet, A. Kerrache, J.-M. Delaye, C. L. Rountree, Sio2-na2o-b2o3 density: A comparison of 

experiments, simulations, and theory, Journal of Non-crystalline Solids 382 (2013) 32–44. 

[2] M. Barlet, J.-M. Delaye, M. Gennisson, R. Caraballo, B. Boizot, B. Bonamy, C. L. Rountree, Influence of 

electronic irradiation on failure and hardness properties of pure silica glasses, Procedia Materials Science in 

press. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: physique, science des materiaux, science nucleaire ou mecanique 

Remarks: Collaboration with IPR - University of Rennes 1 
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↘ PhD advisor: BONAMY Daniel/ROUNTREE Cindy 

↘ Contact: cindy.rountree@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://iramis.cea.fr/spec/SPHYNX/ 
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ROLE OF THE DRYING RATE ONTO THE NANO-STRUCTURE OF 

FILMS FORMED BY THE EVAPORATION OF COLLOIDAL 

SUSPENSIONS. 

Keywords: Soft matter, AFM,  nano- to macroscale, bead packing 

Laboratory: Laboratoire SPHYNX, CEA/Fluides, Automatique et Systèmes Thermiques 

(SPHYNX/FAST) 

Orme des Merisiers, Service de Physique de l’Etat Condensé 

 

Drying a thin layer of colloidal (particle diameter 10 nm-

porosity, optical transparency, and resistance to fracture. These macroscopic properties are the signature of 

nanoscopic organization and nature of the chemical bonds within the porous media. The objective is to 

study the influence of the drying rate, film thickness, and bead dimension and polydispersity on the solid 

obtained from the drying of model colloidal suspensions. Recent exploratory work by the two partners has 

defined an innovative experimental protocol combining experimental mechanics (macroscale) 

measurements and atomic force microscopy imaging (nanoscale) and has revealed a non-trivial selection of 

the film structure by the drying rate. The PhD candidate will continue these works with the ultimate goal in 

mind: “Understand how macroscopic properties emerge from the nanoscopic structure.”. 

 

Desire profile or skills: statistical physics or continuum mechanics or nanosciences 

 

↘ PhD advisor: D. Bonamy, G. Gauthier, V. Lazarus, C. Rountree 

↘ Contact: veronique.lazarus@u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.fast.u-

psud.fr/~lazarus/Telecharger/these_sechage_english.pdf 
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ION BEAM SIMULATION OF NEUTRON IRRADIATION: FLUX EFFECT 

ON RADIATION DAMAGE IN FERRITIC ALLOYS 

Keywords: Irradiation, TEM, APT, RPV steels, Radiation-induced segregation 

Laboratory: Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique (SRMP) 

CEA, DEN, 

Service de Recherches de Metallurgie Physique, 

F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France 

 

Ion accelerators are used in nuclear industry to understand the neutron-induced embrittlement of the 

structural material of nuclear power plants. They reduce significantly the exposure time of materials by 

increasing the flux of particles by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the irradiation parameters 

(temperature, dose and dose rate) are well-controlled. The neutron-induced embrittlement of the vessel, 

made of low-alloyed steel, is for instance one on the main limitation of the lifetime of the current reactor 

pressure vessel (REP). It is partly linked to the formation of diffuse solute clusters [1, 2, 3], enriched in Cu, Si, 

Mn, Ni and P, as well as small points defects (PD clusters) (interstitials and vacancies). Many work was done 

in recent decades in order to understand the formation mechanism of these clusters [4, 5, 6, 7]. Especially, in 

the Fe-1 wt.% Mn ferritic alloy, the Mn segregation was showed to be induced by irradiation, by flux 

coupling between the point defects (PD) (vacancies and interstitials) and the solute atoms [8]. PD flux drag 

the solute atoms towards the PD sinks such as PD clusters or grain boundaries.  However, all this studies 

were done on materials irradiated with charges particles (ions or electrons with a flux 1 million to 10 million 

times higher than operating reactors) or with test reactors (neutrons with a flux 10 to 100 times higher than 

operating reactors). It may thus lead to problems of transferability between charged particles and neutrons. 

Previous studies by G. Was in austenitic steels irradiated with neutrons, protons and heavy ions show that 

the flux effect can be partly taken into account by a simple temperature shift [9 , 10]. However, they also 

point out that this shift does not reproduce all the radiation effects (matrix damage, radiation induced 

segregation-RIS) with the same kinetic. This work will be realized in collaboration with the simulation team 

of the SRMP. Indeed, the experimental data obtained will be used to validate the kinetic radiation damage 

modelling tools, such as kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) or RT simulations developed at the laboratory. It will be 

also in collaboration with B. Radiguet from the University of Rouen, J. Henry from DMN/SRMA and A. 

Legrand-Lopez from DMN/SEMI. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Material science 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Estelle MESLIN 

↘ Contact: estelle.meslin@cea.fr 
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MODELING OF URANIUM OXIDE BEHAVIOR UNDER ION 

IRRADIATION 

Keywords: numerical simulation, irradiation, materials, ceramics 

Laboratory: Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique (SRMP) 

CEA, DEN, 

Service de Recherches de Metallurgie Physique, 

F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France 

 

When a material is submitted to irradiation, with ions or neutrons, it sustains structural modifications at the 

nanoscopic and microscopic scales which degrade its macroscopic (thermal, mechanical, etc.)  properties. 

Such irradiations take place in nuclear reactors but also when dopants are implanted in semi-conductors for 

the micro-electronics industry. To understand and quantify these irradiation effects, basic research studies 

are carried out using ion beams. The behavior of metals under irradiation is more or less understood. The 

situation is more complex for non-metallic materials, e.g. ceramics, semi-conductors. Complementary 

experimental studies, using X-ray diffraction, Rutherford back-scattering spectroscopy and transmission 

electronic microscopy show discontinuous evolutions of irradiated insulators. These evolutions are not fully 

understood, especially because a numerical modelling of the behavior of insulators under irradiation is still 

missing. In this thesis, we propose to build such a modeling. The goal will be to build a kinetic model 

describing the effect of irradiations on insulators and their atomic and microstructural evolutions. To do so, 

one will use the energetic data obtained by electronic structure calculations to quantify the formation, 

diffusion and clustering of defects induced by irradiation. They will be integrated in mesoscopic kinetic 

models. Such models exist for metallic materials. One of the main objectives of the work will be to adapt 

such models to the description of insulators. Indeed insulating materials exhibit specific features which 

enrich their behavior under irradiation but complicate its description: existence of two crystallographic 

networks, of charged defects, etc. The methodological developments will be tested primarily on uranium 

oxide (UO2) which is the main constituent of nuclear fuel and for which many experimental and numerical 

data exist. The obtained models will also be tested on other oxides such as MgO or ZrO2 for which 

experimental results are also available. 

 

Desire profile or skills: master in materials science, some knowledge in numerical simulations (linux) 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Jean-Paul Crocombette 

↘ Contact: jpcrocombette@cea.fr 

↘ Website: crocombette.free.fr 
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SIMULATION OF ABSORPTION KINETICS OF POINT DEFECTS BY 

DISLOCATIONS AND DEFECT CLUSTERS 

Keywords: Numerical simulations, Monte Carlo, kinetics. 

Laboratory: Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique (SRMP) 

CEA, DEN, 

Service de Recherches de Metallurgie Physique, 

F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France 

 

In a metal under irradiation, point defects (vacancies and self-interstitials) are created, which diffuse in the 

matrix and can form defect clusters. In current kinetic simulations, elastic interactions between point 

defects and clusters, which induce a bias in the diffusion of point defects, are not explicitly treated for the 

sake of computational efficiency. However this ingredient is very important to explain various experimental 

results.  

To solve this problem, a multiscale approach is proposed in this PhD work.  First, elastic interactions will be 

included in kinetic Monte Carlo simulations in an efficient way. Then we will simulate the formation of 

defect clusters and extract key data to be included in larger scale simulations (mean field simulations). 

Using these large scale simulations, we will compare the obtained results to experimental works. 

 

Desire profile or skills: Master 2 in materials science or solid state physics. Interest for theoretical and 

numerical work. 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Thomas Jourdan 

↘ Contact: thomas.jourdan@cea.fr 

↘ Website: http://thomas.jourdan.pagesperso-orange.fr 
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THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN MAGNETISM 

AND DEFECTS IN FE BASED ALLOYS 

Keywords: Iron alloys, defects, magnetism, theoretical modelling 

Laboratory: Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique (SRMP) 

CEA, DEN, 

Service de Recherches de Metallurgie Physique, 

F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France 

 

Ferritic steels play an essential role as structural materials for various technological applications, 

particularly for the nuclear reactors. In this context, an accurate understanding of properties of structural 

defects (such as vacancies and self-interstitial atoms) and their interaction with impurities and alloying 

elements in the steels is required. These properties have a direct impact on the microstructure and 

mechanical properties of materials. 

The objective of this thesis is to better understand the correlation between the magnetism of iron alloys and 

impurities and defects present in the material, finding on one hand how the presence of defects can modify 

the magnetic order, and, on the other hand, how magnetism can change the stability, mobility and 

clustering of the defects. 

For this purpose, a theoretical multiscale approach will be 

developed by performing ab-initio electronic structure calculations to determine key magnetic and energetic 

parameters. Subsequently, these data will be used to fit effective interaction models, much less 

computationally demanding. These models, coupled with Monte Carlo simulations, will enable to explore 

the magnetic effects as function of temperature,and therefore allow to get closer to actual operating 

conditions of materials. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: Physics of materials, solid state physics 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Chu Chun FU 

↘ Contact: chuchun.fu@cea.fr 
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TOWARDS A FREE ELECTRON LASER AMPLICATION ON A LASER 

PLASMA ACCELERATED ELECTRON BEAM 

Keywords: Free Electron Laser, Laser WakeField Acceleration, Undulator, seeding 

Laboratory: Synchrotron SOLEIL, Source Division (Synchrotron SOLEIL) 

L'orme des Merisiers, 91 192 Gif-sur-Yvette, PB 48 

 

X-ray Free Electron Lasers (FEL) provide nowadays intense coherent fs pulses for multidisciplinary 

investigations of matter. FEL developments aim at compact setups, advanced and flexible optical properties 

of the source, multi-users operation. In the context of the LUNEX5 demonstrator project, compactness is 

studied by two means : seeding and using, instead of the superconducting accelerator, a Laser Wakefield 

Accelerator (LWFA). The PhD work will take place in the frame of the ERC Advanced Grant COXINEL at 

SOLEIL (in collaboration with the LOA). The objective is to demonstrate FEL amplification using a LWFA, 

thanks to an original and appropriate electron beam transport from the source to the undulator. The 

equipment is under preparation and will be ready for the end of the year. The PhD student work will actively 

work on the experimental tests including the electron beam characterisation, the spontaneous emission of 

the undulator and the tuning towards the intensity growth including experiment preparation and data 

analysis. Experimental results will be compared with FEL simulations (ideally with start to end ones), 

including sensitivity to parameters. 

 

Desire profile or skills: knowledge in accelerator, synchrotron radaition and lasers,computing skills 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Marie-Emmanuelle Couprie 

↘ Contact: couprie@synchrotron-soleil.fr 

↘ Website: http://lunex5.com/spip.php?rubrique1; 

http/www.synchrotron-soleil.fr 
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SUPERCONDUCTING SPIN CURRENTS 

Keywords: triplet superconductivity, oxides, half-metals, proximity effect, 

Laboratory: Unité Mixte de Physique CNRS/Thales (UMPhy) 

1 avenue A. Fresnel, 91767 Palaiseau, France 

 

Conventional superconductivity is incompatible with ferromagnetism, because the magnetic exchange field 

tends to spin-polarize electrons and breaks apart the opposite-spin singlet Cooper pairs. For this reason, the 

penetration of a superconducting current into a half-metal (a strong ferromagnet in which 100% of the 

conduction electrons are spin-polarized) is generally forbidden. Notwithstanding, experiments performed in 

qual-

restriction at the interface between a high-temperature superconductor and a half-metal. This mechanism 

allows the transfer of the superconducting correlations into the half-metal’s electrons, creating a spin-

polarized superconducting current that could be useful in spin electronics (spintronics). During this 

internship, the candidate will perform a series of experiment aimed at understanding the transfer of the 

spin-polarized supercurrents into normal metals (interface effects, transparency conditions, etc). Ultimately, 

this will allow the fabrication of “superconducting spin-valves”, the cornerstone for superconducting 

spintronics. 

 

 

Desire profile or skills: This is an experimental internship. The student will use optical and electron 

lithography to fabricate superconductor/ferromagnet junctions, and low-temperature magneto-transport 

to study the fundamental effects referenced above. The student will also con 

 

↘ PhD advisor: Javier E. Villegas 

↘ Contact: javier.villegas@thalesgroup.com 

↘ Website: http://www.trt.thalesgroup.com/ump-cnrs-thales/ 
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WAVES AND TURBULENCE IN GEOPHYSICAL FLOWS 

Keywords: Fluid mechanics, turbulence, geophysical flows 

Laboratory:  () 

 

Fluid turbulence is considered as one of the last unsolved problems in classical mechanics. Turbulence in a 

rotating frame is present in a wide range of systems, from engineering to geophysics and astrophysics. The 

complexity of rotating turbulence arises from the subtle interplay between linear wave motion due to the 

Coriolis force and nonlinear structures such as coherent vortices. The aim of this thesis is twofold: (i) design 

new and original experiments to probe nonclassical behaviors of inertial waves propagating in a rotating 

fluid, such as refraction or tunneling; (ii) investigate the relevance of the weak wave turbulence theory to 

describe rotating turbulence, using a spatio-temporal analysis of the turbulent velocity fields. 

 

Desire profile or skills: The candidate must have a strong background in non-linear physics and fluid 

dynamics. Knowledge in turbulence and geophysical fluid dynamics are appreciated but  not mandatory. 

 

↘ PhD advisor:  

↘ Contact: moisy@fast.u-psud.fr ; ppcortet@fast.u-psud.fr 

↘ Website: http://www.fast.u-psud.fr/gyroflow 
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